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The paper shows instances of grammaticalization of body parts to spatial meanings, and explains the differences observed in Thadou and Meiteilon. In Meiteilon, grammaticalization stops after metaphorical extension of body part terms, whereas in Thadou, grammaticalization continues and came to be used as locative adverbs and temporal adverbs.
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1 Introduction

The paper first discusses the theoretical background of grammaticalizationand give a very brief introduction of the languages to be compared i.e. Thadou and Meiteilon, which are both Tibeto-Burman languages. The paper will move on to compare the data collected from both the languages and therefore discuss the observations and conclusions at the end of the paper. The comparison will be on how body part terms of both the languages get grammaticalized and which parameters were used, and to what extend does the grammaticalization process proceed.

2 Grammaticalization

Grammaticalization theory is concerned with the genesis and development of grammatical forms. Its primary goal is to describe how grammatical forms and constructions arise and develop through space and time. Grammaticalization is usually defined as the process whereby lexical items develop into grammatical items, and grammatical items develop into more grammatical forms. The term ‘grammaticalization’ was first coined by the French linguist, Antoine Meillet in 1912. Meillet defined grammaticalization as the evolution of grammatical forms (function words, affixes, etc) out of the earlier lexical forms. In simple words, it is the process in which linguistic elements: phonetics, morphemic, syntactic, semantic, etc becomes constituents of grammar. According to Heine and Reh, it is “An evolution whereby linguistic units lose in semantic complexity, pragmatic significance, syntactic freedom and phonetic substance.”

Grammaticalization involves four main interrelated mechanisms. They are:

a. Desemanticization

Desemanticization is also known as semantic bleaching, where the semantic content of the original word is lost partially, or completely in few cases. Here, concrete meaning of the original words are reinterpreted in specific contexts to give more abstract and grammatical meanings. This process may be best explained through the grammaticalization of body parts to spatial meanings through metaphorical extension.

b. Extension

As the name itself suggest, the meaning of the original word is extended. The context is generalized, or used in new context. This may sometimes occur together with desemanticization. For example, in English the preposition ‘in’ may be used in three different contexts – as a spatial preposition, temporal meaning, and causal meaning, as shown in the following examples.

(1) John died in London
(2) John died in December
(3) John died in a car accident

c. Decategorialization

After undergoing desemanticization, the lexemes may lose their original morphological and syntactic properties. When they undergo decategorialization, they may lose their morphological abilities to take inflections or modifiers, and they may also lose their syntactic properties of being able to move freely in a sentence. The distal demonstrative ‘that’ in English may be taken as an example. When the demonstrative ‘that’ gets grammaticalized to a complementizer, it can no longer be pluralized, and also lose ‘this’ as its co-member.
Grammaticalization through…

d. Erosion (or Phonetic reduction)

Erosion, also known as Phonetic Reduction, is the last to apply in the grammaticalization process, and it is not obligatory. Here, a linguistic expression may lose its phonetic substance as a result of grammaticalization. It may include the loss of full syllables as in English ‘because’ to ‘cuz’, or loss of suprasegmental properties as in Adjective ‘full’ to derivational suffix ‘-ful’, or phonetic simplification as in ‘going to’ to ‘gonna’.

In most of the mechanisms involved loss of properties are observed. However, there are gains also, in that they get new existence. They can be used in new contexts with their meanings getting more generalized.

Grammaticalization is a unidirectional process. The process involves change from lexical to grammatical, or grammatical to more grammatical forms, and not the other way round. Few contradictory examples of the unidirectionality hypothesis were found in few languages, but they were discarded due to insufficiency of data, and also because they were too few as compared to the very large instances which conforms to the unidirectionality hypothesis.

It is observed from the mechanisms discussed above that grammaticalization is not an abrupt change, but a gradual process where words leaves a particular class and enters another class by a gradual series of individual shifts forming a chain, which is called a Cline. The stages involved during the process may differ from language to language, but there is a famous pattern of cline proposed by Hopper and Traugott, which is found to be followed by majority of languages.

Content word > grammatical word > clitic > inflectional affix

This cline is popularly known as ‘the cline of grammaticality’.

3 About the languages

3.1 Meiteilon

Meiteilon belongs to the Tibeto-Burman language family, mainly spoken in the North-eastern part of India. Although the native speakers of Meiteilon mostly reside in the state of Manipur, there are speakers of Meiteilon in the neighbouring states such as Assam, Tripura and countries such as Myanmar and Bangladesh. Meiteilon also known as Manipuri, is the lingua franca of Manipur.

3.2 Thadou

Thadou, as recorded in the Linguistic Survey of India. Vol 3, Tibeto-Burman Family part 3 by Grierson (1903-1928), belongs to the Northern Kuki-Chin sub-group of Tibeto-Burman sub-family which in turn belongs to the Sino-Tibetan family of languages. It is spoken mainly in Manipur, Nagaland and some parts of Assam, Mizoram and Myanmar.

Thadou follows the Subject-Object-Verb (SOV) word order. It is also a tonal language. “Thadou phonemic inventory consists of twenty nine phonemes, of which twenty one are consonants, eight vowels and three tones: rising (H), high falling (HL) and low falling (L)”. Pauthang (2008)

4 Metaphorical extension of body parts

As already mentioned above, Desemanticization is one of the parameters where semantic bleaching occurs. One of the most important mechanisms contributing to semantic bleaching is metaphorical extension. When a lexical source is compared with the resulting grammatical meaning, a metaphorical relation is often found. The meaning of an entity is shifted from concrete to abstract by using metaphor and metonymy, but the original meaning expressed is preserved in some way or the other. Grammaticalization through metaphorical extension is often observed in body part terms. It may be noted that not all metaphorical extensions contribute to grammaticalization. As already known, grammaticalization is not an abrupt change but a gradual process. Therefore, metaphorical use of body parts occurs first, as observed in almost all languages of the world, but not all languages grammaticalize the metaphors to mean spatial or temporal adverbs. In this paper study will be made based on body part terms comparing instances from two Tibeto-Burman languages.

Given below are few instances of metaphorical extension observed from Meiteilon. It is observed in Meiteilon that body part terms undergo
metaphorical extension but only few gets grammaticalized and are later used in spatial contexts. About 17 instances of metaphorical extension of body part terms are observed, and below mentioned only few of them.

i. Mouth > Front

(4) jum-gi ʰoŋ-jin
house-GEN door-mouth
‘Threshold of the house’

ii. Face > Surface >> Front

(5) ciŋ-mai-dalai jam sat-li
Hill-face-LOC flow much
‘Flowers are blooming on the surface of the hill.’

(6) upu mə-mai kai-re
cupboard 3-face broke-PRF
‘The front of the cupboard has broken.’

iii. Foot > Down/Bottom of

(7) mə-kʰoi u-kʰoŋ-də hip-pi
3.PL tree-foot-LOC lay-PRST
‘They are lying at the base of the tree.’

(8) ciŋ-kʰoŋ-də turel moça oma cel-li
hill-foot-LOCriver small one flow-PRST
‘A small river is flowing on the foot of the hill.’

iv. Head > front

(9) jon-nə porikʰa-də məkət ə-i
John-NOM exam-LOC head fall-PST
‘John toppled the examination.’

(10) ma-nə məkət ə leppi
3-NOM head LOC stand-PRST
‘He is standing in front’.

Therefore, it is observed in Meiteilon that body part terms in fact has metaphorical uses, but not all gets grammaticalized except very few of them like ‘head’ and ‘face’.

Given below are instances of grammaticalization of body parts to spatial meanings and temporal meanings collected from Thadou.

v. Back > behind > later.

(11) Ka-nəŋ ə-dap e
1CLT-back 3CLT-cold DCL
‘My back is cold.’

(12) m-nəŋ
house-back
‘Back of the house’

(13) kə-nəŋ-a huŋ ən
1CLT-back-LOC come IMP
‘Come behind me.’

(14) nəŋ-le? əŋ-ki-sə? dinə əhi
back-TEMP 2CLT-VR-regret FUT DCL
‘You will regret later.’

vi. Buttock > end/bottom/edge

(15) Xə-tə
bed-buttock
‘The lower part of the bed.’

(16) Xə-tə
Village-buttock
‘End/bottom/edge of the village’

vii. Stomach/Belly > inside/in

(17) kə-səŋ ə-na e
1CLT-stomach 3CLT-pain DCL
‘My stomach is aching.’

(18) m-səŋ ə-tə? ən
House-stomach sweep IMP
‘Sweep the (inside of) the house.’

(19) Xə-səŋ-a tʰou tʃu
Cup-stomach-LOC fly DEF
‘The fly in the cup.’

viii. Face > front/before

(20) na-mai ə-nam e
2CLT-face 3CLT-smooth DCL
‘Your face is smooth.’

(21) m-mai
house-face
‘The area in front of the house.’

(22) na-mai a dinə nu
2CLT-face-LOC stand FEM
‘The girl standing in front of/before you.’
ix. Flanks > beside

(23) ka-paŋə ə-na e
1CLT-flank 3CLT-pain DCL
‘My flank hurts.’

(24) ka-paŋ-a ɗų nu
1CLT-flank-LOC stand FEM
‘The girl standing beside me.’

x. Mouth > front

(25) na-muʔ sop m
2CLT-mouth wash IMP
‘Wash your mouth.’

(26) gari-muʔ

vehicle-mouth
‘The front of vehicle (vehicles with protruding front).’

xi. Navel > middle/core

(27) ə-lai ka-mu e
3CLT-navel 1CLT-see DCL
‘I saw his/her navel.’

(28) ə-lai-a ɗų m
3CLT-middle-LOC stand IMP
‘Stand in the middle.’

xii. Heart > middle/core (intensified)

(29) łuŋ-lai-a

heart-navel-LOC
‘Core of the heart.’

(30) lai-łuŋ-a

navel-heart-LOC
‘Core of the core/the very middle of’

Therefore, from the analysis of the given data it may be concluded that Thadou also make metaphorical uses of body part terms. However, it proceeds to give new grammatical meanings when combined with locatives. It gives spatial meanings and it is also observed in example like 1(d), that the spatial meaning is in turn grammaticalized to give a temporal meaning when combined with a temporal marker. As seen in example 13 (a) and (b), compounding of two or more body parts may act as intensifiers. The mechanism of change involved here is Desemanticization. The original forms undergo metaphorical extension and its meaning is generalized from concrete objects to give abstract meanings.

5 Conclusion

From the analysis of the data collected from both languages it is concluded that both languages use metaphorical extensions. However, Meiteilon uses very few grammaticalization of body parts, while in Thadou almost all the metaphorical uses proceed further to give those grammatical meanings, of course after occurring together with locatives. Also in Thadou, the grammaticalization process does not end there but move on to grammaticalize the spatial locatives to give temporal meanings, which is absent in Meiteilon.
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1 Gyalsumdo: An introduction

Gyalsumdo is spoken in the three main villages, viz. Chame, Bagarchap including Thonche, and in Tal villages in the Manang district of western Nepal (cf. Hildebrandt and Joe 2011, Dhakal, Hildebrandt and Krim 2016). However, it is neither included as a distinct language in the national census (cf.CBS 2012), nor in the Ethnologue (cf. Eppele 2012). Tournadre (2013:122) also notes that Gyalsumdo falls within southwestern section of Tibetan languages. Similarly, Gyalsumdo is a Tibetan variety, and it is closely affiliated with Kyirong Tibetan. The genetic affiliation of Gyalsumdo as proposed by Hildebrandt and Joe (2011) is given in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Genetic classification of Gyalsumdo

Gyalsumdo is a verb-final language. The numerals, demonstratives, and adjectives follow the head nouns, but the demonstratives precede the nouns in noun phrase structures (cf. Dhakal 2015). Gyalsumdo also makes use of the definite marker -ko, such as bhidza-ko 'child-DEF'. The verbs take finite morphology in the clauses. The copulas are used to carry different tenses, aspects and evidentials. Like Tibetan varieties, Gyalsumdo makes a distinction between the 'conjunct', and 'disjunct' forms in finite verb morphology although the detailed study of verbs, verb morphology and evidentiality is still awaiting.

This article is organized as follows. With a brief typological introduction of Gyalsumdo in section 1, nominalization is briefly introduced in section. Similarly, section 3 concentrates on the nominalizers and lexical derivation of nouns in Gyalsumdo. The clause nominalization except the relative clauses are discussed in section 4. Section 5 presents the relative clauses marked with special set of nominalizers. A short notes on some suffixes which might have distant relation with some nominalizers, but have less degree of resemblance at present, are also discussed in section 5. And finally, this article is summarized in section 6.

2 Nominalization

The term 'nominalization' refers to the process in which certain items are changed into a noun. As put by Comrie and Thompson (2007:334) nominalization refers to 'turning something into a noun'. This essentially refers to the derivational process. There are a number of derivational suffixes in Gyalsumdo which are used to derive nouns from other categories (from nouns and verbs). They are illustrated in the following sections.

In addition to this, there are some suffixes which mark the clause-level constituents. The constituents they mark function as a noun phrase (cf. Genetti et al. 2008:98). In other words, "nominalizers often extend beyond their core function of deriving nominal expressions" (Yap, Karen-Härsta, Wrona 2011: 2) in these languages. This is a very productive process at clause-level nominalization. Genetti et al. also make a difference between more derivational kind of nominalization as opposed to clause-kind of nominalization.

There are studies dealing with the nominalization in different languages of Nepal. For example,
Chantyal (cf. Noonan 1997), Kiranti languages (Bickel 1999, Watters 2008), Bhujel (Regmi 2010), Kaike (Regmi 2010), Chintang (Paudyal 2011), Magar (Grunow Hårsta 2011), among others. The descriptive grammars also include this topic as a linguistic phenomenon in some Tibetan languages, such as Kyirong (2003), and Dong Tibetan (Bartee 2007), and classical and Lhasa Tibetan (cf. DeLancey 2003a,b).

In bird’s eye view, there are three categories of affixes appearing in the contexts of nominalization and relativization in Gyalsumdo. Firstly, there are some affixes which appear both in deriving lexical nouns and in encoding clausal nominalization. Secondly, some affixes appear only in deriving nouns, but they do not appear in clausal nominalization. Thirdly, some affixes appear only in clause nominalization and relativization, but they are not used to derive nouns at lexical level.

3 Nominalizers

Gyalsumdo mainly makes use of four nominalizers -sa, -pa, -tse, and -ma to derive nouns. The frequency of these nominalizers differ in deriving nouns from the other categories at lexical level. This section is concentrated on lexical nominalization in Gyalsumdo.

3.1 Nominalizer -sa

We obtain an object noun, typically utensils by making use of the suffix -sa. This nominalizer is etymologically identical with the noun sa ‘earth’ (cf. DeLancey 1999:238; DeLancey 2003b:276), and thus seems to be grammaticalized from sa ‘earth’. Although Kyirong Tibetan employs the suffix -sã, the Gyalsumdo suffix further erodes and retains only the suffix without the nasal part (cf. Huber 2003:10). Most of the nouns derived by making use of this suffix are nouns related to cooking utensils or pots. Literally, they yield the meaning of ‘the place/thing for doing X’.

Examples follow.

(1) thuŋ ‘drink’ thuŋsa ‘pot for drinking’
thøe ‘cook’ thøesə ‘pot for cooking’
kol ‘boil’ kolɔsa ‘pot for boiling’

In examples (1), the suffix -sa is locational/instrument nominalizer. It is also used to relativize the location (section 5.3). The relationship between the derivational nouns and clausal nominalization is found with this nominalizer.

3.2 Nominalizer -pa

The suffix -pa marks the complement clause, and purpose clause in addition to relative clauses in Gyalsumdo. We obtain an object noun, or inhabitant nouns by making use of the derivational suffix -pa.1 This suffix is usually attached to the place names. Also see DeLancey (2003a, b), Noonan (1997) also notes that the suffix -pa occurs as a nominalizer in Tibetan languages. Examples follow (2).

(2) bhø ‘Tibet’ bhøpa ‘Tibetan’
jampu ‘Kathmandu’ jampupa ‘Kathmanduite’
nar ‘Nar’ narpa ‘inhabitant of Nar’

The suffix -pa also yields the meaning of ‘follower’, agent noun, or merely the ‘deverbal noun’. This is similar to ‘person having to do with’ as mentioned in Beyer (1992:120). The derived nouns have occupational meanings referred by the derived nouns. The suffix -pa may be attached to verbs (3b) or nouns (3a).

(3) a. tfholu ‘religion’
    tfholupa ‘follower of a religion’
    pa ‘fish’
    papa ‘fisherman’
    tson ‘prison’
    tsonpa ‘prisoner’

b. kjupa ‘to vomit’

The clause level derivation by making use of the suffix -pa is given in (section 5.1).

As explained in DeLancey (2002), the suffix -pa/-ba and -mal/-mo are related in a number of Bodic languages merely to differentiate gender. This is true in Tibeto-Burman languages as well (cf. Benedict 1972: 96). Since there exist a different

1 Beyer (1992:259) also notes that the nominalizer -pa functions that the entire proposition functions as a nominalizer.
nominalizer suffix -ma (section 3.4), it is not easy
to explain the relationship between -pa and -ma in
merely differentiating the gender. As mentioned
in DeLancey (2002), Gyalsumdo also makes a
difference between masculine and feminine nouns
marked by the suffix -pa and -ma respectively. A
few pairs of words are available which terminate
in these suffixes to differentiate gender, eg.
ghjalpu ‘king’, ghjalmu ‘king’; robu ‘bonded
friend (m)’, romu ‘bonded friend (f)’; ɖʒhapho
‘rooster’, ɖʒhamo ‘hen’; khipho ‘dog’, khimo
‘bitch’; kepu ‘adulthood’ (of male), kemu
‘adulthood’ (of female).

3.3 Nominalizer -tse
The object nouns are derived by the suffix -tse.
The suffix is also attested in Kyirong Tibetan.
The nouns derived from it are the ‘objects’ related
to the verb. For example, the noun setse
‘foodstuff’ is derived from se ‘eat’. We obtain the
‘object nouns’ by making use of this suffix.

(4) se ‘eat’ setse ‘foodstuff’
thuŋ ‘drink’ thuŋtse ‘drink’
tse ‘play’ tsetse ‘doll’
ghyn ‘wear’ ghyn tse ‘clothing’
palpu ‘lie down’ pal tse ‘quilt’

Although we find some nouns by making use of
this process, the process is rather restricted in a
few words.

3.4 Nominalizer -ma
There are some nouns derived from the suffix -ma.
The resulting nouns are object nouns, or
agentive nouns. The nominalizing suffix is
attached to verbs. A couple of examples follow.

(5) kul ‘to steal’ káma ‘thief’
dʒho ‘to sweep’ dʒhama ‘broom’

Although there might be other nouns which might
be derived by making use of this suffix, we have
limited examples to illustrate this.

4 Clausal nominalization
We discussed the suffixes which are attached to
nouns and verbs to derive nouns in section (3).
Now, we turn to some clauses in which these
nominalizers appear to mark the clauses.

4.1 Clauses marked with -pa
The suffix -pa is multifunctional in Gyalsumdo.
We have looked at the cases in which this suffix is
used to derive lexical nouns from other categories
in section (3.2). Before looking at how it appears
in marking the clause, let’s also look at different
functions of the suffix -pa in Gyalsumdo. It is
relevant to note that the suffix -pa appears in
the finite clause to mark the past tense conjunct form
(cf. Dhakal 2015) in contrast to disjunct form -sun.
Secondly, the suffix appear with the verbs
preceding the copular clauses to denote the perfect
aspect as shown in (6-7).

(6) ñà-ki ljaka dzhe-pa re
I-ERG work do-PRF COP
‘I have done the work.’

(7) lakpa-ki ṭaŋ ṭaŋ a sa-pa re
Lakpa-ERG money earn-PRF COP
‘Lakpa has earned money.’

It is therefore natural that when the nominalizer -pa
turns the clause into a noun, it also carries the
perfective meaning.

(8) taŋ ñà-ki ṭuku-la phera
yesterday I-ERG child-ACC scolding
láŋ -pa jákbu dzhuŋ-suŋ
make-NMLZ good do-PST.DJ
‘It was good that I scolded the child yesterday.’

(9) kho-ki ḍolma-ki ara
he-ERG Dolma-ERG ara
kol-pa tjön-suŋ
boil-NMLZ see-PST.DJ
‘He is watching Dolma boiled alcohol.’

(10) kho-ki kho-la ṭaŋa ter-pa
he-ERG he-DAT ṭaŋa give-NMLZ
ñà-ki tjön-suŋ
I-ERG see-PST.DJ
‘I saw that he gave her money.’

We see that the complement taking verb tjön- ‘see’
is used in (8). By contrast, the complement clauses in which the embedded clause is marked with -ke carries the imperfective or future meaning (15-18).

The complement clause marked with the
nominalizer -pa carries the meaning of perfect
action. This is also found in Kyirong Tibetan
(Huber 2003:6), and Lhasa Tibetan as well as well
The nominalizer also appears as a verbal periphrasis in other languages as well (cf. Lahaussohis 2003: 39).

The perfect converb -\textipa{ba/-pa} marks the non-finite clauses known as 'converb clauses' (cf. Genetti et al. 2008: 26). The converb clause marked with -\textipa{pa/-ba} yields the completed action before another action takes place. The converb clause marked with the nominalizer is common in different languages (cf. Genetti et al. 2008:26 among other). Examples from Gyalsumdo follow.

(11) to ma-se-pa-la \textipa{ŋ} à ʃ ŭ pa
\textipa{rice NEG-eat-PRF-LOC} \textipa{I go-PST.CJ}
'I went without taking food.'

(12) ljaka ma-tʃe-pa-la kho bhi-su ŋ
\textipa{work NEG-eat-PRF-LOC} \textipa{he go-PST.CJ}
'He went (after) without doing his work.'

(13) ŋà-ki ʈa ŋ a ɣru tor-pa ni
\textipa{I-GEN money where lose-PRF PART}
'I wonder where my money was lost.'

The converb clause marked with the nominalizer -\textipa{pa} also takes the locative suffix -\textipa{la} in Gyalsumdo. This further confirms that the construction looks 'noun-like'. It is to be noted that the sequential converb is -\textipa{ti/-di} and simultaneous converb is -\textipa{kja} in Gyalsumdo. As in other constructions, the suffix -\textipa{pa} also retains the perfective meaning in this case.

4.2 Clause marked with -\textipa{ke}

Both the complement and the purposive clauses are marked with the nominalizer -\textipa{ke} in Gyalsumdo. Gyalsumdo also makes use of the nominalizer -\textipa{ke} in relative clause (section 5.4). The genitive marker is -\textipa{ki} in Gyalsumdo. These two suffixes, which differ in surface manifestation these days, might share the same etyma long back. Huber (2003:3) notes that the nominalizer -\textipa{kẽ} in Kyirong Tibetan can be traced to the suffix \textipa{mkhan} in classical Tibetan. When we compare this with the Kyirong Tibetan, the Gyalsumdo nominalizer further loses the nasality and results simply as -\textipa{ke}.

As noted in Noonan (1997), the nominalizer also appears in the citation forms of the verbs. So, let's consider some citation forms of verbs in (14).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>seke</td>
<td>'to eat'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thanke</td>
<td>'to drink'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tseke</td>
<td>'to play'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ghyn̂se</td>
<td>'to wear (v.)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jaike</td>
<td>'to sleep'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We showed that the verbal suffix -\textipa{kẽ}, or -\textipa{ke} are used in other places, such as non-past conjunct forms (15-16).

(15) khe mənaŋ-la nām jōŋ-ke
you Manang-LOC when come-PRES.CJ
'When do you come to Manang?'

(16) ːə tsalbu ɣhru sja-kke
I this basket where keep-NPST.CJ
'Where shall I keep this basket?'

Like the non-past tense, the complement clause marked with the complementizer -\textipa{ke} shows that action takes place in the future. In other words, it can be contrasted with the nominalizer -\textipa{pa} which shows the perfective action.

We also find the same nominalizers marking the end of them. The complement clauses end with complement taking predicates.

(17) ŋà-ki kho bhapsjor-ke tjōŋ-suŋ
I-ERG he fall-NMLZ see-PST.DJ
'I saw him/her fall down.'

(18) dhi mi-ki ara tʃa-kke
this man-ERG liquor leave-NMLZ lap-tʃ
\textipa{say-SEQ} promise do-PST.CJ
'The man promised to go give up drinking liquor.'

We see that the complement clause is marked with the suffix -\textipa{ke} in Gyalsumdo in (17-18).

In addition to the complement clause discussed here, the adverbial clause (the purpose clause in particular) is formed with the marker -\textipa{ke}. In this case, the entire clause is nominalized, and the clause is case-marked with the locative marker -\textipa{la}.

\footnote{The purposive marker in Kyirong Tibetan is also formed by the nominalizer plus the dative marker (Huber 2002:224).}
(19) kho rika-la siŋ ḍho-ke-la bhi-sunj
he forest-LOC wood cut-PURP-LOC go-PST.DJ
‘He went in to the forest to cut wood.’

(20) ḃhī trumpa thu-ke-la
I father meet-PURP-LOC
jāmpu-la sum-pa
Kathmandu-LOC go-PST.CJ
‘I went to Kathmandu to meet my father.’

The purposive clause is also formed only with the bare verb stem followed by the finite verb in the main clause (cf. Dhakal 2015).

5 Relative clauses

The most common kinds of noun-modifying clauses are prenominal relative clauses in Gyalsumdo. In Tibeto-Burman languages, the relativization is a ‘subspecies of nominalization’ (DeLancey 2002:56). The relative clause is nominalized in these languages. There are a number of strategies in relative clause formation in Gyalsumdo. DeLancey (1999:230) discusses that central Tibetan languages show interesting features regarding relativization:

Central Tibetan shows a complex system which is elaborated in two different dimensions, which are both typologically quite unusual, and of considerable theoretical significance. In one dimension, we find a set of four different nominalizers used in the relative construction, reflecting the case role (both underlying and surface) of argument in the clause which is coreferential with the head noun, and to some extent also the aspectual reference of the relative clause.

As discussed in DeLancey (1999, 2002), nominalizers also appear in the relative clause formation in central Tibetan varieties. Now we will turn to three main kinds of relative clause construction strategies in Gyalsumdo.

5.1 Nominalizer -pa

Like Tibetan varieties, such as central Tibetan (DeLancey 2003a,b), Dongwang Tibetan (Bartee 2007), Kyirong Tibetan (Huber 2002:228), classical Tibetan (Beyer 1992:302), Gyalsumdo makes use of the nominalizer -pa/-ba in relative clause (prenominal relative clause). The lexical nouns derived by the suffix (section 3.2) are similar to the clauses marked by the suffix -pa.

The relative clause which modifies the head noun is marked with the suffix -pa. Unlike in the classical Tibetan, it does not take a case (genitive case clitic)\(^3\). Note that the -pa in relative clause refers to the action taken place before.

(21) khe lep-ba sa
you arrive-NMLZ place
‘The place where you arrived (reached)’

(22) bhidza ke-ba ama
child give.birth.to-NMLZ woman
‘The woman who gave birth to a baby’

We see that the nominalizer -pa occurring with the clauses which occur in pre-nominal position (21-22). The clause marked with -pa modifies sa ‘place’ in (18). Thus, it is obvious that the nominalizer -pa is used in relative-clause construction. Here are some more examples.

(23) khaŋŋ luk-pa
house dismantle-NMLZ
‘The dismantled house’

(24) lam tor-pa
goat lose-NMLZ
‘The lost goat’

The nominalizer -pa is also used while telling time. In this case, the nominalizer occurs with the numeral, as with ḍipa ‘four’ in (23).

(25) tẖusṭe ḍi-pa ḍyung du
clock four-NMLZ become COP
‘It is four o’clock now.’

The -pa be is used for perfective relative clause is also noted in DeLancey (1999:234).

5.2 Stem reduplication plus -pa

The relative clause is distinct, and the choice of a certain nominalizer is determined by the semantic role of the head noun in Lhasa Tibetan (cf. DeLancey 2002: 61). The choice of the nominalizer is not that much complex in Gyalsumdo, but the formation of the relative clause is distinct if the head noun is a patient. The patient nominalization is formed by reduplicating

\(^3\) Despite the fact that the nominalized clauses take the genitive marker in a number of Bodic languages, it is not found in Gyalsumdo. DeLancey (2002: 57) explains that the hosting of genitive case clitic by the nominalized clause makes the clause more subordinate within the noun phrase.
the verb stem and/or the nominalizer –pa as in (26-28).

(26) kho-ki ke-ke bhomo-ko
he-ERG give.birth-give.birth child-DEF
jâmpu-la jò
Kathmandu-LOC COP
‘The child she gave birth to is in Kathmandu.’

(27) nà-ki tʃa-tʃa-ba bherka
I-ERG break-break-NMLZ walking.stick
‘The walking stick which I broke’

(28) dhi nà-ki dhi-dhi-ba hiki
this I-write-write-NMLZ letter
‘The letter which I wrote’

The stem reduplication is common in other neighboring Tibetan languages of the region, such as Tsum, spoken in Gorkha.

5.3 Nominalizer -sa

The nominalizing suffix -sa is very productive and is used to derive a locative nouns. The same nominalizer is used to modify a noun.

4 However, the relative clause marked with -sa does not take the case marker (genitive marker) in Gyalsumdo. This nominalizer is also attested in Kyirong Tibetan (Huber 2002:230), and Tshangla (cf. Andvick 2010: 247), and other Tibetan languages, such as Lhasa Tibetan, (DeLancey 2003a), Classical Tibetan (DeLancey 2003b), Dongwang Tibetan (Bartee 2007), Kyirong Tibetan (Huber 2003) among others.

(29) nà dhe-sa khanpa
I sit-NMLZ house
‘The house where I stayed’

(30) khe dhe-sa khanpa
you sit-NMLZ house
‘The house where you stayed’

5.4 Nominalizer -ke

It is used for a number of different roles, such as goals, locations, sources, and recipients. The verbal suffix -ke appears in conjunct/disjunct agreement pattern in finite clauses (15-16). The relativization is made with the relativizer -ke in many cases. It is used in the relative clause in which the relative clause is not perfect. Thus, the aspectual differences between -pa and -ke is meaningful in Gyalsumdo. It is also found in Kyirong Tibetan (Huber 2002:227). Here are some examples with different case roles of the nominalizer -ke.

(31) khurpu kher-ke mi
load carry-NMLZ man
‘The man who will carry the load’

(32) nà apa ter-ke-ki tə bu
I father give-NMLZ-GEN horse COP
‘I have a horse given to me by my father.’

Sometimes the use of -pa is found even in the imperfective verbs and thus -pa and -ke seem to be used interchangeably (33).

(33) kho-ki dölma-ki ara
he-ERG Dolma-ERG liquor
kol-pa tjöŋ-du
boil-NMLZ see-COP
‘He is watching Dolma boiling alcohol.’

A number of adjectives end in -mu, and -bu and it is not sure whether they have any relevance to nominalization.

(34) tʃhumpu ‘big’
bholpu ‘soft’
tokpu ‘narrow’
mikampu ‘thin’ (man)

Some other adjectives are derived by the suffix -ma and -mu. Examples follow.

(35) tʃanama ‘clean’
tsema ‘small’
tøma ‘short’

6 Conclusion

Gyalsumdo makes use of a number of nominalizing suffixes to derive lexical nouns, and it makes use of some suffixes (viz. -pa, -sa, -ke) to mark different kinds of clauses. Although central Bodish languages have the nominalizer marked with the genitive case marker (DeLancey 1999:233), it is not attested in Gyalsumdo in most

5 The choice of the nominalizer based on the aspect is also evidenced in Lhasa Tibetan (cf. DeLancey 2003b:284).
of the cases. The adjectives mainly end in -pu or -ma in Gyalsumdo which might have relation with the nominalizers but do not have identical form synchronically.
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Tsum, a language if the Nepal-Tibet borderlands in upper Gorkha, has been classified as a Central Tibetan language, closely related to Kyirong. The lexicon and nominal morphology (both forms and functions) of the language support this classification. We argue that, based on evidence from tonal phonology and verbal morphology, that there is a conflicting signal in the data. Given the known ease with which lexical material can be borrowed, we argue that the evidence of the verbal agreement system, and the complicated (and contradictory) tone system should be taken as more indicative of the language’s origins. We suggest that the search for a single origin is not meaningful, and that the Tsum data strongly suggests that the phenomenon of the mixed language is more frequent than has been generally described, and that the Himalayas, with its long history of social mixing and blending, has a large concentration of such languages, many of which will prove to be the last reflections of since submerged linguistic ecologies that predate the dispersal and dominance of Tibeto-Burman and Indo-Aryan in the region, just as the modern isolates Kusunda and Burushaski more directly reflect such earlier language areas and genealogies.
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1 Language contact and language family affiliation

Language contact is often invoked to ‘explain’ those features of a language that cannot be easily ascribed to material that the language inherited from a prior ancestor, allowing for changes that accrued along the way. We advance the idea that ‘language inheritance’ is not, in fact, a simple statement, and that a language can be best affiliated in more than one direction. We suggest that different parts of the Tsum language have different origins, and that Tsum can be accurately described as a mixed language, the result of early contact, with an ultimately non-Tibetan origin. The question remains as to which languages have a prior relationship with Tsum, through genealogical affiliation or a period of social and linguistic contact.

2 Tsum

Tsum is a Tibetan language of upper Gorkha, spoken in the Tsum valley, at the very border of Nepal and Tibet in the greater Manaslu region. The valley is connected by a valley joining the main Budhi Gandaki valley, and thence Gorkha to the south, which is accessible year round, and via three high altitude passes that allow seasonal access to Tibet. It is generally classified as firmly embedded within Central Tibetan, as ‘Tibeto-Burman, Bodic, Bodish, Central Tibetan, Kyirong-Kagate’ (also see Bradley 1997). That classification presumes a relationship that relies on the existence of a common ancestor (as established through comparative linguistics). To be a ‘Central Tibetan, Kyirong-Kagate’ language implies that the relationship is such that the languages present shared retentions that cannot be attributed to chance or contact; to be descended from a common ancestor involves ‘regular uninterrupted intergenerational language transmission’. Since ‘regular’ has not been defined other than circularly, it is hard to assess this formulation, but the essence of the quote is that the community has a shared social history with other languages that it is related to, and the use of that statement is that that social history is reflected in the language. For instance, at a simple level looking at the lexicon, we can see from the data in Table 1 that there is clear evidence for the Tibetan varieties of Lhasa, Kyirong, Tsum and

---

1 The Tsum language is not listed as a different language in the national census 2011 (CBS 2012) in Nepal but it has been included in Ethnologue (2012). The Government of Nepal has listed the Tsumpas as ‘Siyars’ in the list of its nationalities. There have been only some previous works available in the Tsum language, viz. Dhakal and Donohou (2015), Liu (2015), and Donhouu and Dhakal (2016). Some words are listed and compared in Webster (1997).
Sherpa, as well as the Bumthang language of northern Bhutan and the Tamang language of eastern Nepal, form a group, based on the numerals examined, a group that excludes Nepali (and other Indo-Aryan languages). Further, within the Tibeto-Burman group (and based purely on the inspection of the six numerals in Table 1), we would probably judge that Bumthang is more closely related to the Tibetan languages than is Tamang, and that the Tibetan varieties are more closely related to each other than to Bumthang (despite Bumthang being much closer, geographically, to Lhasa than any of the Nepalese languages in the table). Nonetheless, the closely related languages are not identical; while the numerals 1 – 5 are identical in each of Lhasa Tibetan, Kyirong Tibetan, Tsum and Sherpa, we can see variation in the numeral ‘seven’, in terms of vowel height, roundedness, and voicing of the initial stop. If we accept that the data in Table 1 can be used to argue for a language (subgrouping) relationship, then we must also accept that some degree of variation is acceptable even at a very low level. (Further, we note the replacement of Proto-Tibeto-Burman *g-nis ‘seven’ with *b-dun as one of the lexical definitions of the Tibetan group, and the unrelatedness of the Bumthang numeral zɔn ‘two’ to the other lexemes in the Table, Tibeto-Burman or otherwise.)

Table 1: A selected comparison of numerals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>One</th>
<th>Two</th>
<th>Three</th>
<th>Four</th>
<th>Five</th>
<th>Seven</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lhasa</td>
<td>tɕik</td>
<td>ɲi</td>
<td>sum</td>
<td>ci</td>
<td>ɡa</td>
<td>tyn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyirong</td>
<td>tɕik</td>
<td>ɲi</td>
<td>sum</td>
<td>ci</td>
<td>ɡa</td>
<td>tœn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsum</td>
<td>tɕik</td>
<td>ɲi</td>
<td>sum</td>
<td>ci</td>
<td>ɡa</td>
<td>tun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherpa</td>
<td>tɕik</td>
<td>ɲi</td>
<td>sum</td>
<td>ci</td>
<td>ɡa</td>
<td>din</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bumthang</td>
<td>thek</td>
<td>zɔn</td>
<td>sum</td>
<td>ble</td>
<td>jaŋa</td>
<td>nis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamang</td>
<td>kii</td>
<td>ɲi</td>
<td>som</td>
<td>pli</td>
<td>ɡa</td>
<td>nis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepali</td>
<td>ek</td>
<td>dwi</td>
<td>tin</td>
<td>tsar</td>
<td>pãts</td>
<td>sat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examining other lexemes, and a different selection of Tibetan languages, similarly reveals phonetic differences between the languages in some words (such as ‘fingernail’ and ‘tooth’), but not in others (such as ‘arm’ and ‘leg’). The phonetic variation in ‘skin’ is greater than seen in ‘fingernail’ and ‘tooth’, but even with this variation we must admit that there are two cognate sets, one involving pakpa, paba, pako and pabu, and one involving gowa and kowa. While the variation between pakpa and paba is greater than that between so and sa, it is still plausible variation, while pakpa is too different from kowa to be explained by phonetically plausible sound changes. Similarly, in the case of ‘face’ there are three cognate sets, one attested in Lhasa, Kyirong and Yolmo, another only (in this sample) in Tsum, and one more in Nubri. Importantly, there is no obvious explanation for the appearance of the different cognate sets; this, too, is part of the level of accepted variation within even a small group of closely related languages.

Table 2: A selected comparison of the lexicon

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lhasa</th>
<th>Kyirong</th>
<th>Tsum</th>
<th>Yolmo</th>
<th>Nubri</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘arm’</td>
<td>lakpa</td>
<td>lakpa</td>
<td>lakpa</td>
<td>lakpa</td>
<td>lakpa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘fingernail’</td>
<td>simu</td>
<td>simu</td>
<td>simu</td>
<td>simu</td>
<td>simu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘leg’</td>
<td>kanba</td>
<td>kanba</td>
<td>kanba</td>
<td>kanba</td>
<td>kanba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘face’</td>
<td>tonba</td>
<td>tonba</td>
<td>dʒe</td>
<td>tonba</td>
<td>tonba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘tooth’</td>
<td>ɡıʃ</td>
<td>so</td>
<td>sa</td>
<td>so</td>
<td>so</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘skin’</td>
<td>pakpa</td>
<td>kowa</td>
<td>ɡawa</td>
<td>paba</td>
<td>pabo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In other cases we can identify the source of the variation. Given the variation seen in the food items in Table 3, the terms for ‘chilli’ in all the languages but Lhasa Tibetan can trivially be assessed as originating in Nepali, in the words khursani ‘chilli’ and marica ‘pepper’.

Table 3: A comparison of other selected elements in the lexicon

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>‘chilli’</th>
<th>‘potato’</th>
<th>‘mango’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lhasa</td>
<td>sip ɛn</td>
<td>ʃɔk</td>
<td>am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyirong</td>
<td>kɔrorsani</td>
<td>he</td>
<td>amgor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsum</td>
<td>kɔrtsan</td>
<td>kjeza</td>
<td>ḡap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yolmo</td>
<td>martsi</td>
<td>he</td>
<td>ḡap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nubri</td>
<td>kɔrtsan</td>
<td>doa</td>
<td>ḡap</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The terms for ‘mango’ all show either ḡap (from Nepali) or am (from Hindi), again showing evidence of a prior loan relationship. With ‘potato’, however, we again have lexemes with no obvious external source; he is attested in a number of languages of Gorkha, but without a clear external source. Given the widespread distribution of the lexeme in the region, at least some of the languages must have acquired them through
Given that we have established that evidence for contact between two languages (including loan words) is also evidence for a prior social relationship between the communities that speak (or spoke) those languages, we have to consider what shared lexical cognates (or, perhaps, plausible cognates) represent, and how we should interpret loan words. Rather than describe the loan words are distractions from the process of understanding the ‘true’ genealogy of a language, we should examine suspected loan words as evidence of a type of historical social relationship different from that attested in shared cognates that are not loans.

A methodology for assessing language contact: phonology

The methodological question we face when we move beyond the lexicon is how to decide which language traits are evidence for which kinds of prior social relationship. While not as simple as it can be when examining lexical items (such as ‘chilli’ and ‘mango’ in Table 3), we can develop a procedure for determining suspicious typological traits, and thus plausibly suspecting a prior social relationship other than ‘regular uninterrupted intergenerational language transmission’.

Table 4: Typological traits associated with Central Tibetan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phonology</th>
<th>CVC syllables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(simple) tonal contrasts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>two or three VOT contrasts in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>front rounded vowels?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and not:</td>
<td>implosives, complex clusters, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morphosyntax</td>
<td>SOV clausal order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ergative case marking (related to the genitive?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>aspect/evidentiality/egophoricity inflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and not:</td>
<td>agreement, tense, grammatical gender, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For instance, when considering the Central Tibetan subgroup, we expect to find a number of traits, and extreme deviation from this will be suspicious. The traits listed in Table 4 are discussed below.

Many of the traits that are typical of Central Tibetan are also typical of Tsum. The maximal syllable size in Tsum is CVC, the stops show a three-way VOT contrast in stops (identical to Kyirong Tibetan, its northern neighbour), and the language has a seven vowel system, $i e a o uy ø$, including two front rounded vowels. While, however, Tsum does possess a tone system, it is not one that we would expect of a Central Tibetan language. Further, the tone system of Tsum is not internally coherent. Table 5 shows the contrasts found on monosyllables in Tsum; there are eight contrastive pitch contours (Liu 2015). We might predict (if tone is assigned to the word) that there would be eight contrasts on disyllables; we might predict (if tone is assigned to the syllable) that there would be 64 (8 x 8) contrastive patterns; alternatively, due to phonological restrictions or sandhi changes reducing contrasts, there might be some number of contrasts across the two syllables which is less than 64 and greater than (or equal to) 8. In fact, words of more than one syllable have exactly two contrasts, LH and HH.

Table 5: Monosyllabic pitch contour contrasts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>High</th>
<th>lower</th>
<th>Mid</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[55]</td>
<td>[44]</td>
<td>[33]</td>
<td>[21]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: continues...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Falling</th>
<th>late</th>
<th>Rising</th>
<th>late</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[51]</td>
<td>[541]</td>
<td>[244]</td>
<td>[224]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The difference between the behaviour of tone in monosyllabic and polysyllabic words is suggestive of some complex series of phonological developments. Returning just to the
fact that there are eight contrasting tones, we can show that this alone can be enough to make us suspect a prior contact event.

We can examine the number of contrasting tones in a sample of 31 (tonal) Tibetan languages, drawn from descriptions of languages in India, China, Nepal and Bhutan. Some languages are described as having only two contrastive tones, some with three or four, and a few with more than that. The average number of tones in these languages is 3.4, with a standard deviation of 1.4. This means that it is not surprising to find between 2.0 and 4.8 tones; up to 6.2 contrastive tones falls within two standard deviations of the mean, and three standard deviations takes the total up to 7.6.

Table 6: Contrastive tones in the tonal Tibetan languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Languages</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Contrastive tones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brokpa, Denjongkha, Dolpo, Drokpa, Lamjung Yohimo, Lhasa Tibetan, Lhomi, Mustang, Sherpa, Syuwa, Yohimo</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dongwang, Kyirong Tibetan, Spiti</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batang, Dege, Dingri, Drongkha, Gagatang Tibetan, Gyalsumdo, HaaZongkha, Humla, Jirel, Mugom, Purik, Sherpa_Hile, Shigatse</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chöcangacakha</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nubri</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsum</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average 3.4
Standard Deviation ±1.4

The point is that we can evaluate the level of unusualness of a tone system, calibrated to this subgroup of Tibeto-Burman; up to four tones is not unusual, and requires no more explanation than the rest of the subgroup. We might say that up to six tones is within the realm of possibility; but having more than 6.2 tones is expected in only 2.2% of the sample: having eight or more tones, more than three standard deviations from the mean, is expected in only 0.1% of the sample. Given that the sample is 31 languages, we expect only 0.031 languages to have this number of contrastive tones, assuming the population we are examining is normally distributed. The presence of a language such as Tsum in this sample, that far from the mean, indicates that we are not dealing with normally distributed data, and suggests that we should treat the tonal system of Tsum as not representing normal developments from within Tibetan.

Qualitatively, we can also find clues as to where the contact might have come from that led to the complexities on the Tsum tone system. The fact that there are two rising tones in Tsum, and also two falling tones, indicates that tone specification in Tsum is more complex than a simple sequence of H and L melodies. Another language of the region that also has complex tone specification is Kuke, the language of the Kutang region midway between Tsum and (upper) Nubri. Table 7 shows the contrast present in Kuke; a high fall, a mid fall, a low fall, and a rise-fall complex melody.

Table 7: Kuke tone contrasts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kuke</th>
<th>H-fall</th>
<th>M-fall</th>
<th>L-fall</th>
<th>R-fall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>53</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While the Kuke data is suggestive, it is not on its own convincing. In the following section we will examine morphosyntactic data that also indicates a prior relationship with Kuke, as indicated by the linguistic data, which is too far beyond what might be predicted from a comparison with other Central Tibetan languages.

4 Morphosyntax

As with the phonological data just examined, there are some (indeed, many) morphosyntactic traits in Tsum that are completely in keeping with expectations for a Central Tibetan language. The language has an SOV clausal order, the case-marking system is completely as expected from a Central Tibetan language (as are the phonological forms of those case-markers). The verbs, however, show inflection that goes beyond what is predicted from other Central Tibetan languages. Many descriptions of the inflectional system of these languages refers to the (controversial) notion of ‘conjunct/disjunct’, as illustrated in Table 8. Here the copular verbs that can be used with different persons, in different clause types, are shown (in orthographic form). In declarative sentences there is a contrast between the ‘first person’ form, *yin*, and the form used elsewhere,
red. Importantly, and this is what distinguishes the Tibetan system as an egophoric system rather than an agreement system, is the use of the erstwhile ‘first person’ form, yin, to mark a second person when the sentence is interrogative. Variations of this system, in which the yin form can be termed the ‘conjunct’ form, and the red form the ‘disjunct’, are found across the Central Tibetan languages, and others.

Table 8: Copulas in Lhasa Tibetan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Declarative</th>
<th>Interrogative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st person</td>
<td>yin</td>
<td>red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd person</td>
<td>red</td>
<td>yin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd person</td>
<td>red</td>
<td>red</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The inflectional system of Tsum is very different from this. The sentence in (1) shows an example of the inflection. While the pronouns and their case marking do not represent anything unusual, and while the verb root is widely attested across Tibetan (and Bodish), the suffix -tsuŋ is not expected. It is, in fact, part of the paradigm shown in Table 9. The form of the suffix can be predicted if we know the person of the subject, and the person of the object. If the subject is first person, then the suffix is either -pa or -po (depending on tense). (The appearance of -pa as a suffix is not surprising, emerging as it does in many Tibeto-Burman languages in a number of functional roles. The -so suffix might be related to -soŋ, an aspect marker in other Tibetan varieties.) If the object is third person and the subject is not first person, then the suffix will be -so. Importantlly, if the object is first person, then the suffix will be -tsuŋ, a suffix of different shape, and not analyzable synchronically.

(1) khoŋ-kja-i ŋa-la thong-tsuŋ.
3-PL-ERG 1SG-DA see-PST.3>1
‘They saw me.’

Table 9: Verbal agreement in Tsum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject person</th>
<th>Object person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-pa-po</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-tsuŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-tsuŋ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When we examine the verbal agreement system of Kuke, we notice several points of commonality with Tsum. Firstly, the forms used with first person subjects is similar drawn from elsewhere (na is a copular verb in Kuke). Secondly, the arrange of the paradigm, in terms of where the different forms appear. Finally, the forms used for a first person object are phonologically atypical (disyllabic, rather than monosyllabic). We can analyse the -uŋ as marking a non-1st person subject, though it quite likely originated in a cliticised form of the first person singular pronoun (ŋ in Kuke), since it is clearly regular across the entire verbal paradigm. In Tsum, on the other hand, the -tsuŋ suffix is not regularly part of any etymological set.

Table 10: Verbal agreement in Kuke

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject person</th>
<th>Object person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-aruŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-aruŋ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An explanation of the Tsum inflectional system relies on us observing the inflectional system of Kuke. Kuke is not a Tibetan language; it does share a number of material culture lexemes with Tsum and other Tibetan languages, just as it does share a number of vegetable food lexemes with Nepali; in both cases, these are most likely relatively recent loans because of their semantic domains and because they show sound ‘correspondences’ by identity with the donor languages. Since the languages do not share the features they do due to shared inheritance, the formal and functional correspondences between Kuke and Tsum, in light of their geographic proximity, there must have been a ‘language contact’ scenario of some sort at some time in the past of Tsum. Since it is shared with Kuke, we are implying that the ancestors of the speakers of Kuke and Tsum do, to some extent at least, have a shared social history.

5 Interpretation
We have seen that different parts of the grammar of the language tell different stories about the history of the language. If we accept that individual lexical items are subject to easy borrowing, then the overwhelmingly Tibetan nature of the lexicon, as suggested in earlier Tables presented in this article, does not provide...
firm evidence for Tsum as having ultimately Tibetan origins. Even without the lexicon, though, there is ample evidence for a Central Tibetan origin of the Tsum language. The nominal morphology, and the segmental phonology, both point to a Central Tibetan source. The Central Tibetan perspective on the position of the different components of the language is summarised in Table 12, which also offers a non-Tibetan perspective (specifically, a perspective that follows from the comparison with Kuke, the nearby language of the Manaslu region).

Table 11: Different data leads to different conclusions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>not Tibetan</th>
<th>Tibetan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phonology (segmental)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phonology (tonal)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morphology (nominal)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morphology (verbal)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexicon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12: Two perspectives on the Tsum data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>…Central Tibetan:</th>
<th>…Manaslu area:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lexical inventory</td>
<td>conservative</td>
<td>radically relexified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segmental phonology</td>
<td>conservative</td>
<td>unusual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonal phonology</td>
<td>highly atypical</td>
<td>somewhat atypical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal morphology</td>
<td>conservative</td>
<td>highly atypical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal morphology</td>
<td>highly atypical</td>
<td>conservative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Depending on the perspective, different components of data will be thought of as conservative (that is, within the ‘normal’ range of expected variation) or else heavily contact affected. Our question is whether we can ‘weight’ certain typological traits against others in terms of borrowing. Having established that lexical items are not reliable witnesses, we have to assess phonological vs. morphological evidence, and we find that this is not helpful; the split in both the phonological and the morphological fields makes this high-level division unhelpful. Examining the two phonological categories, we must assess the tonal phonology as more stable than segmental phonology. Individual segments are relatively easily dispersed as words are borrowed, but prosodic systems are more resistant to borrowing (Donohue 1997, 2012). The phonological evidence, then, leans slightly towards a Manaslu, and not Tibetan, origin of Tsum. The morphological categories split between nominal and verbal; previous work (e.g., McConvell and Meakins 2005) suggests that verbal morphological systems are less prone to borrowing than nominal ones. All of this suggests that the original Tsum linguistic system is a ‘Manaslu’ one, and not a Tibetan one. After its original genesis the language subsequently underwent massive relexification from Tibetan, including the acquisition of the segmental contrasts associated with Tibetan words, and the nominal morphology associated with the use of those (nominal) words. Through this the original tone system was not lost, and the verbal inflection was reformed, but not restructured. It is clear that no one social history unambiguously explains the modern Tsum language, which must be regarded as a mixed language. It follows that no one ‘affiliation’ should be assumed for the language; one of its parents was a ‘Manaslu’ area language, and the other, more visible, parent was a Central Tibetan language. Any attempt to arrive at a single, unique genealogical classification does so only at the cost of forcing a simple explanation to a complex question.
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This paper presents a description of the nominal expressions for parts of the human body in Nepali. It attempts to organise the lexemes and create lexical hierarchies of ‘body part terms’. Furthermore, it also discusses body parts as metaphors. The lexical semantic approach is adopted to analyze the data for this paper.
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1 Introduction

Language is an instrument for conveying meaning. The specific field of linguistics that studies meanings is semantics. Words would not exist without their meanings. The various types of semantic relation which hold between lexical units are sense relations. The semantic properties of a lexical item are fully reflected in appropriate aspects of the relations it contrasts with actual and potential contexts. This paper therefore seeks to derive information about a word’s meaning from its relation with actual and potential linguistic contexts. Each lexical unit consists of an indefinite number of contextual relations but at the same time constitutes a unified whole (Cruse, 1986).

The semantic relation between a lexical item denoting a part and that denoting the corresponding whole may be termed as meronymy (sometimes called partonomy), in which the relation of dominance is holonymy, and the relation of difference is co-meronomy (Cruse 2011). To explain it in simple way, it is the semantic relation that holds between a part and the whole. A well formed part-whole hierarchy should consist of elements of the same general type. X is a meronym of Y if and only if Y has Xs/ an X and an X is a part of a Y.

A hand has fingers.
A finger is a part of a hand.

In order to establish body parts, it is looked at by two different ways: The first is to establish whether a particular term is part-of the body (Cruse, 1986). The second is to use the possessive construction, that is; if the hand or ear is possessed-by the body (Brown, 1976).

The division of the human body may serve as a prototype for all part-whole hierarchies, so this paper studies the meronomic hierarchies of human body part terms in Nepali. The paper extends itself discussing different meanings expressed in the language using body part terms. Tables are drawn to show the expressed meanings followed by discussions on the metaphorical usage of human body part terms in Nepali.

The Nepali language1 is commonly written in devanagari script, but for analysis IPA is used in this paper.

2 Parts of the body in Nepali

This section discusses the inventory of body part terms in Nepali. Nepali body part terms are in the class of nouns. यस is one among the 22 official languages of India and has official language status in the state of Sikkim and West Bengal’s Darjeeling district. Nepali population is also significantly distributed in Assam, Uttar Pradesh, Arunachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand, and Himachal Pradesh occupying the rank within first five major languages of the states respectively.

---

1 Nepali is an Indo-Aryan language belonging to the Eastern Pahari group, spoken in Nepal and many parts of India, Bhutan, Brunei, United States by more than 13, 875, 700 people (Ethnologue), and is also known as Gorkhali, Khaskura. It is one among the 22 official languages of India and has official language status in the state of Sikkim and West Bengal’s Darjeeling district. Nepali population is also significantly distributed in Assam, Uttar Pradesh, Arunachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand, and Himachal Pradesh occupying the rank within first five major languages of the states respectively.
Dividing a body puts a lot of thought as to how to separate the parts for a discussion. This paper attempts to discuss body part terms by dividing the paper into three sub-sections. The idea is to make the discussion and analysis a little more clear.

When body is thought to be divided the first thing comes to mind is टाउको ‘head’, and then comes द्जिउ ‘trunk’ and हाट घाँडृ ‘limbs’. But this paper attempts to include the internal parts of the human body as parts of the human body, therefore, the inventory of terms is presented in the following three sub-sections, covering: head and its parts, external parts of the body, and internal parts of the body.

The lexical items which express the body part terms in Nepali are listed in appendix provided at the end of this paper. A hierarchical structure of a few terms is shown to make the part-whole relation clearer. The terms are then shown in a list as it occurs in different phrases to express different meanings showing the metaphorical uses of the body part terms.

2.1 Head and its parts

This section deals with the human head and its parts. The word for ‘head’ is टाउको. There are even words such as सिर and सिफ representing ‘head’ in Nepali, but ‘head’ as टाउको is taken for analysis here because most of the expressions out of सिर and सिफ refer only to the top portion of the head signifying respect, and hence, usually used in a more formal, polite or poetic speech.

A head has hair, ears and a face in it, and a face has eyes, nose, mouth, forehead, chin etc. in it. Therefore hair, ears, face are the parts of the head and the eyes, nose etc. are the parts of the face. निधार ‘forehead’ is one of the parts of face which connects face to the head on the above, right after the निधार the hairline on the head starts. On the sides, गाला ‘cheek’ connects the face to the head where the ear is attached, right after which the (side) hairline on the back of the head starts.

ākʰ ‘eyes’ is another part of the face and it helps people to see. ākʰ has पुत्सली ‘iris’ and नानी ‘pupil’, which are the parts of the eye, so the iris and the pupil of the eye may sound more correct if said they are the part of an eye than saying part of a face or more so saying part of the body. In between the pair of eyes is located the नाक ‘nose’ which helps us with the sense of smelling. मुकʰ is the term for ‘mouth’ and it may also be used to term ‘face’, as the phrase मुकʰ ठाँचु ‘to wash face’ is very commonly used.

सुहार, मुहार, त्सह्रा are the few words which refer to ‘face’ in Nepali. Here, सुहार is the word for face which is taken for analysis, as its usage is more frequent than the rest of the words in day to day speech in Nepali.

A few examples are shown in the meronomic hierarchical tree diagram, which is followed by the different meaning expressions in the language framed in Table 1. Figure 1 shows a meronomic hierarchical structure of टाउको ‘head’ and its parts, showing टाउको ‘head’ has कपल ‘hair’, खान ‘ears’ and सुहार ‘face’.

![Meronomic hierarchy of टाउको ‘head’](image1)

Figure 1: Meronomic hierarchy of टाउको ‘head’

![Meronomic hierarchy of खान ‘ear’](image2)

Figure 2: Meronomic hierarchy of खान ‘ear’

Figure 2 extends Figure 1 and shows the meronomic hierarchy of खान ‘ear’, likewise Figure 3, 4 and 5 follows showing the meronomic hierarchy of सुहार ‘face’, अकʰ ‘eye’ and निधार ‘forehead’ respectively.
Whether a part is particularly part of that particular whole or not is examined by example (2), showing a sentence structure which asks if eye, nose, mouth etc. are a part of the face, which is answered with a sentence, example (3), confirming that eyes, nose etc. are the part of a face.

(2)  ke āk’u nak mukʰ nidʰar
what  eye  nose  mouth  forehead

ānuhar-ko  bʰug  ho?

face-GEN  part  is?

‘Is_____ a part of the face?’

It is possible if the sentence (2) is answered with (3).

(3)  ho āk’u nak mukʰ nidʰar
yes  eye  nose  mouth  forehead

ityadi  ānuhar-ko  bʰug  ho
etc.  face-GEN  part  be

‘Yes, eyes, nose, moth etc. are part of the face’

Figure 3 shows, ānuhar ‘face’ has āk’u ‘eyes’, nak ‘nose’, mukʰ ‘mouth’, nidʰar ‘forehead’ etc., which again have their own parts too. For example eyes have putl’li ‘iris’ and nani ‘pupil’ which as well is shown in Figure 4.

The face has eyes, nose etc. also suggests that eyes, mouth etc. are parts of the face, that is, the parts (eyes, mouth etc.) are attached to its whole (face).

Figure 3: Meronomic hierarchy of ānuhar ‘face’

Figure 4: Meronomic hierarchy of āk’u ‘eye’

Figure 5: Meronomic hierarchy of nidʰar ‘forehead’

Observing Figure 4, is it correct to say that an iris is a part of the face? The classes denoted by the elements of a meronymy - toes, fingers, legs, heads etc. are not hierarchically related; that is to say, the hierarchical structuring of a meronymy does not originate in a hierarchy of classes. It is rather the way the individual parts of each individual whole are related which generates the hierarchical structuring that forms the basis of a meronymy (Cruse, 1986). So an iris rather is a part of an eye than being a part of the face, likewise an eardrum and an earlobe are parts of an ear that being parts of the face as shown in Figure 2.

Table 1: Meanings expressed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nepali expression</th>
<th>Literal meaning</th>
<th>Expressed meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mukʰ lagnu</td>
<td>to stick to the mouth</td>
<td>to argue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nak kaṭḍu</td>
<td>to cut the nose</td>
<td>to disgrace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>āk’u naṣaṇu</td>
<td>to make the eyes dance</td>
<td>Searching for someone/somethi ng, bored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kan naḍinu</td>
<td>not to give ears</td>
<td>Not to listen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 lists few of the examples which show the terms for the parts of the face and the meaning expressions through them. Here it is seen how even one of the part of the face may have a lot of expressions, showing the metaphorical usage of head and its parts.

mukʰ means ‘face’ and also means ‘mouth’, but here it is taken as mouth, so if it is said dui mukhe which means ‘double mouth’, expressing a person to be a ‘liar or a hypocrite’, which also is expressed the same way if it is dui jibre literally meaning ‘two tongued’ as one of the function of
The mouth is to talk which actually is one of the function of the tongue. Another example mukʰ mukʰ lagnu as shown in Table 1, expresses the meaning ‘to argue’, which if literally translated would show as ‘to stick to the mouth’.

The nose expresses both disgrace and pride. For instance n. skα ş if literally translated comes to mean as ‘the one with a cut nose’ but actually expresses the meaning ‘the one who disgraced’. But if it is nak pʰulnu which literally means ‘the nose to swell’, will actually express the meaning as ‘to be proud’.

The function of the eyes is to see, but it does get a little playful too. For instance, ãkʰ a dzʰimkjaunu is actually ‘to wink’ but that is done for either a secret sharing, lying or to take someone in confidence, and eyes are winked in a playful manner as well. Whereas, ãkʰa ts.mkjaunu which literally means ‘to glitter/shine the eyes’ expressing the ‘flirty’ nature of the person doing so.

Ears have the function to hear, but if you have to keep hearing or keep listening to something it may get irritating, which is expressed through the expression kan kʰanu, literally translated as ‘to eat the ears’ but means ‘to irritate’. Our ears may hear a sharp noise sometimes without actually the noise being produced, that noise may even play if someone hits or slaps you hard, the expression kan bαdzneg.sri literally translated as ‘until the ears play’ is an example of ‘hit/slap hard’, the similar expression kan r.ukine literally translated as ‘the ears to heat’ is also an example of ‘hit/slap hard’.

The expression kαnsiri tαtmu literally means the temples to heat up which expresses the meaning ‘to get angry’, whereas if it is said nidhar tαtmu literally meaning the forehead to heat up means ‘the high temperature’ as in fever.

2.2 External parts

This section studies the external parts of human body. fαγir, dziu, dzjan are the words meaning ‘body’ in Nepali. dziu ‘body’ if taken for analysis, it should be noted that dziu also means ‘trunk of the body’ (which is exclusive of head and the limbs), so, word for ‘body’ and ‘trunk’ may be represented by the same lexeme dziu.

Meronomic hierarchy for external parts of the human body is shown in Figure 6, which is followed by the different meaning expressions in the language framed in Table 2.

Figure 6: Meronomic hierarchy of dziu ‘body’

Figure 6 shows that dziu ‘body’ has ġuko ‘head’, ġαʧi ‘neck’, dziu ‘trunk’, hatʰ ‘hands’, kʰuʧa ‘legs’ etc., which are the external parts of the whole (dziu ‘body’). The body has head, neck, hands etc. suggests that hands, legs, neck, head etc. are the parts of the body. Therefore, these different parts are attached to its whole, that is, the body. These external parts of the body again have their own external parts as well, as seen in Figure 7, 8 and 9 respectively.

Figure 7: Meronomic hierarchy of ġαʧi ‘neck’

Figure 8: Meronomic hierarchy of hatʰ ‘hand’

Figure 9: Meronomic hierarchy of kʰuʧa ‘leg’
Some apparently accidental gaps are found, such as the part of the hand to which the fingers are attached, and of which the palm and the back are the parts. These are relatively rare.

In some cases we find automeronymy, that is, when part and immediate whole have the same name (but distinct senses) (Cruse 2011). A good example of this is to be found in the human body meronomy. The term dziu ‘body’ is used for both the whole ensemble, and as a close equivalent to dziu ‘trunk’ (which is, in fact, perhaps the more usual term). The other example is hatʰ ‘hand’ which includes pakʰra ‘arm’, kuino ‘elbow’ and hatʰ ‘hand’, and hatʰ ‘hand’ which has its parts like hatʰkela ‘palm’ and sāla ‘fingers’ as shown in Figure 8.

Table 2 lists a few of the examples in Nepali showing different meaning expressions using the external parts of the body, showing the metaphorical usage. These examples show how even one of the external part of the body may have lot to express.

Table 2: Meanings expressed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nepali expression</th>
<th>Literal meaning</th>
<th>Expressed meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tsʰati čṭoki</td>
<td>Hammering the chest</td>
<td>To show confidence, pride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hat halnu</td>
<td>To put hand</td>
<td>To meddle, to help</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kʰična dzʰknu</td>
<td>To take the legs out</td>
<td>To come out of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nᵃŋ ra masu</td>
<td>nail and flesh</td>
<td>Intimate relation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Nepali word for hand or, more correctly, the forearm is hatʰ and the term formerly frequently and now occasionally used to denote a measure of length representing the distance between the finger tips to the elbow. But let us not leave it at that but rather hatʰ lağanu means ‘to commence/begin’, hatʰ dzopnu if literally taken, suggests of bringing the two hands together in a way to greet ‘namaskar’, which expresses namaskar along with being thankful or to ask sorry. Similarly, another common expression in Nepali: mслаi ris ufʰjo ki hatʰ cilai haltsʰa meaning ‘if provoked I itch for a fight’. The expression hatʰ means ‘turn’ while playing cards. In both the latter cases hands may be essential for the implied purpose but the intended meanings are entirely different: fight and turn. In Hindi we may be familiar with the term kanun ke hatʰ lambe hote he which literally translates to ‘the hands of justice are long’ and means ‘justice will be done’ but in Nepali it is just the opposite: only the thieves have long hands and it is told, “tjo sma bāsēra basnu, tحاسب kat lamo tsʰa!” (Be wary of him, he is a thief!). The expression such as mero hat pʰreko tsʰa means ‘has come to my possession’.

2.3 Internal parts

This section studies the Nepali terms for the internal body parts. Meronomic hierarchical tree structures will help understand the meronymy of the internal parts of human body, which is followed by the different meaning expressions in the language, showing the metaphorical usage of the internal body parts framed in Table 3.

dziu ‘body’ has its internal parts such as pʰkṣo ‘lungs’, k.sledzo ‘liver’, mṛṭu ‘heart’, bʰṛtṛ ‘stomach’ andra ‘intestine’, n.sā ‘nerves’, pittal ‘bile’, kʰapp.ɾ ‘skull’, h.sḍṅ ‘bone’ etc., few of which are shown in Figure 10, which gives a meronomic hierarchy of dziu ‘body’ showing the internal parts of human body.

Figure 10: Meronomic hierarchy of dziu ‘body’

Figure 11 shows a meronomic hierarchy of mukʰ ‘mouth’ showing the internal parts of the mouth. A mouth has dāt ‘teeth’, dzibro ‘tongue’, talu
‘hard palate’, *gidza* ‘gum’, *kilkile* ‘uvula’ within it, which is seen in Figure 11.

![Meronomic hierarchy of *muk* 'mouth'](image)

Figure 11: Meronomic hierarchy of *muk* 'mouth'

![Taxonomic hierarchy of *dãt* 'teeth'](image)

Figure 12: Taxonomic hierarchy of *dãt* 'teeth'

Figure 12 tries to see if *dãt* 'teeth' has different parts. *bøjara* 'molar', *dara* 'extra tooth', *budd* 'wisdom tooth', *dude dãt* 'milk teeth' are actually the names for the different types of teeth, hence, it becomes a taxonomic hierarchical structure and not a meronomic hierarchy, which is the focus of this paper. Therefore, Figure 12 does not suffice for the requirement of 'some part being a part of a whole'.

Figure 13 and Figure 14 is an attempt to see if the internal parts of the body also have their own internal parts. However, *kʰappar* 'skull' is a cover for *gidi* 'brain', so *kʰappar* 'skull' has *gidi* 'brain' in it, but *kʰappar* if taken individually does not necessarily has to have brain at all times, for a skull is just the head part of a human skeleton. *hədd* 'bone' has *masi* 'bone-marrow' in it but to say if *masi* is part of *hədd* is a little doubtful.

![Meronomic hierarchy of *kʰappar* 'skull'](image)

Figure 13: Meronomic hierarchy of *kʰappar* 'skull'?

![Meronomic hierarchy of *hədd* 'bone'](image)

Figure 14: Meronomic hierarchy of *hədd* 'bone'?

So, when asked about Figure 13 and Figure 14, the speakers of Nepali do not consider it to be correct. Though *masi* is inside *hədd* but is not a part of it, so is *gidi* which is protected by a *kʰappar* and not a part of *kʰappar*. Hence, internal parts of human body do not seem to have as many levels in the hierarchy as seen in sub-section 1.1.1 and 1.1.2 respectively.

Nevertheless, parts may be divided into parts, for instance, *dzibro* 'tongue' may have its tip of the tongue, but again that is specified by a word for *ʈuppo* ‘tip’ and used as *dzibroko ʈuppo* ‘tip of the tongue’ and not some specific name for it, because in Nepali many things are differentiated on the basis of *ʈuppo* ‘tip’ and *pʰed* ‘bottom’.

Table 3: Meanings expressed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nepali term</th>
<th>Literal meaning</th>
<th>Expresssed meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>gidi gidi hāsnu</em></td>
<td>brain brain</td>
<td>to be very happy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>gʰãʈi suknu</em></td>
<td>dry throat</td>
<td>to be thirsty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>bøjara dʒʰærne</em></td>
<td>until the molar falls</td>
<td>box hard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>andra suknu</em></td>
<td>dry intestine</td>
<td>to be very hungry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>dzibro ʃoknu</em></td>
<td>to bite the tongue</td>
<td>to die</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 lists a few of the examples in Nepali expressing different meanings using the internal parts of the body. The above expressions are a few examples showing the meanings expressed by the different internal parts of the body. Along with the usage of brain’s expression ‘to be very happy’ as shown in Table 3, the brain is also used in an expression *gidi gidi dukʰnu* literally translated as ‘brain to ache’ referring to ‘severe headache’ or ‘frustrated’.

The lexemes, throat and intestine, as shown in the Table 3, when attached to dry or dried expresses the meaning of thirst and hunger.

One of the functions of the tongue for Nepalese it to talk, so *dzibro* ‘tongue’ is productive when it comes to expressing meaning; if a person is expressed to be a liar or a hypocrite, the expression *dui dzibre* (double tongued) means one...
to be so. And dzibro ẓoknu which literally means ‘to bite tongue’ is used to express ‘death’.

3 Conclusion

The inventory of Nepali terms for parts of the body described in this paper demonstrates several types of semantic relationship that pertain between Nepali terms for parts of the body, along with ways of identifying and expressing them in the lexical domain of body partonomy, while unified by its definition with reference to the human body, shows considerable variation in internal structure.

Some accidental gaps are found. In some cases automeronymy is found, that is, when part and immediate whole have the same name (but distinct senses). The classes denoted by the elements of a meronymy - toes, fingers, legs, heads etc. are not hierarchically related; that is to say, the hierarchical structuring of a meronymy does not originate in a hierarchy of classes. It is rather the way the individual parts of each individual whole are related which generates the hierarchical structuring that forms the basis of a meronymy (Cruse, 1986).

It is beyond the scope of the present context to establish the full set of relationships between all the body part terms, but an outline is provided for the kinds of structures available for doing so in Nepali. The semantic relations which pertain between terms for different parts of the body not only include part/whole relations, but also relations of connectedness, and general association.
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Appendix: Body part terms in Nepali

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nepali term</th>
<th>Translation</th>
<th>Literal meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mukⁿ/ənuhar</td>
<td>face</td>
<td>face</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nidⁿar</td>
<td>forehead</td>
<td>forehead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kantsat</td>
<td>temple</td>
<td>temple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>əkkᵃ</td>
<td>eye</td>
<td>eye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parefa</td>
<td>eyelash</td>
<td>eyelash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>putali</td>
<td>iris</td>
<td>iris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nani</td>
<td>pupil</td>
<td>pupil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>əkkʰakopora</td>
<td>eyelid</td>
<td>eyelid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nak</td>
<td>nose</td>
<td>nose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pwal</td>
<td>nostril</td>
<td>nostril</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pora</td>
<td>nostril flange</td>
<td>nostril flange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mukʰ</td>
<td>mouth</td>
<td>mouth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ọtʰ</td>
<td>lip</td>
<td>lip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tiǔdo</td>
<td>chin</td>
<td>chin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gala</td>
<td>cheek</td>
<td>cheek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kan</td>
<td>ear</td>
<td>ear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kanko loṭi</td>
<td>earlobe</td>
<td>ear’s lobe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kanko dzali</td>
<td>ear drums</td>
<td>ear’s drums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kapal</td>
<td>hair</td>
<td>hair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭau</td>
<td>body hair</td>
<td>body hair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dzuŋa</td>
<td>moustache</td>
<td>moustache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daŋ</td>
<td>beard</td>
<td>beard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purpuro</td>
<td>forehead</td>
<td>fore part of the forehead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>əkkʰibʰuǐ</td>
<td>eyebrow</td>
<td>earth of the eye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsjapu</td>
<td>area between chin &amp; the neck</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dzulpʰi</td>
<td>sideburns</td>
<td>sideburns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>external terms</td>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>Literal meaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dziu</td>
<td>body</td>
<td>body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kapal</td>
<td>hair</td>
<td>hair on the head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḫuiko</td>
<td>head</td>
<td>head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>talu</td>
<td>crown of the head</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḡʰǎji</td>
<td>neck</td>
<td>neck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḡʰokro</td>
<td>neck</td>
<td>front part of the neck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḡʰicro</td>
<td>neck</td>
<td>back part of the neck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʰutstsuk</td>
<td>nape</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭsʰati</td>
<td>chest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stan</td>
<td>breast</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>munṭa</td>
<td>nipple</td>
<td>the thin attachment(stem)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kum / kä:dʰ</td>
<td>shoulder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>haːtʰ</td>
<td>hand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kaʌkʰi</td>
<td>underarm / armpit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuina</td>
<td>elbow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naːti</td>
<td>wrist</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pʌndaːza</td>
<td>claw</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sʌlə</td>
<td>finger</td>
<td>fingers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naːj</td>
<td>nail</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsʰala</td>
<td>skin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d³ar</td>
<td>back</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naijo</td>
<td>naval</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kəmmar</td>
<td>waist</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b³ʊŋ</td>
<td>stomach</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kəndo</td>
<td>buttocks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kap</td>
<td>back of the knee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b³uṭu</td>
<td>pubic hair</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g³uṭa</td>
<td>leg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tigra</td>
<td>thigh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g³ʊŋa</td>
<td>knee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pɨtələ</td>
<td>calf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nəlihədʒi</td>
<td>the bone in the front, between the knee ball and the ankle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>goligələ o</td>
<td>ankle joint, knuckle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kurkutətsə</td>
<td>heel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pətala</td>
<td>feet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bosu</td>
<td>fats</td>
<td>body fats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>masu</td>
<td>flesh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gæt</td>
<td>goitre</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>təppi</td>
<td>tip of the head</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>internal terms</td>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>Literal meaning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| buddʰibəɡara | wisdom tooth |
| kikile | uvula |
| kanegudzi | ear wax |
| dæt | tooth |
| bæɡara | molar |
| dara | the extra tooth on top/below of an existing tooth |
| dzibrə | tongue |
| talu | hard palate |
| gidza | gum |
| gidi | brain |
| k³Appar | skull |
| kaledzo | liver |
| b³okso | lungs |
| hridəj / muṭu | heart |
| mrigauła | kidney |
| andra | intestine |
| pətsauni/satpatə | pancreas |
| kətəj | ribs |
| pittə | gall |
| kənt³ə | throat |
| gæt | goitre |
| masi | marrow |
| natro | veins inside the nose |
| dətj | the bone holding the nose |
| nali hədʒi | the bone in the front, between the knee ball and the ankle |
| dud³e dæt | milk tooth |
| hədʒi | bone |
| tig³ko hədʒi | spinal cord | back bone |
This article discusses the adverbial clauses in Dhimal, one of the TB languages spoken in Nepal. The adverbial subordinate clauses in Dhimal are either marked by the subordinating morphemes attached to the verb of the dependent clause or by the presence of the non-finite verb forms. Temporal adverbial clauses in Dhimal include precedence, subsequence and simultaneous.
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1 Outline

This paper discusses the adverbial clauses in Dhimal. It consists of three sections. In section 1, we deal with different types of finite and non-finite subordinate clauses in Dhimal. Section 2 looks at the participial clauses in Dhimal. Section 3 presents the summary of this paper.

2 Adverbial subordinate clauses

Adverbial subordinate clauses can be viewed from two perspectives. From the "narrower perspective", we look at the various types of adverbial clauses according to "their semantic link to the adjacent main clause". In contrast, viewed from the broader perspective, "adverbial clauses perform an important communicative function, helping establish discourse coherence at the chain, paragraph or episode level (Givón 2011: 357)." In this paper, we mainly focus on the types of adverbial clauses and their semantic links to the main clause.

Dhimal employs two devices for making subordinate clauses. They are subordinating morphemes and non-finite verb forms. A non-finite verb form is one which is not used in independent clauses. In languages with subject-verb agreement, the non-finite form lacks one or more agreement categories. Different types of subordinate clauses in Dhimal in terms of syntactic and semantic properties are discussed as follows:

2.1 Temporal adverbial clauses

Temporal adverbial clauses specify the temporal relation of an adverbial clause to its main clause (Givón 2001b: 330). The local link between a temporal adverbial clause and its adjacent main clause involves the temporal relation between two events/states. Whaley (1997: 251) states that the adverbial structures can function to provide information about the relative temporal ordering of two events, and the tense of the adverbial construction is only determinable by its relation to the main clause. It carries no independent marking for tense. Local temporal links of adverbial clauses may be distinguished as follows:

a. Precedence

In temporal precedence, the time of the state/event encoded in the subordinate clause precedes the time of the main clause. Temporal precedence in Dhimal is encoded by the sequential form of the verb khaŋ 'see' realized as khanetŋ followed by a temporal adverbial lampha 'before' (1 and 2):

(1) ka um tsaka kʰaŋteŋ lampha
ka um tsaVka [kʰaŋteŋ lampʰa]
1SG rice eat-NMLZ see-SEQ before
wa ḥaneVka ḥiVgʰaVɦi
3SG go-NMLZ be-IPFV-PST
'He had gone before I ate rice.'

(2) um miŋka kʰanteŋ lamphaŋ
um miŋVka [kʰaŋteŋ lampʰaVaŋ]
rice ripen-NMLZ see-SEQ before-EMPH
dziVtʃi tsaʃi
bird eat-PST
'The bird ate up the rice before it ripened.'
In examples (1 and 2), we see that the temporal precedence in Dhimal is expressed by the sequential verbal form followed by the time adverbial lampʰ 'before'.

b. Subsequence

In subsequence, the time of the state/event encoded in the subordinate clause follows the time of the state/event in the main clause. Longacre (2007: 380) defines the succession as an underlying and then relation. Temporal subsequence in Dhimal is encoded by the sequential form of the verb or nominalized verb followed by time adverbial nʰuso 'after' as in, (3 and 4):

(3) biʰu dzete nʰuso
   biʰu dzen-ten nʰuso
   marriage become-SEQ after
   tsamindi sa faniʰi
   daughter home go-PST
   'After getting married, the daughter went to (her husband’s) home.'

(4) ka loka nʰuso wa um tsanʰi
   ka lo-ka nʰuso wa um tsanʰi
   1SG come-NMLZ after 3SG rice eat-PST
   'He ate rice, after I came (lit. I came after he ate rice).'

In example (3), we see that the temporal succession in Dhimal is expressed by the sequential verbal complex followed by the time adverbial nʰuso 'after'. Alternately, the position of the sequential verbal complex may be occupied by the nominalized verb, as in (4). However, the nominalizing strategy seems to be the periphrastic way to encode the subsequent events.

c. Simultaneity

The time of the state/event encoded in the subordinate clause is simultaneous to the time of the main clause. Longacre (2007: 379) refers to the simultaneity as an overlap and states that the overlap encodes underlying meanwhile and at the same time relations. They are coterminal in that two actions are considered to start and stop at roughly the same time. Temporal simultaneity in Dhimal is mainly encoded by the temporal simultaneity marking suffix -lau, as in (5-6):

(5) imblai su mi loloau te
   imblai su-mi lo-lau te
   3PL three-HCLF come-SIM TOP
dzʰamag dzengʰakʰe dokʰe
dzʰamag dzen-gʰa-kʰe doʔ-kʰe
   flash.out be-IPFV-PRS say-PRS
   'When three of them came, it flashed out bright.'
   (TBDFS_124)

(6) fiate hane-lau wa suʰe dusu-gʰa
   fiate hane-lau wa-suʰe dusu-gʰa
   market go-SIM 3SG-DAT meet-PST.1SG
   'I met him while going to the market.'

The morpheme -lau in the examples (5-6), encodes the temporal sense in general. When one needs to encode the exact simultaneity, the verb in the dependent clause remains in iterative form, and is followed by the simultaneous suffix -lau attached to the verb pa ‘do’, as in (7):

(7) ka um tsakaθaŋ palau wa loʰi
   ka um tsakata-ŋ pa-lau
   1SG rice eat-NMLZ-LOC-EMPH do-SIM
   wa loʰi
   3SG come-PST
   'He came when I was eating rice.'

In example (7), the iterative form of the main verb followed by the verb pa marked with the temporal suffix encodes the semantics of the exact simultaneity.

Furthermore, the temporal morpheme-lau is followed by a lexeme bela ‘time’, mostly realized as -belau, in naturally occurring texts, as in (8):

(8) delibʰari dzen-labelau sutkeri
    delibʰari [dzen-labelau] sutkeri dzen-li
    delivery be-SIM delivery be-INF
    tom-labelau fãdita purau gʰuserʰen
tom-labelau fãdi-ta puriŋ gʰuser-teŋ
    be.about-SIM pot-LOC head thrust-SEQ

2. In Tamang, temporal simultaneity is expressed by the suffix -ma ‘while’ (Mazaudon 2003: 306).
occurs in clauses coincide in some way, as in (10):

In examples (8), the temporal morpheme -labelau occurs in dzeŋlambelaub 'while being' and tomlabelau 'while to be about to' to encode analogous simultaneous temporal senses. Temporal simultaneity is also expressed by the iterative construction, as in (9):

In example (9), the iterative constructions tsakataŋ, amkataŋ and bat marekataŋ are applied to express the simultaneous adverbial semantics.

d. Terminal boundary

Terminal boundary in Dhimal encodes the temporal situation where the time expressed in the subordinate clause encodes the time reference analogous to the time encoded in the main clause. Givón (2001b: 330) exemplifies this situation with an English example 'As soon as they went they got a small hole.' In Dhimal, this situation is encoded as the temporal suffix followed by -sa 'after' and locative marker -ta further followed by emphatic marker -an, as in (12):

Another strategy employed to encode the temporal boundary in Dhimal is adding the adverbizer suffix -pa, followed by emphatic marker -an to the verb stem, as in (11):

In example (11) the adverbial fiipa followed by the emphatic morpheme encodes the temporal boundary of the two events/states.

This structure is analogous to the undzel/indzel structure in Nepali which is applied to code the temporal boundary.

e. Point coincidence

The point coincidence adverbial clause encodes the semantics that two events/states occurred almost at the same time; however, there is a narrow interval between the two. Givón (2001b: 330) exemplifies point coincidence with an English example 'when he opened the door, she shot him.' In Dhimal, this situation is encoded as the temporal suffix followed by -sa 'after' and locative marker -ta further followed by emphatic marker -an, as in (12):

In example (12), there is quite narrow margin between the preceding action encoded in the adverbial clause and the subsequent action encoded in the main clause.

Point coincidence may be encoded with the implicational morpheme -na followed by -sa 'after'. To emphasize immediacy of the two events/states, emphatic marker follows the time morpheme, as in (13):
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`He ran away as soon as he saw me.'

In example (13), point coincidence is encoded with the suffixal combination of implicational-temporal-emphatic morphemes.

This structure resembles the adverbial marked with -nasat from examples as in Nepali.³

f. Iterativity

Iterativity in Dhimal is expressed by the nominalized verb followed by the locative marker. Suffixation of the emphatic marker -aŋ to the locative marker is almost obligatory in such constructions. Iterativity is applied to both stative and action verbs, as in (14-15):
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'He sat over there for long and when it was twelve at midnight (they) emerged out (it is said).'  
(TBDFSW_93)
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'He ran away as soon as (they) reached to the side of the forest (he) said.'  
(TBDFSW_506)

In example (14), the stative verb fi’ sit’ is encoded with the iterative adverbial morphology, whereas in (15) the motion verb fiane ‘go’ is encoded with the same. The iterative verbs may be expressed a number of times based on the emphasis given to the state/event by the story teller, as in (16):
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'Now going continuously, when (they) reached to the side of the forest (he) said.'  
(TBDFSW_494)

In example (16), the iterative verb fane

ka

ekatala

is repeated three times.

2.2 Conditional clauses

The conditional adverbial clauses may be divided into two main types. They are: irrealis conditionals and counter-fact conditionals (Givón 2001b: 330-31). Thompson et al. (2007: 255) states that the semantic distinction between types of conditional which is signaled by most of the languages is the distinction between reality conditionals and unreality conditionals. Reality conditionals are those which refer to ‘real’ present, ‘habitual/generic’, or past situations.

Thompson et al. (2007: 255) further defines the term unreality conditionals as it is used for conditionals which refer to ‘unreal’ situations. There are two types of unreal situations. Those in which we imagine what might be or what might have been, and those in which we predict what will be. We can label these two types of unreality imaginative and predictive respectively.

a. Irrealis conditionals

Givón (2001b: 331) states that irrealis conditional clauses fall under the scope of non-fact modality, i.e., having no truth value. In fact, their truth value depends on the truth value of the associated main
clause, which most typically is also under irrealis scope and thus has no truth value either (2001b: 331).

Typically, irrealis conditionals have an implied futurity; with the main clause itself marked by future, modal or some other irrealis operator.

Dhimal irrealis conditional adverbial clauses, invariably, index the morpheme -nu following the bare form of the verb form of the subordinate clause whereas the main clause is marked by the future tense marker -ay-á, as in (17-18):

(17) dzar bantse-nu dzifásuileg
  jungle survive-COND bird-lizard

aro gupus-gelai bantsjawa
and animal-PL survive-FUT-FUT

'(If the forest is safe the birds and animals may survive.)' (Khatiwada 2009: 321).

In examples (17-18), the bare verb has indexed the conditional suffix -nu in the subordinate clauses and the finite verb of the main clause is invariably, index the morpheme -nu. Typically, irrealis conditionals have an implied futurity; with the main clause itself marked by the future tense marker -ay-á.

Participant reference for the second person follows the tense marker -nu. In example (20), the noun morda 'male' is followed by the conditional marker -nu to encode the conditional sense.

b. Hypothetical conditional

The irrealis conditional and hypothetical conditional differ in that the main verb in the later takes hypothetical marker -fi whereas the conditional marker -nu is attached to the verb pa 'do' grammaticalized as a subordinator. This is a

\[ \text{laḍpijaniq ma papina} \]
\[ \text{laḍ-pi-ay-nin} \]
\[ \text{leave-give-FUT-1SG} \]
\[ \text{NEG-do- AND-2} \]

\[ \text{panu nasefén tso-ten see'tani} \]
\[ \text{pa-nu na-sefén tso-ten se?-an-nin} \]
\[ \text{do-COND 2SG-DAT bite-SEQ kill-FUT-1SG} \]

In example (19), the conditional clause is encoded by the conditional linker panu following the main verb.

Interestingly, the conditional marker is also found to be attached to the nominal root to encode the conditional meaning, as in (20):

(20) morda nu te ka bifu paŋka
  morda-nu te ka bifu pa-ay-ka
  male-COND TOP 1SG marriage do-FUT-1SG

istri nu te ka param
  female-COND TOP 1SG friend

taswanka patey do Jhi ay
  taí-su-ay-ka pa-tey do-ò-fi
  keep-COL-FUT-1SG do-SEQ say-PST

In example (20), the noun morda 'male' is followed by the conditional marker -nu to encode the conditional sense.

4King (2009: 227) explains that the Dhimal may exhibit a clause marked with -nu to introduce a referent or topic into the discourse, which can be commented on its subsequent propositions. Referring to Haiman (1978) and Longacre and Thompson (1985), King states that the development of conditionals into topic markers is a recurrent process in many languages.
sort of periphrastic way to encode the irrealis conditional, as in (21):

(21) ede dzamal baraɦe pa-nu
kidʰinʰemiko te pura
kal dzenɑŋ doʔe aŋ
\[\text{this child be.grown-HYP do-COND complete} \text{ kidʰinʰemiko te pura} \text{ kal dzenɑŋ doʔe aŋ} \]
\[\text{‘If this child will grow big it will be the cause for our death.’} \text{ (TBDFSW_311)} \]

In example (21), the hypothetical conditional proposition is encoded by the hypothetical morpheme -he affixed to the main verb and the conditional morpheme -nu attached to the verb pa ‘do’. Hypothetical conditional proposition encodes less probability of the state/event encoded in the subordinate clause to be true. The irrealis time encoded in the main clause is not affected by the adverbial situation.

c. Counter-fact conditionals

Unlike irrealis conditionals, whose truth value is pending, counter-fact conditionals fall under the firmer, negative epistemic scope of non-fact. This condition type involves proposition that could, would or should have been true if other propositions were also true. But since the other propositions turned out to be false, the conditionally marked proposition is also false (Givón 2001b: 332).

The counter-fact conditional in Dhimal is encoded with the suffix -dʰa, followed by the future tense marker -ɑŋ~ã in the main clause. The subordinate clause is marked by -nu as in the irrealis conditional. Following are the examples:

(22) kaseʃeŋ buŋ ñiŋ-pa-nu
ka buŋ fiŋ-pana
1SG-DAT also listen-CAUS-COND
\[\text{‘If you had made me listen, I would also have gone.’} \text{ (TBDFSW_602)} \]

In example (22), -hɑnedʰã ‘I would have gone’ and dzendʰaŋ in (23) ‘it would have been’ express the counter-fact conditional situation in Dhimal.

d. Negative conditional

Many languages have a morpheme to signal a negative condition (Thompson et al. 2007: 260). In Dhimal, negative conditional is simply signaled by the negative prefix attached to the conditional verb, as in (24):

(24) masaʔu kaipjã
ma-saʔ-nu
NEG-believe-COND call-AND-FUT-1SG
\[\text{‘If you do not believe, I’ll call (him).’} \text{ (TBDFSW_602)} \]

In example (24), the negative condition is simply marked by the negative morpheme prefixed to the conditional verb.

In cases where conditional as well as main proposition are negative, both the verbs are negated by the same process, as in (25):

(25) inko pʰuru pʰuru mapanu te
ma-gi-dʰa-ɑŋ wa la
NEG-know-CFC-FUT DED MIR
‘If (the horse) had not produced the hissing sound, (they) might not have noticed.’ \text{ (TBDFSW_428)}

In example (25), both the conditional clause and the finite (main) clauses are negated by the same prefix ma- in Dhimal.

2.3 Cause and reason adverbial clauses

In structuring discourse, it is often desirable to indicate the causes or motivations behind the
occurrence of some event. The causal proposition in Dhimal is marked by the complex subordinators such as 金融服务 ‘because’ and 原因 b’asiga ‘therefore’, as in (26, 27):

(26) kaseñey musar k’eti ranro lagika ʃi
ka-selenmusar k’eti ranro lagika ʃi
1SG-DAT mushroom farming good feel-NMLZ be
金融服务 musar k’eti-ko
‘I have realized that mushroom farming is good because I have learnt a little bit about the mushroom farming from the agro-technicians.’ (KRDMPW_09-10)

(27) …odoi b’asiga ela musar k’etiso tsaʃi bədo
[odoi b’asi-ʃ] ela musar k’eti-so
that for-EMPH now mushroom farming-ABL
kaseñey ranro tiʃka ʃi-g’ə
tsaʃi ka-selen ranro tiʃ-ka ʃi-g’ə
IND 1SG-DAT good see-NMLZ be-PST.1SG
‘Because of that I have seen the mushroom planting profitable.’ (KRDMPW_41)

In example (26) the causal proposition in Dhimal is marked by the complex subordinator 金融服务 musar k’eti-ko ‘because’. In (27) the complex subordinator 原因 b’asiga ‘therefore’ encodes similar situation.

In Dhimal, the subordinate clause indicating the cause of the main clause is sometimes juxtaposed to the main clause without any subordinating morpheme, as in (28):

(28) nani siaj k’adza pani ʃabe
nani si-aʃ k’adza pani ʃabe
today die-FUT snack water GF
k’adza te ʃi tsi man’h
k’adza te ʃi tsi man’h
snacks TOP be water NEG-EXT
‘We may die today (because) as for snacks we have it, but we do not have water.’ (THDFSW_20)

In example (28), the reason of the interlocutors’ possible death is that they did not have water to drink, even though they had snakes to eat. Moreover, the cause may be encoded in the converb clause, as in (29):

(29) wa istun kam patey paisa kamaik’h
wa istun kam pa-tey paisa kamai-k’e
3SG much work do-SEQ money earn-PRS
‘He earns a lot of money because he works hard.’

In example (29), the reason for earning enough money is expressed with the help of sequential converb.

2.4 Concessive adverbial clauses

Concessive adverbial clauses supply the unexpected or less-likely event or state which involve a presupposed contrast or counter-expectancy whereas the main clause supplies the unexpected or less likely event or state (Givón 2001b: 336). Concessive clauses reflect a contrast of some sort between the main and subordinate clauses (Whaley 1997: 254). In Dhimal, the concessive clause is formed with the negative temporal verb followed by the emphatic particle 服务 also’, as in (30):

(30) taimi por’elimali maniglau
[ma-nin]-lau
self-HCLF study-INF NEG-get-SIM
服务 buy kajko tsantsamindi
buy] kaj-ko tsan-tsamindi
also 1SG.OBL-GEN son-daughter
por’edonk’e ni
por’e-don-k’e ni
study-PROG-PRS PART
‘Even though I did not get the chance to study, my kids are studying, anyway.’

In example (30), the concessive clause is formed with the negative temporal verb followed by the emphatic particle 服务 also’.
The concessive adverbial conjunct *fiunu* followed by the topicalizer *te* is also employed to form concessive clause in Dhimal, as in (31):

\[(31) \text{fiunu te sata buŋ inko} \]

\[\text{[fiunu te] sa-ta buŋ inko} \]

though TOP house-LOC also-EMPH that

\[\text{radzkumarko te be ŋikɛ̃kɛ doŋkɛ} \]

\[\text{radzkumar-ko te be fiŋ-a-kɛ doŋ-kɛ} \]

prince-GEN TOP wife be-IPFV-PRS say-PRS

Even if the prince had a wife in his home (it is said)…..’ (TBDFS_W_132)

In examples (31), concessive condition is expressed through the conjunct *fiunu* followed by the topicalizer *te*. Formally, this conjunct resembles *fiunu ta* ‘even though’ in Nepali.

### 2.5 Purpose adverbial clauses

Purpose clauses signal the purpose of the agent for acting as they did in the event coded by the main clause. The subject of the purpose clause is mostly co-referential with that of the main clause. The purpose clauses express a motivating event which must be unrealized at the time of the main event.

The purpose clauses in Dhimal are coded by the infinitival -li attached to the verb stem in the dependent clause, as in (32):

\[(32) \text{injo oľàfiŋeŋ seŋ kosis paŋii la} \]

\[\text{injo oľa-fiŋ seŋ kosis paŋii la} \]

that horse-DATE kill-INF effort do-PST MIR

‘(They) might have tried to kill the horse.’

(TBDFS_W_471)

In examples (32), we see that the infinitival -li is employed to encode the purposive relation of the subordinate clause to the main clause.

The infinitive marker is optionally followed by the genitive postposition -ko, which is further followed by the postposition -bəasi 'for'. Thompson, Longacre and Hwang (2007: 251) note that the case markers 'to' or 'for' are used for purpose clauses in a number of languages. Example in (33) illustrates the point.

\[(33) \text{kaŋko tsanfiŋeŋ seŋi} \]

\[\text{kaŋ-ko tsan-fiŋ [seŋ-li} \]

\[\text{1SG.OBL-GEN son-DAT kill-INF} \]

\[\text{bəasi bai ma-pa-fii} \]

\[\text{for what NEG-do-PST} \]

‘What did they not do to kill my son?’

(TBDFS_W_611)

In example (33), the infinitive marker followed by the genitive postposition -ko and further followed by the postposition -bəasi 'for' encodes the purpose clause.

Very often the benefactive marker bəasi 'for' is replaced by a Nepali loan morpheme -lagi 'for' the same purpose, as in (34):

\[(34) \text{aba naseŋeŋ bantsepaliko} \]

\[\text{aba na-seŋ [bantse-pa-li-ko} \]

\[\text{father 2SG-DAT survive-CAUS-INF-GEN} \]

\[\text{lagi ka puфиjə dopə} \]

\[\text{lagi ka puʃjə dopə} \]

\[\text{for 1SG snake with} \]

\[\text{bifi pa-aŋ-ka doŋ-fii} \]

\[\text{bifi pa-aŋ-ka doŋ-fii} \]

\[\text{marriage do-FUT-1SG say-PST} \]

‘(Dear) father, I’m ready to marry with the snake in order to save your life.’

(TBDFS_W_19)

In examples (34), the purpose adverbial clauses are marked by the infinitive verb followed by the genitive and benefactive postpositions in sequence.

### 2.6 Participial adverbial clauses

Participial adverbial clauses are tightly integrated with their main verb. They tend to have the same subject as their main clause. In terms of temporal coherence, participial adverbial clauses tend to exhibit rigid tense-aspect-modal restrictions vis-à-vis their main clause (Givón 2001b: 341). Participial Adverbial clauses in Dhimal are of two types: Sequential and simultaneous. Since the simultaneous type is already discussed in (1.1c), we discuss the sequential participial clause here:

Sequential subordinate clause in Dhimal is marked by the morpheme -teŋ suffixed to one or more non-final verbs (King 2009: 217). This
morpheme indicates a temporal sequence in clause chains. Sequential clauses indicate the time the event occurred of before the time of the main verb, as in (35):

\[ (35) \text{ elo} \text{ di} \text{ beta} \text{ mandal banai} \text{ ten} \\
\text{ e-lo} \text{ n} \text{ mandal [banai-ten]} \\
\text{ one-CLF beam make-SEQ} \\
\text{ }^t\text{a} \text{ me} \text{ a} \text{ ta} \text{ t} \text{ a} \text{ te} \text{ n} \text{ d} \text{ z} \text{ i} \text{ n} \text{ ten} \text{ b}^d \text{ a} \text{ r} \text{ ta} \\
\text{ }^t\text{a} \text{ me} \text{ a} \text{ ta} \text{ [ta} \text{ d} \text{ -ten} \text{ ] [dzin-ten]} \text{ b}^d \text{ ar-ta} \\
\text{ place-LOC keep-SEQ fasten-SEQ carrier-LOC} \\
\text{ t} \text{ a} \text{ te} \text{ n} \text{ d} \text{ si} \text{ a} \text{ tsu} \text{ m} \text{ a} \text{ a} \text{ f} \text{ i} \\
\text{ [ta} \text{ d} \text{ -ten} \text{ ] si-ta tsu} \text{ ma} \text{ a} \text{ f} \text{ i} \\
\text{ keep-SEQ house-LOC bring-PST} \\
\text{ 'Having made a wooden beam and having kept and fastened (him) in the carrier, (they) brought him to the house.' (GMDWH_{65})}

In example (35), banai\text{ten} 'having made', ta\text{ten} 'having kept' and dzin\text{ten} 'having fastened' are sequential non-finite verbs that indicate something happened before the main verb in the past tense tsu\text{ma-fii} 'brought.' In this case the sequential clauses have the past tense reading.

Similarly, the sequential clause may have a future reading when the main clause is encoded in irrealis, as in (36):

\[ (36) \text{ odoi } \text{ dest} \text{ a } \text{ tsu} \text{ m} \text{ a} \text{ pu-te} \\
\text{ odoi des-ta tsu} \text{ ma-PU-te} \\
\text{ that country-LOC bring-AND-SEQ} \\
\text{ se-ta } \text{ lo } \text{ do} \text{ t} \text{ e} \text{ k}^d \text{ e } \text{ a} \j \\
\text{ se-ta } \text{ lo do} \text{ t} \text{ e} \text{ k}^d \text{ e } \text{ a} \j \\
\text{ kill-SEQ come.IMP say-PRS REP} \\
\text{ 'Take it to that country and come after having killed it.' (TBDFSW_{480})}

In example (36), someone (a king) is ordering his servant to take (a horse) to another country (village) and return having killed it there.

The sequential morpheme -tej may co-occur with the morpheme sa 'after' followed by the emphatic morpheme -aj, which means the time frame of the main verb as beginning directly upon the completion of the sequential clause (King 2009: 221), as in (37):

\[ (37) \text{ wa } \text{ kase} \text{ fejy } \text{ sos} \text{ i} \text{ te} \text{ jsa } \text{ sa-aj } \text{ m} \text{ an-ta} \\
\text{ wa } \text{ ka-se} \text{ fejy } \text{ [soti-tey-sa-aj] man-ta} \\
\text{ 3SG 1SG-DAT think-SEQ-after-EMPH mind-LOC} \\
\text{ tsu} \text{ me} \text{ sa } \text{ nar} \text{ j} \text{ a-ta } \text{ la} \text{ da} \text{ i} \text{ ten} \\
\text{ [ta} \text{ d} \text{ -tey-sa-aj] tsu} \text{ ma-ka nar} \text{ ja-ta} \\
\text{ keep-SEQ-after-EMPH bring-NMLZ elephant-LOC} \\
\text{ 'Having thought of and liked me, he brought me carrying on an elephant.' (TBDFSW_{607})}

Sequential marker may also be found in stative-resultative clause while indexed with the stative verbs, as in (38):

\[ (38) \text{ kalau } \text{ k}^d \text{ a} \text{ n} \text{ -lau } \text{ te } \text{ wa } \text{ a} \j \text{ fii } \text{ la} \\
\text{ kalau } \text{ k}^d \text{ a} \text{ n-lau } \text{ te } \text{ wa } \text{ a} \j \text{ fii } \text{ la} \\
\text{ then look-SIM TOP 3SG EMPH be MIR} \\
\text{ d}^d \text{ o} \text{ ka-ta } \text{ [jom-ten] } \text{ dwar-ta } \\
\text{ door-LOC sit-SEQ door-LOC} \\
\text{ 'While (he) sees, she is sitting there in the door.' (TBDFSW_{581})}

In examples (38), the stative verbs like jom 'sit' and dzim 'sleep' followed by the sequential morpheme indicate the reflexive stative-resultative relation instead of the sequence of events, respectively.

3 Summary

In this article, we examined the adverbial clauses in Dhimal. The adverbial subordinate clauses in Dhimal are either marked by the subordinating morphemes attached to the verb of the dependent clause or by the special non-finite verb forms. Temporal adverbial clauses in Dhimal include precedence, subsequence, simultaneous and temporal relation with terminal boundary, point coincidence and iterativity. Dhimal conditional clauses are reality conditional (hypothetical) and counter-fact conditional. Reality conditional situation is marked only in the dependent clause whereas the counter-fact situation is encoded in the dependent clause as well as in the main clause. Dhimal also exhibits cause and reason, concessive and purpose adverbial clauses. Participial adverbial clauses in Dhimal encode the sequential and simultaneous temporal senses. The sequential adverbial clause indicates a temporal sequence in clause chains.
Abbreviations

1 first person IND indicative
2 second person INF infinitive
3 third person IPFV imperfective
ABL ablative LOC locative
ADVLZ adverbalizer MIR mirative
AND andative NEG negative
CAUS causative NMLZ nominalizer
CLF classifier OBL oblique
COL collective PART particle
COND conditional PL plural
DAT dative PROG progressive
DED deductivePRS present
DU dual PST past
EMPH emphatic PURP purposive
EXT existential RECP reciprocal
FUT future REP reportive
GEN genitive SEQ sequential
GF gap filler SG singular
HCLF human classifier SIM Simultaneous
HYP hypothetical TEMP temporal
IMPL implicational TOP topic
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The paper focuses on the morpho-syntactic behavior of lexical and auxiliary modals through distributional and semantic evidences in Kisan language which is derived from Kurukh; a North Dravidian language family. Any potential change in the affixal incorporation for modal meaning is linked to person, number, gender and honor.
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1 Introduction

The concept of Mood is defined within the framework of morphological mood and is expressed in verbal inflection and semantic criteria. So I have attempted to highlight the mood as a grammaticalized category of the verb with modal function. Bybee & Fleischman (1995) look at mood which is expressed inflectionally through verb morphology as indicative, subjunctive, optative, imperative, conditional etc. These verbal paradigms vary from one language to another with respect to number as well as to the semantic distinctions. Affixes expressing different moods in Kisan appear along with verbal complex while referring future meaning. Its co-occurrence with both temporal and aspectual suffixes is a usual phenomenon. Modal meaning in Kisan can be expressed by various grammatical moods and lexical items. Existing descriptions of Kisan have not classified /-r/- in future tense. My analysis of the language claims it to be a circumfixal marker of modality. In Kisan, there are four types of mood such as the Indicative, Imperative, Optative/Subjunctive and Conditional moods.

2 Kisan

The existence of Kisan as the distinct speech variety was recorded in 1961 census. According to 1991 census, there were 160,704 speakers in Odisha out of total 162,088 in India spread over essentially in the following two districts: Sambalpur and Sundergarh. The total number of Kisan speakers has dropped to 141,088 in 2001.1 Kisan tribe is associated with Kurukh-Oraon tribe and so there exists possible linguistic similarities between Kisan and Kurukh to some extent. In 1961 census, Kisan was separated from Oraon. In Linguistic Survey of India, Konow (1906) along with other linguists disassociates Kisan from Kurukh-Oraon. Speakers of Kisan tribe believe their language to be unique delinking its association with Kurukh-Oraon.

Genealogical description of North Dravidian language shows that Kisan (ISO639-3: xis) which is an agglutinating language with a substantial amount of information encoded in the verb is derived from Kurukh (ISO639-3:kru). Under the provisions of independent India’s 1950 constitution, Kisan is listed as scheduled tribe in Odisha. EGIDS level for this language in India is 5 (Developing). The language is viewed as being in vigorous use, with literature in a standardized form being used by some though this is not yet widespread or sustainable.

Table 1: Kisan as Language and Mother Tongue (1991, 2001 Census)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>1991 Speakers Male</th>
<th>1991 Speakers Female</th>
<th>Total Speakers Male</th>
<th>Total Speakers Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Odisha</td>
<td>160,704</td>
<td>80,359</td>
<td>139,428</td>
<td>69,905</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The report of 2001 census shows a moderate decrease of the speakers having Kisan as their mother tongue; however, ground zero report of people who speak and understand Kisan would is a great matter of concern. People have embraced Indo-Aryan languages like Hindi and Oriya and totally neglected the conservation of their mother tongue. Thus, actual number of speakers of Kisan is drastically on the decline due to lack of motivation to conserve and converse in Kisan.

3 The indicative mood

The Indicative Mood is linked with asserting facts and there is no distinct morphological marking.

---

The mood is expressed through the temporal forms of the verb. Greenberg (1966) views the indicative mood as neutral mood. The languages of the world have different ways of indicating statements expressed by the various speakers which they believe to be true. Most of the sentences under indicative mood are in declarative in nature. Kisan verbs, in declarative sentences, usually do not bear any overt morphological formal marking for indicative mood such as:

(1) bāp-s pairi ka-σ-d-as
father-3MS.NOM morning go-MOD.PRES.3MS
‘Father goes in the morning.’

(2) nīn pairi ka-σ-d-ay
you-2NS.NOM morning go-MOD.PRES.2MS
‘You go in the morning.’

The examples in (1 & 2) do not reflect mood overtly in the verb morphology /-k/-ø-d/-/ signifies ‘goes’, /-k/-ø-d/-/ ‘go’ respectively; however, they assert the truth values of these propositions. There is no special morphologically marking for indicative mood in Kisan, especially for declarative sentences.

4 The imperative mood

The imperative is commonly defined as the form of the verb used in issuing direct commands or orders (Bybee 1985) and requests. The imperative clauses do not involve overt subject of the predicate. Direct commands are restricted to a second person subject. Kisan codes person agreement in the verbal inflection. Most languages, according to both Bybee (1985) and Palmer (2001) have a form which is typically used for the expression of commands which is often unmarked and sometimes even reduced to the bare verbal stem as evident in Kisan. This is traditionally labeled as imperative. This also includes suggestions apart from commands.

(3) iya bar-a
here come-IMP
‘Come here.’

The verb morphology in (5) uses the base verb form /ba:ri/ ‘come’ with lengthened vowel in mono syllable to express command in Kisan, however, there are some base verb forms which require inflectional marker /-a/ for commands as well as request with explicit difference in tone.

4.1 Formal imperatives

While addressing someone in Kisan especially elders with respect, people usually add /-e/ to a verb stem.

(6) iya andr-a-e
here bring-IMP.HON
‘Bring here.’

(7) husan lek-a-e
there write-IMP.HON
‘Write there.’

In both the examples (6 & 7), the implicit subjects correspond to 2nd person.

4.2 Gender Specific Imperatives

Imperatives morphologically carry different inflections for masculine and feminine such as /-a/ (8) for masculine and /-u/ (9) for feminine gender in Kisan.

(8) annu andr-a
water-ACC bring-IMP.2M
‘Bring water (to male).’

(9) annu andr-a
water-ACC bring-IMP.3MS
‘Bring water (to male).’
(9) ammū əndru-u
water-ACC bring-IMP.2F
‘Bring water (to female).’

(10) ammū əndru-u-ke
water-ACC bring-IMP.2F
‘Bring water (female to female).’

The inflection marker /-ke/ in (10) refers to familiar person and sometimes it would imply lack of respect for feminine gender. It is usually used between two female speakers. There is a parallel morphological marker /-le/ in imperatives for masculine gender. Thus, example in (10) can be paraphrased such as in example (11):

(11) ammū əndru-a-le
water-ACC bring-IMP.2M
‘Bring water.’

So, along with the morphological change in suffix /-le/, there is a change from the affix /-u/ to /-a/ for masculine gender.

4.3 Exhortation

(12) bane-kori kal-ke
well go-IMP
‘Wish you all the best for your journey.’

(13) parixc’ä bane ci-ke
exam good give-IMP
‘Best of luck for your exam.’

The imperative mood for exhortation marked in (12 & 13) is /-ke/. This is common for both masculine and feminine gender and singular and plural as well. While wishing people with honor, Kisan speakers usually add the morpheme /-ke/ to the bare form of the verb. When it comes to wish people with less respect, we use /-a/ as the imperative mood marker as shown in example (14).

(14) bane-kori kal-a
well go-IMP
‘Wish you all the best for your journey.’

5 The subjunctive mood

In Indo-European languages, the subjunctive is used to express wishes or desires (Palmer 2001). Subjunctive mood refers to a form of verb which discusses about imaginary or hypothetical events and situations. It is intended to represent an action as a desire, hope, possibility, probability, condition, presumption etc. In Kisan, these can be morphologically and semantically expressed in past and non-past tenses.

(15) hus erpa kiri-r-s
he-3MS.NOM home-DAT return-SUB.3MS
‘He can return home.’

(16) al-ar harbu k-ə-r
people- forest go-SUB.3Pl
3Pl.NOM
‘People may go to forest.’

(17) al-ar mitin-ə ge ba-ə-r
people- meeting- come-SUB.3Pl
3Pl.NOM for
‘People may come for meeting.’

The examples (15, 16 & 17) indicate a single subjunctive marker /-r/ for all these sentences. English which uses modal expressions may, will and can to express different meaning, whereas, in Kisan, the semanticity of subjunctive marker /-r/ plays a significant role. This morphological marker refers to capability, permission, and certainty of an action that will occur in the future. The correct interpretation of an utterance with morphological marker /-r/ relies on both speaker and hearer in addition to existing context.

5.1 Potential and presumptive

Dravidian language like Kisan shows in examples (18 & 19) that morphological marker /-r/ in the verb morphology can invariably be used for English modal expression might. The morphological marker /-r/ is circumfixed between aspectual /-k/ or /-k/ and temporal /-a/ markers to create subjunctive mood in the utterance.

(18) hus ker-ka-r-s
he- go-PERF.SUB.3MS
3MS.NOM
‘He might have gone.’

(19) kukae-d ans-ki-r-ə-d
she-3FS.NOM reach-PERF.SUB.3FS
‘She might have reached.’
It expresses about the uncertainty of the occurrence of actions such as /ker-ka-r-ɔ-s/ 'might have gone' and /langs-ki-r-ɔ-dl/ 'might have reached'. This is primarily used to refer to a remote possibility of an action to take place.

\[(20)\] hus paʂ’a maj-ka-r-ɔ-s
he-3MS.NOM study-ACC go-PERF.SUB.3MS 'He could/would have finished his studies.'

\[(21)\] hud moh-a oŋg-ki-r-ɔ-d
she-3FS.NOM eat-INF V2.PERF.SUB.3FS 'She could have eaten.'

\[(22)\] hud eːk-a pol-ki-r-ɔ-d
she-walk-INF V2.PERF.SUB.3FS 'She could not have walked.'

The occurrence of subjunctive moods like would and could, usually happens with the past reference. There is a flexibility in the use of could or would in Kisan when it refers to past event. There are some special verbs which are restricted to subjunctive mood such as /pol-ki-r-ɔ-dl/ 'could have' in (21) and /pol-ki-r-ɔ-dl/ 'could have' (22). These embedded verbs in the clauses, play the role of vector verb in sentences. The subjunctive mood is sometimes indicated by a special verb form along with a modal auxiliary.

\[(23)\] inna baːr-na katt’a
Today come-INF SUB '(S)he should come today.'

\[(24)\] par✐xc’a lek’-na katt’a
exam-ACC write-INF SUB '(S)he should write the exam.'

\[(25)\] hus nalk’a nan-ɔ-s-ne
he-3MS.NOM work-ACC do-FUT.MS.SUB 'He should work.'

The example /nən-ɔ-s-ne/ 'should do' in (25), uses the morpheme /-ne/ to mark the subjunctive mood with a meaning of 'should'. The morpheme /-ne/ is mostly used in conditional mood. The morpho-syntactic construction in (23 & 24) is invariably same. The morphological inflection for person, number and gender on the verb is absent. We notice that sentences in (23 & 24) usually carry dative case for the agents. The subjunctive marker /katt’a/ 'should or ought' also takes care of the temporal reference of these sentences. Both these examples have the expression of the past reference. The subjunctive marker /katt’a/ 'should', is generally used for advice and expectation.

5.2 Optative

It conveys volition in a sentence. It is generally manifested syntactically and not morphologically; however, in Kisan, the manifestation of optative mood is morpho-syntactic in nature. A language does not restrict the subjects of commands and if restricted it would be imperative mood. For examples in Kisan:

\[(26)\] gucca ka-d-at
VOL go-PRES.1Pl 'Let us go.'

\[(27)\] kəla ci-y-a
go VOL.3MS/Pl 'Let him/them go.'

The subject reference in (26 & 27) is to 1st person plural and 3rd person singular and plural respectively. On the contrary, the unmarked subjects in imperatives are restricted to 2nd person only. This is interesting to notice optative mood in Kisan which is morphologically marked differently for 1st person and 3rd person.

5.3 Conditional mood

This is expressed in Kisan by adding a subordinating particle in a sentence. The morphemes like /hale/ 'if' and /je/ 'that', provide conditional mood to expression.

\[(28)\] bar-ɔ-s hale en
come-FUT.3MS CON I-1MS.NOM k-ɔ-n-ne
go-FUT.1MS.CONT 'I will go if (he) will come.'
In the above examples (28 & 29), we notice that conditional sentences normally consist of an /ha/ ‘if’ clause, which states a condition and a result clause, which states the result of that condition. The mood of a verb in the clause which has /ha/ ‘if’, depends on the likelihood of the condition. This would be incomplete without the addition of affix /-ne/ which is used for contingent to the verb morphology. Thus, we can say that the /ha/ ‘if’ clause is followed by contingent mood affix /-ne/ to generate a conditional mood.

6 Conclusion

The indicative mood morphologically is identical with indefinite aspect as they both use /ø/ for marking. Interrogatives are included in indicative mood as they resemble semantically to indicatives. Question is morphologically marked by a separate linguistic constituent /ka/. The imperative mood is marked by various morphemes depending upon person, number, gender and honor. The mood marker /-a/ is used to refer to masculine, and feminine plurals only in the present tense. The morpheme /-u/ is for feminine gender in the present tense. The imperative mood for feminine gender in the future tense, is marked by /-kel/. There is another morpheme /-ael/ attached to the bare form of the verbs to show respect. This is especially used by an adult to address the elders.

The subjunctive mood includes the sub-categories like optative, potential, conditional and presumptive. The optative mood is marked overtly by /-n/, /-a/ and the linguistic unit /katäu/. The potential mood is realized by the morpheme /bael/ which usually occurs at the end of a sentence. The conditional mood requires the presence of counterfactual marker /ha/ ‘if’ which is mostly followed by contingent marker /-ne/ to the verb morphology.
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1 Introduction

Chitoniya and Dangaura Tharu are two varieties of the Tharu languages. Chitoniya Tharu is spoken by the Tharus living in Chitwan and eastern part of Nawalparasi districts, whereas Dangaura Tharu is spoken by the same ethnic group living in Rupandehi, Kapilvastu, Dang, Banke, Bardiya, Surkhet, Kailali, and Kanchanpur districts of Nepal. Both of these languages belong to the Indo-Aryan language family following the SOV constituent order. Although The Population and Housing Census 2011 (CBS 2012:4, 144) does not make any distinction among the speakers of Tharu languages and enrolls all the Tharu speakers under the umbrella term, the Tharu, the district profile of Chitwan and Nawalparasi districts report that Chitoniya Tharu is spoken by 1,10,337 (58,913 in Chitwan and 51,424 in Nawalparasi) (CBS Chitwan 2071:30, CBS Chitwan & DDC Nawalparasi 2071:34). As Dangaura Tharu speaking area is much larger, it is spoken by a considerably larger population. According to Ethnologue 2012, Dangaura Tharu is spoken by 500000 people in Nepal and 674000 in total (Eppele et all. 2012:89). This paper presents a comparative study of the morphological structures of the verbs expressing different moods in Chitoniya and Dangaura Tharu and identifies the similarities and differences existing in these Tharu languages. The nomenclature, Chitoniya and Dangaura Tharu, stands for both the Tharus residing in the concerned areas and the languages they speak.

2 Mood

Mood, for Palmer (1986:21), is a “morphological category of verb like tense and aspect”. Bybee and Fleischman (1995:2) define it as “a formally grammaticalized category of the verb which has a modal function”, and is expressed “in distinct sets of verbal paradigms, i.e. indicative, subjunctive, optative, imperative, and conditional, etc.” According to Dixon (2010:96), mood is a property of a sentence and deals with the speech acts of three recurrent types: declarative, imperative, and interrogative. Thus, mood is an inherent verbal category like tense and aspect, and is expressed mostly through inflections. The morphological variations in the verbs expressing different moods in Chitoniya and Dangaura Tharu languages are discussed in this section.

2.1 Imperative mood

Morphologically, the imperative mood, in both of these languages, is primarily embodied in different verbal suffixes. In both of these languages, the imperative suffixes are determined by the number and honorific status of the addressee and the temporal immediacy of the action to be carried out. There is a variation on the basis of the root ending sounds as well. In Chitoniya Tharu the root ending sounds influence the imperatives, whereas the imperative markers are irrespective of the sound in the final position of the verb root in Dangaura Tharu. As Masica (1991:476) has explored in many of the Indo-Aryan languages, both of these Tharu varieties have two sets of verbal suffixes that distinctly indicate whether the command or request is to be carried out at the moment of speaking or later in future. On the basis of the temporal immediacy, the imperatives in both of these Tharu varieties have been classified into two types: Immediate imperatives—to be carried out at the moment of speaking, and Non-immediate imperatives—to be carried out later following Watters (2002:309-10). The morphological structures of the immediate and non-immediate imperatives in both of these languages are analyzed in this section.

2.1.1 Immediate imperative

The immediate imperative addresses the current problem and elicits an immediate response (Watters 2002:309). We find similarity in forming immediate imperatives in both of these languages from consonant ending verb stems in non-honorific singular cases. In both of these languages such imperatives are characterized with a zero marker, as illustrated in the examples (1a-b).

(1) a. lo mor bap tuĩ b’ẽlshi mor naũ d’ar yabe
lo mor bap tuĩ b’ẽlshi mor naũ d’ar yabe
PRT 1SG.GEN father 2SG become-PST-2SG
mor naũ d’ar-φ yabe
1SG.GEN name put-IMP now
‘Okay, you are my father, now name me.’
(Chitoniya) (JF.BM-78.439)

b. nsi pπohiya taũ jassik k’ałase col(Dangaura)
si pπohiya taũ jassik k’ałase col
NEG daughter-in-law 2SG.NH anyhow
k’ałase col
if walk-φ
‘No, daughter-in-law, you go back home anyhow.’ (FR_YRC.105)

Although these are the extracts from two different narratives in two different varieties, the imperatives follow the same system of zero marking. In both of these examples, the imperatives d’ar-φ put-IMP (1a) and col-φ walk-IMP (1b) are formed by using a zero imperative marker from the verbs d’ar-’put and col walk respectively. The use of a zero marker is attested only in non-honorific singular case, as in these examples tuĩ and taũ 2SG NH’ are non-honorific singular addressees.

In Chitoniya Tharu we also have a non-honorific imperative marker -A which is used to soften the harshness of the command and express affection, which is not attested in Dangaura Tharu. In the examples (2a-b), we see how the tone of a command is softened by using this marker.

(2) a. lo ta yau nab b’A
lo ta yau nab b’A
PRT PRT come-IMP climb down-IMP
‘Okay, come, climb down.’

b. nab b’A ta nab b’A
nab b’A ta nab b’A
climb down-IMP PRT climb down-IMP
Climb down, climb down.’
(WB.BNM-56.084)

Both of these examples are extracted from the same context of a narrative in which the wild buffaloes are asking a small boy, who is afraid of the wild buffaloes and is hiding himself in the tree, to come down. They use an affectionate tone so that the boy’s fear would be reduced and he would climb down the tree. The use of the imperative marker -A has softened the harshness of the command in these examples.

In honorific cases, the formation of imperatives differs considerably in both of these languages. Chitoniya Tharu, irrespective of the sound in the final position of the verb stem, exhibits an imperative marker -hi which is directly affixed to the verb stem to form an honorific imperative (3a). But Dangaura Tharu characterizes two different markers in two different honorific levels: -i in honorific (3b), -o in mid-honorific (3c) and non-honorific plural cases (3d) as demonstrated in the examples below.

(3) a. yi tiŋ gagra rup-ya koqke lehũ
yi tiŋ gagra rup-ya koqke lehũ
this three pitcher rupees dig-SEQ take-IMP
‘Okay, please dig up and take these three pots of rupees.’ (Chitoniya)(JF.BM-78.648)

b. ḗπn apn kam ḗπnhi kari(Dangaura)
 apn apn kam
2SG.HON REFL work
 apnhi kar-i
2SG.HON-EMPH do-IMP.HON
‘You please do your work yourself.’
(ELCTD_PG.464)

c. ta b’dakana lanok k’aña (Dangaura)
 ta b’dakana lanok k’aña
PRT call-SEQ bring-IMP say-SEQ
‘Okay, call him here.’
(FR_MRC.234)

d. ḗr b’ẽ apn kam ḗπnhi k’o na’!
 b’ẽ apn kam
2PL.MH also REFL work
The example (3a) shows how the imperative marker -hû is affixed to the verb stem le 'take' to form an imperative lehû 'take-IMP' in Chitoniya Tharu. However, the example (3b), (3c) and (3d) illustrate how the suffixes -i, and -o are affixed to the verb stems kar 'do', lan 'bring' and kar 'do' respectively in Dangaura Tharu to show different levels of honorificity. As the addressee of the example (3b) is APRA '2SG.HON', and that of (3c) is understood as Hr'2SG.MH'and that of (3d) is tur '2PL-NH', the imperatives are characterized with different markers.

A noticeable point in Dangaura Tharu is that it has mid-honorific level which is not attested in Chitoniya Tharu. However, Chitoniya Tharu exhibits a special honorific level (SH) which is used to address only the strangers, ritual friends and maternal relatives. It has a special pronoun raure which takes a special suffix, - hyu in every tense, aspect and mood as the agreement marker.1 The example (4a) clarifies the situation.

(4) a. yaju j’in t’hûvbiyu
   yaju j’in t’hûvbiyu
   today PROH cheat-FUT-2SG.SH
   'Do not cheat today.' (ELCTD_PG.467)

The speaker of this extract is a jackal who maintains ritual friendship with a hen with a vested interest. The jackal asks the hen where it will be during the night; later when he reaches there, he does not find the hen. Next day, when they meet again and the hen tells the jackal where it will be that day, the jackal utters this command. As it is addressed to the ritual friend, he uses the special honorific form t’hûvbiyu 'cheat-FUT-2SG.SH'.

So far we have discussed the formation of immediate imperatives in different levels of honorificity from consonant ending verb stems. The formation of imperatives from vowel ending stems differs considerably in both of these languages. A great difference is noticed in the formation of imperatives from a-ending verb stems. In Chitoniya Tharu, the -a at the final position generally undergoes a morphophonemic change, and is turned into -o in non-honorific cases. In the examples (5a-b), we notice how the -a at the final position of the verbs k’û and ja has transformed into -o in jo ‘go-IMP’ (5a) and k’û ‘eat-IMP’ (5b).

(5) a. jo tuû pûdzâkâ lûg’ûna r’ha-si
   ja-o tuû pûdzâkâ lûg’ûna r’ha-si
   go-IMP 2SG road-GEN near remain-IMP
   'You go and remain on the side of the road.'
   (JF.BM-78.420)

b. lo k’û t’ûh mû b’nûdèb b’su
   lo k’û a-o t’ûh mû b’nûdèb b’su
   PRT eat-IMP then 1SG make-give-FUT-1SG
   'Okay, eat then, I will make one.'
   (JF.BM-78.130)

We cannot rule out this formula as the -a at the final position of a verb stem changes into -o in imperatives’ because it is not applicable to the verb ya ‘come’. The verb ya ‘come’ requires an imperative marker -u in singular non-honorific case, as in (6a-b).

(6) a. are bûbûwa yau tû re
   are bûbûwa yau tû re
   VOC baby come-IMP PRT PRT
   'Hey baby, come (here).'
   (JF.BM-78.375)

b. are j’in yau
   are j’in yau
   VOC PROH come-IMP
   'Hey, don’t come.' (JF.BM-78.191)

However, Dangaura Tharu does not exhibit any of these patterns in the formation of imperatives in non-honorific level. Instead, it simply embodies a zero imperative marker to a-ending verb stems. The examples in (7a-b) demonstrate the case.

(7) a. jû aju ji aju ji pû’ûk’u
   jû aju ji aju ji pû’ûk’u
   2SG.NH today go-IMP that

1See Paudyal (2014:113) for details about the use of this pronoun.
The imperatives ja 'go-IMP' and a 'come-IMP' in (7a-b) clearly demonstrate that Dangaura Tharu characterizes immediate imperatives in non-honorific level by embodying a zero marker.

As far as the vowel stems ending with -i and -e are concerned, both of these languages attest a zero marker to characterize imperative mood in non-honorific cases. The examples in (8a-b) clarify the situation.

(8) a. kaske kahâ de yaku?  (Chitoniya)
    kaskeksh -û de -yaku
    howsay -HORT give-IMP
    'How could (they) ask for more?'  
    (JF.BM-78.0953)

b. aina diurse mîshin maja buďd'h ðeho
    a-na ðim-se mî-ßhân maja
    come-INF day-ABL 1SG-DAT good
    buďd'h ðeho
    intellect give-IMP
    'Please give good intellect in the days to come.'  
    (Dangaura) (TNY_YRC.046.051)

Chitoniya Tharu also exhibits another immediate imperative marker -hi affixed to the verb stems irrespective to the numbers and root ending sound. This marker also is not attested in Dangaura Tharu. The use of this marker is illustrated in the examples (9a-b).

(9) a. hâine pure dehî jâc
    hâine pure de-hi jâc
    NEG all give-IMP
    'No, appear in all examinations.'  
    (PLS JRC.70.129)

b. tuî yekar c'âhî lehî
    tuî yekar c'âhî le -hi
    2SG this.GEN shadow take -IMP

Chitoniya Tharu only exhibits zero morpheme in non-honorific, -o in mid-honorific and non-honorific plural, and -i in honorific levels.

2.1.2 Non-immediate imperative

Both of these Tharu languages attest distinct imperative markers for the command or request to be carried out later, in future. The most common suffixes expressing delayed imperatives in Chitoniya Tharu are -si and -ihe, which are interchangeably used, for a singular non-honorific addressee (11a-b), and -ha for plural non-honorific one, as in (11c).

(11) a. mor.ke yi k’ød’alima d’hukadihe
    mor.ke yi k’ød’ali-ma
    1SG.OBL-DAT this nest-LOC
    d’uka-de-ihe
    keep-give-FUT
    'Please, keep me in this nest.'  
    (HJ.BNM-56.033)

b. lo tuî yi desi b’anae u desi b’anae
    lo tuî yi de-si bana-e
    PRT 2SG this give-IMP make-INF

For honorific expressions, especially to the strangers, Chitoniya Tharu uses periphrastic expressions as well. Such expressions consist of a participial form plus jao, where the jao carries the sense of imperative, as in (10).

(10) e musap’ir yailjao eg’ari p’adke l’dke
    e musap’ir ya-il-jao ek g’ari
    VOC passenger come-PTCP-IMP one-moment
    p’adka-e l’dke
    speak-PTCP ECHO
    'Hey passenger, please come for a moment to have talks.'  
    (JF.BM-78.539)
But the delayed imperatives in Dangaura Tharu are characterized by the suffixes -is in case of non-honorific addressees and -ho with mid-honorific ones, as in (12a-b) respectively.

(12) a. mwar gʰorwa j.abs.un kʰuai
Mwar gʰorwa j.abs.un kʰuai
1SG.GEN horse when-till eat-FUT.3SG
\( t.abs.un.təjɨn \) worais
\( t.abs.un.\) jin worais
then-till 2SG.NH PROH finish-IMP.NH
‘As long as my horse will eat, you do not finish.’ (FR_MRC.081)
b. məhin bisəna, tʰɯə dək ʰaðeho
məh\( i \)n bisəna tʰɯə dəkʰa\( a-də-ho \)
1SG-DAT rest-INF place see-CAUS-give-IMP.MH
‘Please show me a resting place.’ (CJ_DLC.019)

The imperative in (13a) is \( wọrais \) ’finish-IMP’ as the addressee is \( t.\)a\( t.\) in 2SG.NH. But the addressee in (13b) is understood to be \( t.\)a\( t.\) in 2SG.MH to which the imperative \( dək \)ʰa\( də-ho \) ‘see-CAUS-give-IMP.MH’ agrees.

In both of these languages the non-immediate imperatives in honorific cases are characterized in the finite form of the verb in the future tense, though the inflectional suffixes in these languages differ.

(13) a. bəlaim kələse aibi tə mwar səhɨyog kərbi
\( bəlaim kələse aibi tə \)
call-FUT.1SGif come-FUT-2H PRT
mwar səhɨyog kərbi
1SG.GEN help do-FUT-2H
‘If I call you, please come and help me.’ (Dangaura) (FR_MRC.134)
b. \( yəndine \) səjʰa həmar gʰar yəbəhɨ nə!
\( yəndine səjʰa həmar gʰar \)
tomorrow evening 1PL.GEN house
\( yəbəhɨ nə \)
come-FUT-IMP PRT
‘Please come to my house in the evening tomorrow.’ (Chitoniya)

We notice that in (13a-b), the imperative mood is embodied with the future tense which is a unique feature in NIA. The imperative markers characterizing the immediate and delayed imperatives in both Tharu languages are summarized in table 1.1 below.

Table: 1.1 Imperative Markers in Tharu

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Honorific level</th>
<th>Imperative markers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chitoniya Tharu</td>
<td>Dangaura Tharu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediate</td>
<td>Non-immediate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sg</td>
<td>Pl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-hũ</td>
<td>-hũ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-Hon.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Honorific</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Ø</td>
<td>-hũ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Prohibitive mood

Prohibitive mood expresses a negative command. The imperative constructions in both of these languages require a different prohibitive marker. However, the prohibitive markers used in both of these languages are very similar, jʰɨn in Chitoniya and jɨn in Dangaura Tharu. As in imperative mood, the prohibitive can also be immediate and non-immediate, and the inflectional suffixes are as

\(^{2}\)Masica (1991:279) points out that in NIA languages "a verbal expression may have Tense or Mood (or neither) but not both."
in imperative constructions. The prohibitive marker is the same irrespective of the temporal aspect, as in (14a-b).

(14) a. wokaŗke j’ìn katsu j’ìn d’basi (Chitoniya)
   wokaŗ-ke j’ìn kat-si j’ìn d’Ar-si
   he.OBL-DAT PROH cut-IMP PROH kill-IMP
   ‘Neither bite, nor kill him.’(JF.BM-78.421)

b. nahĩ saaurawa jin suto (Dangaura)
   nahĩ saaurawa jin sут-o
   NEG father-in-law PROH sleep-IMP
   ‘No, father-in-law, do not sleep.’
   (FR_YRC.116)

As we notice in these examples, the prohibitive marker always precedes the imperative form of the verb in both of these languages.

2.3 Hortative mood

According to Genetti (2007:341), the hortative constructions are "used to exhort a group of people including the speaker, to action". The hortative makes the hearer to "go ahead and do X casting off any inhibitions that might prevent him/her" (Watters 2002:309). The hortative mood in Chitoniya Tharu is characterized in the form of -hũ or -ã, whereas Dangaura Tharu attests simply -ã for the purpose. The examples in (15a-b) and (16a-b) illustrate the case.

(15) a. ek du bat p’bdka-hũ (Chitoniya)
   ek du bat p’bdka-hũ
   one two talk speak-HORT
   ‘Let’s have one or two talks.’
   (JF.BM-78.287)

b. lo buti wokar naíše p’r.a-n leb r’lashãehũ.
   lo buti wokar naíše
   PRT PRT 3SG.GEN name-ABL
   p’r.a-n leb r’lashãehũ
   festival remain-give-HORT
   ‘Well, let’s celebrate a festival after his name.’
   (Chitoniya) (JF.BM-78.779)

(16) a. tũhĩn a̱b twar lai̱hũ p’stu’ai aũ kãık.a̱na kãhůł
   tũ-hũn a̱b twar lai̱hũ
   2SG.MH-DAT now 2SG.GEN parental home
   pat’ũa-i aũ kãhůł
   send-NMLZ come-HORT

As exemplified in (17a-b), the prohibitive marker is -hũ and invite the addresssee to participate in the action. However, in the Dangaura Tharu examples (16a-b), the hortative marker is -ã and the verbs aũ ‘come-HORT’ and kãrũ ‘do -HORT’ express the intention of the speaker only.

2.4 Desiderative mood

The desiderative mood expresses the desire of the speaker to do the action denoted by the verb in the desirerative form. To express the desire of the speaker, both of these Tharu languages have their distinct markers. Chitoniya Tharu attests a desiderative suffix -si as exemplified in (17a-b), whereas Dangaura Tharu characterizes this mood with the markers -is, or -as, as illustrated in (18a-b).

(17) a. are dao are dao mor nut’ũyi 1sg.ũyi
   are dao are dao mor
   VOC mother VOC mother 1SG.GEN
   mut -si lag -ũyi
   urine-DESID feel-PROG
   ‘Hey mother, hey mother, I want to urinate.’
   (Chitoniya) (HJ.BNM-56.090)

b. egũdã kãh-ũyi mor p’asũyi hũ
   egũdã kãh-ũyi mor
   one-NCLF say-PROG 1SG.GEN
   pad-si lag-ũyi ho
   fart-DESID feel-PROG PRT
   ‘One was saying, 'I want to fart.’
   (Chitoniya) (HJ.BNM-56.092)

(18) a. mwar bat sun-tet b’aq kãîk.ũn mahin p’ter b’taes
   mwar bat sun-دت b’aq kãîk.ũn
   1SG.GEN talk hear-give-PRS-3PL.NH say-SEQ
A noticeable point is that Chitoniya Tharu has a single desiderative suffix -si, but Dangaura Tharu attests two desiderative suffixes -is or -as which are not interchangeable. The determinant is the root ending sound of the verb. Vowel-ending verbs use -is, whereas the consonant-ending verbs prefer -as. The example in (18a) contains a vowel-ending verb bāta 'tell', whereas the one in (18b) contains a consonant-ending verb bāug 'run away'.

2.5 Conditional mood

In both of these Tharu languages four types of conditions are attested: the present condition, the past condition, the future condition, and the unreal or hypothetical condition. Except the hypothetical condition in Chitoniya Tharu, all the conditions are lexical conditions in the sense that the condition is expressed with conditional particle or conjunction. The conditional mood in Chitoniya Tharu is marked by the conditional conjunction jā 'if' and the conditional particle ta 'then'. But in Dangaura Tharu it is characterized by the conditional conjunction kālase 'if' and the particle ta 'then'. As there is no morphological condition except the unreal condition in Chitoniya Tharu, the verbs in the protasis and apodosis are in the tense required by the context. Here are some examples of conditions in both of these languages.

(19) a. egaḍ dārawa girbiya jā tā
   ek-gaḍ dārawa gir-b-iya jā tā
   one-NCLF branch fall-FUT-3SG if PRT
   muī nahī mar-ja-b-hī
   1SG NEG die-go-FUT-1SG
   'If a branch falls, won’t I die at once?'
   (Chitoniya) (JF.BM-78.312)

b. tā nā jāi bāug kālase hāmrā landebei nā
   tā nā jai- יהיו kālase
   2SG.NH NEG go-PRES-2SG.NH if
   hāmrā lan-de-bī nā
   1PL bring-give-FUT-1PL NEG
   'Okay, if you are not going, we will bring for you.'
   (Dangaura) (FR_MRC.031)

As the temporal context of these examples is future, the verbs in the protasis and apodosis of both the examples are in future tense. Chitoniya Tharu maintains the use of the conditional particle ta 'then' (20a), whereas Dangaura Tharu attests only the conditional conjunction kālase 'if' (20b).

A future conditional sentence can also consist of a command or request in the apodosis. In such cases, the verb in the protasis is in future tense and the verb in the apodosis is in the imperative mood, as in (20a).

(20) a. bāg thāiya yebihe jā tu ihe bāsulī bajosī
   bāg thāiya bāihe jā tu
   tigercome-FUT-3SG if then 2SG
   yi-e bāsulī bajā-sī
   this-EMPH flute play-IMP
   'If the tiger comes, you play this flute.'
   (Chitoniya) (WB.BNM-56.098)

b. bālāim kālase aibī ta mwar sāhāyog kārī
   bālāim kālase a-bī ta
   call-FUT.1SG if come-FUT-2H PRT
   mwar sāhāyog kār-bī
   1SG.GEN help do-FUT-2H
   'If I call you, please come and help me.'
   (Dangaura) (FR_MRC.134)

In both of these examples, the protasis is in future tense and the apodosis consists of a command (20a) or request (20b). The use of the conditional particle ta 'then' in (20b) indicates that the particle in Dangaura Tharu is optional. In Dangaura Tharu it is the particle that can be optionally dropped, but in Chitoniya Tharu, the conditional conjunction itself can be dropped, as in the example (21a).
(21) na  java ta garibiyana ki katu'li kaibiya
na ja-ũ ta garibiy-i-ya ki
NEG go-HORT PRT scold-FUT-3SG or
katu'li ka-b-i-ya
what do-FUT-3SG
‘If I do not go, (she) may scold me or do what
(I don’t know).’ (JF.BM-78.0378)

The borrowing of Nepali conditional conjunction yedi ‘if’ is attested in Dangaura Tharu (22) but we do not find it in the Chitoniya Tharu corpus.

(22) yedi woraihya kalase mai sarap dem
yedi wora-b-ya kalase mai sarap de-m
if finish-FUT-2SG.NH if 1SG curse give-1SG.FUT
‘If you are finished, I will curse you.’ (Dangaura)
(FR-MRC.082)

In our discussion so far, we have noticed that conditional mood in both of these Tharu languages is characterized in the form of the conditional conjunctions, jaũ in Chitoniya and kalase in Dangaura Tharu, and the tense in protasis and apodosis is determined by the contextual environment. However, we do have a distinct conditional marker - t to express the hypothetical and the past conditions in Chitoniya Tharu. This conditional morpheme -t is affixed to the verb stems in both the clauses- protasis and apodosis. The examples in (23a-b) clarify the situation.

(23) a. g'arawama rathatiya ta dek'hiya.
g'ara-ma rah-t-i-ya ta
house-LOC remain-COND-3SG PRT
dek'hi-ya
see-COND-3SG
‘If she were at home, she would see.’
(JF.BM-78.0216)

b. tak'ani kubatshi ta mu tak'anihi yandets'hi
tak'ani kah-t-hi ta mu
then say-COND-2SG PRT 1SG
tak'anihi yan-de-t-hi
then-EMPH bring-give-COND-1SG
‘If you had told me earlier, I would have brought one then.’ (JF.BM-78.130)

3 Conclusion
Chitoniya and Dangaura Tharu varieties, thus, have distinct features for different modal expressions. Although both of these varieties follow the same constituent order, and attest immediate and delayed imperative systems based on the immediacy of the action to be carried out, they have distinct morphological features for expressing different moods. This study has come to a conclusion that both of these varieties exhibit all the types of modal expressions. However, Chitoniya Tharu is much more complex than Dangaura Tharu. The former attests five imperative morphemes in non-honorific singular form, whereas the latter exhibits only one structure that is zero morpheme for the purpose. Chitoniya Tharu displays a conditional particle jaũ’t but Dangaura Tharu attests kalase. Similarly, Chitoniya Tharu exhibits a distinct conditional morpheme-t in hypothetical and past conditions, whereas Dangaura Tharu does not exhibit any specific morpheme for the purpose. Instead, the conditions are characterized by the tense markers used in both the clauses, protasis and apodosis, based on the meaning to be conveyed.

Abbreviations
~ Nasalization 1 First person
2 Second person 3 Third person
ABL Ablative ACC Accusative
COMP Completive COND Conditional
DAT Dative DESID Desiderative
EMPH Emphatic FUT Future
Hon Honorific HORT Hortative
GEN Genitive IMP Imperative
INF Infinitive LOC Locative
MH Mid honorific NEG Negative
NH Non-honorific NCLF Numeral classifier
OBL Oblique PROH Prohibitive
PRT Particle PL Plural
PRF Perfect PRS Present
PROG Progressive PST Past
PTCP Participial REFLEX Reflexive
SEQ Sequential SG Singular
VOC Vocative
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This study investigates the exponents expressing the terms—present and past, transitive and intransitive, singular and plural, first and non-first—realizing the categories of tense, transitivity, number and person respectively in Santali (Munda), Urawn (Dravidian), Newar (Tibeto-Burman), Sanskrit (Indo-Aryan) and language isolate Kusunda to understand the mechanisms of cumulation and separation.
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1 Introduction

In describing morphological systems of natural languages, we refer to (i) morphological categories (ii) the terms and (iii) the exponents. The categories form paradigmatic systems such as tense and number; the terms realize these categories such as past, present and future for the category tense and singular and plural for the category number respectively; and exponents are phonological manifestation of terms such as –s, –z, –iz, etc. realizing the terms of the category of number in English. An exponent is said to be cumulative if it corresponds to two or more distinct grammatical categories (Mathews 1972: 65). For example, the Latin exponent t, a single phonological unit that cannot be further segmented, in words such as fertur ‘he is being carried’ represents both the 3rd person as opposed to first and second person, and singular as opposed to plural.

On the other hand, when an exponent stands for single semantic level i.e., a single grammatical category, the exponent is said to be separative. Plank (1999) illustrates this distinction from Old English and Turkish examples. The word for ‘field’ in Old English and Turkish are feld and tarla respectively. Both Old English and Turkish inflect for number and case.

(1) Old English (2) Turkish
feld-a tarla-lar-i
field-PL-ACC field-PL-ACC

In Old English, the single morpheme –a stands for plural number as well as for accusative case. Hence, the Old English –a is an example of cumulative morphology. On the other hand, Turkish requires two separate morphemes for plural number and accusative case i.e., the morphemes –lar and –i in this case. Hence, the Turkish example is the case of separative morphology.

Separative morphology is said to be more dominant feature of agglutinative languages such as Mizo or Manipuri, Tibeto-Burman languages of North East India. In these languages, the exponents of morphological categories—such as person and number in verbal inflection—are separately expressed when they co-occur. Consider the following examples from Mizo.

(3) Mizo
ka-kal ka-n-kal
1SG-go 1-PL-go
‘I go.’ ‘We go.’

Since the origin of morphological typology, it has been assumed that flexion develops from agglutination (or isolating) and phonological fusion is the sole agent responsible for transforming separative exponents into cumulative ones. Indo-European languages are often cited as example of this process. Proto-Indo-European was an isolating language like modern Chinese (Shields 1992). By the time the classical IE languages such as Vedic Sanskrit and Latin, they developed flexional morphology. Phonological fusion is said to be prime agent to transform isolating Proto-IE into flectional by the time languages like Vedic Sanskrit, Latin, Greek, etc. evolved.

In this paper we are interested in mechanisms that cause exponents to be cumulative and mechanisms that resist cumulation and remain separative. Cumulation morphology often results from the phonological fusion of two adjacent exponents. But the phonological fusion is not only the factor that leads to the cumulative morphology.

2 Cumulation of Tense and Transitivity

Exponents in Santali

A particular exponent expressing particular terms realizing particular pairs or triplets of categories in the inflection of a lexeme i.e., a noun or a verb of a language can be cumulative or separative. However, being cumulative or separative of an exponent is a property of not entire language, nor of entire subsets of inflectional systems. Santali has cumulative exponents for past tense and transitivity but present tense and transitivity are expressed separatively. One of the reasons for the cumulation of past tense and transitivity is that past tense leads to high transitivity (Tsunoda, 1985) because of its high affectedness feature of patient argument. On the other hand, in present tense affectedness of the patient argument is not relevant; as a result, transitivity does make sense. This shows that languages employ different mechanisms that are language specific for cumulation and separation of exponents. The Santali tense and transitivity cumulative exponents are given in Table 1.

Table 1: Santali tense and transitivity cumulation
(From Poudel, 2015)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense/Perfect</th>
<th>Transitive</th>
<th>Intransitive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Past</td>
<td>-ked</td>
<td>-en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present Perfect</td>
<td>-akad</td>
<td>-akan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past perfect</td>
<td>-jed</td>
<td>-len</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The exponents –ked and –en mark past tense in a transitive and in an intransitive clause respectively. The exponent –ked cumulates past tense as opposed to present tense and transitive as opposed to intransitive. Similarly, the exponent –en cumulates past tense as opposed to present tense and intransitive as opposed to transitive.

(4) Past tense and transitive

uni bìplā rit-e pāram-ked-ā
3SG wedding royal-3SG.SBJ complete-PST:TR-IND
‘He completed the wedding ritual.’

(5) Past tense and intransitive

bārit deviraman
marriage_procession Deviraman
adāj-sūr-kū soṭer-en-ā
house-near-3PL.SBJ reach-PST:ITR-IND
‘The wedding procession reached near the house of Deviraman.’

Present tense is unmarked, irrespective of transitivity status:

(6) Present tense and transitivity

māralā mantri puḷe
prime minister bridge-3SG.SBJ
Jūhāu sāgun-ā
inauguration do-IND
‘The prime minister inaugurates the bridge.’

(7) Present tense and intransitivity

esel si-y-ā-i
Esel plough-y-IND-3SG.SBJ
Esel ploughs.

With the applicative suffix –a, the past tense transitive suffix –ked gets fused to –d, consequently this exponent expresses past tense as opposed to present tense and transitive as opposed to intransitive.

(8) kisād qūti dākā
master slave rice
em-a-d-i-y-ā-i
give-APP-PST:TR-3SG.OBJ-y-IND-3SG.SBJ
‘The master gave food to the slave.’

(9) uni in ḍ duk-e
3SG 1SG suffering-3SG.SBJ
em-a-ṇ-ā
give-APP-1SG.OBJ-IND
‘He gives me trouble.’

To say that –ked, -en and –d are cumulative means there is no way of dividing up the phonological form of these morphological exponents, so that the parts of these exponents could be seen to systematically express the contrasting respective terms of the separate categories.

3 Cumulation of Pronominal Cross-Referencing Exponents on Verbs in Urwan/Kurux

Unlike tense and transitivity cumulation of Austro-Asiatic Santali, Urawn (Jhangar/Dhangar), a Dravidian language of Nepal, shows cumulative morphology in its agreement exponents. In Urawn (Jhangar/Dhangar), the subject agrees with the verb in person, number and gender. There is a contrast between singular and plural in all persons. The first person plural, further, contrasts between inclusive and exclusive. Both the singular and plural second person
subjects contrast between masculine and feminine gender. There is a contrast between human masculine and the other third person singular. Table 2 summarizes the agreement markers in Urawn (Jhangar/Dhangar).

Table 2: Urawn (Jhangar/Dhangar) agreement markers (Data from (Hahn, 1911, Gordon, 1976 and Yadava, 2002)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Persons</th>
<th>Independent pronouns</th>
<th>Verbal exponents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Singular Plural</td>
<td>ēn, ōt</td>
<td>ān</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusive Exclusive</td>
<td>ōm, ōt</td>
<td>ōm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Singular Plural</td>
<td>nūm, ōt</td>
<td>nūm, ōt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masculine Feminine</td>
<td>nūm, ōt</td>
<td>nūm, ōt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feminine</td>
<td>nūm, ōt</td>
<td>nūm, ōt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Singular Plural</td>
<td>ās, ōt</td>
<td>ās, ōt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masculine Feminine/ non human</td>
<td>ād, ōt</td>
<td>ād, ōt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Let’s take the exponent –āt (10) that is said to be expressing first person plural exclusive. The exponent –āt is cumulative as it expresses the term first as opposed to second and third of the category person, the term plural as opposed to singular of the category number and the term inclusive as opposed to exclusive of the category inclusion. It also cumulates the term indicative as opposed to interrogative or imperative of the category mood.

(10) First person plural (inclusive)

em mandi ond-k-at
1PL.INCL rice cat-PST-1PL.INCL
‘We (inclusive) ate rice.’

Urwan/Kurux expresses the terms —past and present of the category tense with a separative exponent i.e., —k for past and —d for present respectively.

(11) Present tense with separative exponent

ēn es-k-an
1SG break-PRES-1SG
‘I break.’

4 Cumulation of tense and conjunct/disjunct in Newar

Further, in Newar, the tense and conjunct/ disjunct markers get cumulated. The contrasts in the inflectional morphology are summarized as follows:

Table 3: Newar tense and conjunct/disjunct cumulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONJUNCT</th>
<th>PAST</th>
<th>NON-PAST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-ā</td>
<td>-ē</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISJUNCT</td>
<td>-ā</td>
<td>-i</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The conjunct and disjunct exponents have distinct structural and semantic distribution in Newar. Conjunct suffixes occur in declarative finite clauses if the first person subject is interpreted as intentional actor, in interrogative the subject is in second person and in reported speech the subjects, of the matrix and the subordinate clauses, are co-referential. Disjunct suffixes occur in all other finite environments elsewhere.

5 Cumulation of person, number and case in Kusunda

Kusunda, a language isolate of Nepal, has five personal pronouns (Watters, Yadava, Pokharel, & Prasain, 2006). The third person singular and plural are expressed by the same form gina. Numerals or quantifiers always precede the plural form.

Table 4: Kusunda Personal Pronouns and Possessive forms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Independent Pronouns</th>
<th>Possessive forms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1st Person</td>
<td>1st Person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>tsi</td>
<td>tok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>nu</td>
<td>nok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>gina</td>
<td>gina-yi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The possessive forms of these Kusunda pronouns are expressed with both cumulative and separative exponents. Kusunda genitive suffix is –il -ē

1 The Newar data are from Poudel (2009).
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(allomorphs -yi ~ -ye following vowels). The phoneme /y/ in allomorphs -yi ~ -ye following vowels is inserted because Kusunda does not permit vowel sequence. Further, the choice between the two genitive markers -i -e is not yet understood but we know that with pronouns -i, not -e, is the genitive suffix. The first and second person singular possessors are marked with prefixes attached to the possessed nouns. These prefixes are the cumulated forms of person, number and genitive as shown in Table 4.

On the other hand, the first and second person plural possessors are expressed with separative morphology. But the suffixation of genitive –i changes the phonological shape of the pronouns. With the third person pronoun the possessive morphology is separative, not the cumulative. Unlike the first and second person the suffixation of the genitive marker –yi does not change the phonological shape of the third person pronoun.

When this genitive suffix –i combines with the personal pronouns to form the possessive pronouns, it affects the phonological shapes of the root of the first and second person personal pronouns with the phonological process of vowel harmony. But the phonological process of vowel harmony does not affect the phonological shape of the third person pronoun. One possible reason is that the first and second person pronouns are monosyllabic but the third person pronoun is disyllabic.

(13) Possessive pronouns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personal Pronoun</th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>DU</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tsi-yi ‘mine’</td>
<td>*tsi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tig-i ‘ours’</td>
<td>*tok</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ni-yi ‘yours’</td>
<td>*nu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nigg-i ‘yours (PL)’</td>
<td>*nok</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gina-yi ‘his/hers’</td>
<td>*gina</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/theirs’</td>
<td>*gina</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The phonological shape of the root and the morphemes determine the cumulative or separative morphology. The Kusunda first and second person singular pronouns are monosyllabic with open syllables. As Kusunda does not permit the word final vowel sequence, the genitive –yi merges with the final vowel of the root. On the other hand, the first and second person plural pronouns are monosyllabic with closed syllable structure. When the genitive suffix is added, the stem becomes a bi-syllabic word in which the final consonant of the root functions as the onset of the second syllable leading to separative morphology. In the meantime the suffixation of the genitive marker, which is a high front vowel, harmonizes the vowel of the root into the high front vowel, too. The third person pronoun is already a bi-syllabic word and this restricts the process of vowel harmony when the genitive is suffixed. Instead the phoneme /y/ is inserted to prevent the vowel sequence.

6 Cumulation of person-number exponents in Sanskrit

The cumulative and separative status of Sanskrit person number exponent is interesting. The long recorded history of this language makes it possible to understand the mechanisms that underwent in different stages of its development. Let’s begin the examination of this phenomenon with the following data:

Table 5: First person agreement markers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>DU</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-classical</td>
<td>-a</td>
<td>-vas-i</td>
<td>-mas-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classical</td>
<td>-m-i</td>
<td>-vas</td>
<td>-mas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-classical</td>
<td>-m-i</td>
<td>-vas</td>
<td>-ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-s-i</td>
<td>-thas</td>
<td>-tha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-t-i</td>
<td>-tas</td>
<td>-ant-i</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Bopp 1856, Burrow 1955:307)

The suffix –i indicates present tense. This present tense marker got cumulated with the person number in the Pre-classical first person, however, it was recovered in the later periods and the process continued in the second and third person as well. With the dual and plural, there was a reverse process i.e., the present tense marker was fused with the person and number exponents except in the case of third person plural.

The first person plural agreement marker –mas developed from the plural suffix –sma. Such phonological changes are common in Indo-European languages. In Zend this form was –hma- and in the agreement marker it became –mha- (Clark 1862: 162). Similar explanation holds for the Latin forms fer-o: ‘I carry’ and fer-i-mus ‘we carry’ and the future form fera-m ‘I will carry’. This agreement marker –mas was reanalyzed as 1st person PLUS plural, which developed into the
form of the exponent for the term plural of the category number. However, in later periods the \(-m\) element of \(-mas\) was reanalyzed as first person and \(-as\) element as plural because of homophonous Sanskrit nominative plural marker \(-as\) i.e., rājan ‘king’ is rājan, its nominative singular is rājā and the nominative plural is rājan-as. As the segment \(m\) of \(-mas\) was reanalyzed as first person, it replaced the earlier \(-a\). Therefore, the phonological similarity between this \(-m\) and the ma-form of first person oblique forms is just a coincidence.

When the form \(a\) that corresponded to proximate deictic began to be used as pronoun, it began to refer to first person PLUS singular number, i.e., cumulated. In the pre-Classical period, the non-singular agreement markers were cumulative as the forms \(-vas\) for dual and \(-mas\) for plural cannot be segmented for distinct person and number categories. But in Classical period the plural marker \(-mas\) was reanalyzed. In its reanalyzed form, the element \(-m\) was attributed for first person and the element \(-as\) for plural category. Hence, in this stage the plural form expressed the categories of person and number separately. In the post-Classical period the final \(-s\) was dropped and the form \(-ma\) expressed both the categories of person and number. This phonological erosion led to the cumulation or earlier separative exponents. On the other hand, the dual form \(-vas\) remained cumulative throughout the recorded history of Sanskrit.

The second person singular agreement marker in Sanskrit is \(-s\). Bopp (1856: 199) argues that this marker developed from the earlier sv-form for second person singular pronoun. It is to be noted that all Indo-Europeanists believed throughout 19th and 20th centuries that the person-number agreement markers developed from corresponding independent pronouns. Bopp’s hypothesis is not valid because no such forms for second person independent pronouns in IE languages have been preserved. Instead, almost all the Indo-European languages have second person singular pronouns phonologically related tv- and agreement markers to \(-s\). For the second person plural agreement marker \(-tha\) of whose the origin is not certain, I assume its earlier form \(-thas\) similar to first person plural \(-mas\). This marker reduced to \(-tha\) from \(-thas\) because it was reanalyzed along with the first person, which changed from \(-masi\) to \(-mas\) and further \(-ma\). Such an explanation was available in literature, but never got acceptance in main stream literature on Indo-European linguistics. Recently, Whaley (1997: 137f.), invoking the authority of August Schleicher in this regards writes: “the process whereby agglutinative languages become fusional is probably [!] due to reduction. In this case, the frequent co-occurrence of two adjacent morphemes lends itself to reanalyzing the combination as a single unit. Once this occurs, the unit may fuse together phonological and semantic features of the erstwhile morphemes.”

The Sanskrit second person agreement markers were separative and cumulative in different stages of history in the early stage it was separative when \(-as\) of the \(-thas\) was interpreted as the plural marker. But in the later stages it turned to be cumulative when the \(-s\) element of \(-thas\) was dropped in analogy with the first person plural as in Classical Sanskrit it was shortened to \(-ma\).

The third person plural agreement suffix \(-ant\) has nothing to do with the corresponding pronoun. This suffix was quite productive in Sanskrit i.e., in adjectives as mahant- ‘great’, rusant- ‘bright’, in pronominal adjectives as iyant- ‘so much’ kiyant- ‘how much’, and in participles as adant- ‘eating’, tudant- ‘pushing’ (Burrow 1956: 145). Burrow further notes that this suffix \(-ant\) was also used to mean abstract-collective nouns (1956: 146). This particular sense was further extended to the 3rd person plural agreement marker.

7 Conclusions

Cumulation of exponents is often attributed to flectional languages (Matthew 1991:179). However, the findings of this study suggest that cumulation and separation of exponents do not have direct reference to the morphological typology flectional and agglutination. An agglutinative language like Santali cumulates exponents for the terms past and transitive of the category tense and transitivity (4). This form gets further cumulated from \(-ked\) to \(-d\) when it co-occurs with the applicative marker \(-ā\) (8). On the
other hand, a flectional language like Sanskrit moves to and fro from separation to cumulation in different stages of its development.

One of the preconditions for the cumulation of exponents is their adjacent co-occurrence and semantic inter-relationship. Since the tense and transitivity, person and number exponents on verbs co-occur, they are more likely to be cumulated. It is to be noted that simply occurring adjacently always does not lead to cumulation as in the case with Mizo (3). Phonological fusion is one of the prime mechanisms for morphological cumulation from separation. The agency of phonological fusion, sooner or later, inevitably transforms morphological separation into cumulation. Nonetheless, there are several conditions that must be met for fusion to be able to obscure and especially to fully obliterate morpheme boundaries and thereby bring about cumulation. The exponents that are to be fused need to be frequently or obligatorily co-occur.

Language specific characteristics also play important role in cumulating exponents or resisting cumulation. For example in Sanskrit the real distribution in terms of reanalysis of syntagmatic and paradigmatic contrasts and vowel harmony in Kusunda are the sole agents of cumulation or resisting cumulation i.e., separative.
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This article attempts to analyze the Nepali adverbs from computational perspective. Nepali adverbs are grouped into various semantic groups and finite state transducer for each group is created and finally all the transducers are combined together to create a single transducer which can be used as analyzer and generator for Nepali adverbs.
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1 Introduction

Adverbs in Nepali indicate manner, place, time and intensity. They do not inflect for anything but appear with postpositions in writing (Adhikari 2062VS). They are not the obligatory elements in the sentence. However, they are classified into various groups based on their semantics for our purpose based on 'Two-level morphology' developed by Koskeniemmi (1983) in particular. And for the implementing of analyzed data and creating a computational model, the Xerox Finite State Tool developed by Beesley and Kartumnen (2003) has been employed.

2 Types of Adverbs

a. Temporal adverbs

Temporal adverbs are those adverbs which indicate time with respect to the action performed as अज्र 'today' in (1). Table 1 lists some temporal adverbs.

(1) राम आज स्कुल गयो।
   ram ajə skul ga-yo
   Ram today school go.

Table 1: Temporal Adverbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tags</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ADV+TEMP</td>
<td>अज्रे Ahiłe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ADV+TEMP</td>
<td>आज ajə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ADV+TEMP</td>
<td>अबे Abe ra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ADV+TEMP</td>
<td>गोम्बार somābar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ADV+TEMP</td>
<td>हिन्दो हिउद</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. Spatial adverbs

Since temporal adverbs do not inflect, the finite-state transducer demonstrated in Figure 1 is capable of analyzing and generating them.

Figure 1: A finite state transducer for temporal adverbs

The finite state transducer illustrated in Figure 2 encodes the adverbs listed in Table 2 and it can analyze and generate them.

Figure 2: A finite state transducer for spatial adverbs

c. Amount adverbs

Amount adverbs are those words which indicate the amount of the head nouns it modifies as अर्क dherai 'more' in (3). Table 3 lists some of the amount adverbs.

(3) रामकृष्ण अर्क नित्य चा।
   ram-sAga dherai pāisa cha
   Ram-COM more money be.NP.3SG.MASC
   'Ram has a lot of money.'
the frequency of the action that is performed or

Frequency adverbs are those words which indicate

...and it can analyze and generate them.

The finite state transducer demonstrated in Figure 3 and it is capable of analyzing and
generating them.

Figure 3: A finite state transducer for amount adverbs

Manner adverbs

Manner adverbs are those adverbs which indicate

the ways or modes how the action has taken place

as बिस्तारो bistāro ‘slowly’ in (4). Table 4 lists the

some of the manner adverbs.

(4) सीता बिस्तारो पढ़े।

sita bistaro paḍh-che

'Sita reads slowly.'

Table 4: Manner Adverbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tags</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ADV+MANNER</td>
<td>सुस्ती sustari slowly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ADV+MANNER</td>
<td>कमरी kasari how</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ADV+MANNER</td>
<td>सुतुक्का sutukka quietly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ADV+MANNER</td>
<td>चिढ़ो chito quickly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ADV+MANNER</td>
<td>यस्ती yasti this way</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The finite state transducer demonstrated in Figure 4 encodes the manner adverbs listed in Table 4 and it can analyze and generate them.

Figure 4: A finite state transducer for manner adverbs

e. Frequency adverbs

Frequency adverbs are those words which indicate

the frequency of the action that is performed or

takes place as कहिलेकही kahilekahi 'sometimes' in (5). Table 5 lists some of the frequency adverbs.

(5) लामी कहिलेकही बजार जाइयौ।

fiami kahilekahi bajaran ja-n-châu

1PL sometimes market go-NP.3PL

'We sometimes go to market.'

Table 5: Frequency Adverbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tags</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ADV+FREQ</td>
<td>कहिलेकही kahilekahi sometimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ADV+FREQ</td>
<td>सदी sadihī always</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ADV+FREQ</td>
<td>बरामबर barambar frequently</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ADV+FREQ</td>
<td>प्रया praya often</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ADV+FREQ</td>
<td>निरांतर nirantar continuously</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The finite-state transducer is simple since frequency adverbs do not inflect. It is
demonstrated in Figure 5 and it is capable of analyzing and generating them.

Figure 5: A finite state transducer for frequency adverbs

f. Reason adverbs

Reason adverbs are those which provide the

reasons as त्यास्कारण tyaskaran 'therefore' in (6).

Table 6 lists some of the reason adverbs.

(6) त्यास्कारण ए माहि दुःख टाउको प्राप्त छ।

tyaskaran ma mathi duwai therefore 1SG above both

thaiko prabhāba cha place-GEN influence be-NP.3SG.MASC

'Therefore, I have the influences of both places.'

Table 6: Reason adverbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tags</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ADV+REASON</td>
<td>त्यास्कारण tyaskaran therefore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ADV+REASON</td>
<td>फास्कारण faswarp as a result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ADV+REASON</td>
<td>सारम तसारम a thus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reason adverbs listed in Table 6 are compiled into a finite state transducer as demonstrated in Figure 6 and it can analyze and generate them.

Figure 6: A finite state transducer for reason adverbs
g. Sentential adverbs

Sentential adverbs are those which modify the entire sentence as भावना जीति धरायित कहसी-लाई 'probably' in (7).

Table 7 lists some of the sentential adverbs.

(7) भावना जीति धरायित कहसी-लाई 'probably' in (7).

Table 7: Sentential adverbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tags</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ADV+SENT</td>
<td>भावना जीति</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ADV+SENT</td>
<td>अवश्य असमाधि</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ADV+SENT</td>
<td>अन्यमन्त्र: सामन्यताः</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ADV+SENT</td>
<td>गएं यदायथि</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ADV+SENT</td>
<td>तीनिः सान्याति</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The finite state transducer illustrated in Figure 7 encodes the sentential adverbs listed in Table 7 and it is capable of analyzing and generating them.

Figure 7: A finite state transducer for sentential adverbs

The individual finite-state transducers of the adverbs can be unioned together into a finite state transducer that can handle all the adverbs, that means, it can analyze and generate them.

3 Combined finite state transducer

Finite state transducers from Figure 1 to Figure 7 are combined into single finite state transducer as presented in Figure 8. This finite state transducer is bidirectional, i.e. it can analyze and generate all the adverbs.

Figure 8: A combined finite state transducer for adverbs

4 Implementation

The adverbs described, analyzed and classified in (2) are implemented in a lexc file according to formalism in Beesley and Kartunen (2003). While creating the combined finite state transducer of Figure 8, the following Multichar Symbols are used (Prasain, 2012). These Multichar Symbols indicate the adverb category and sub-categorization of adverbs according to their types.

Multichar_Symbols +ADV +TEMP +SPAC +AMOUNT +MANNER +FREQ +REASON +SENT

LEXICON Root

!!! Temporal adverbs

अवधि AdvT;
हिजे AdvT;

!!! Spatial Adverbs

तल AdvS;
लहाँ AdvS;

!!! Amount adverbs

हर AdvAm;
अस AdvAm;

!!! Manner adverbs

फांडूभाँद AdvMa;
फांडूभाँद AdvMa;

!!! Frequency adverbs

वर्षाण AdvFr;
निर्मल AdvFr;

!!! Reason adverbs

लघुकारण AdvRe;
5 Summary

Nepali adverbs are analyzed and grouped into seven semantic classes. For each group separate finite state transducer is created and combined all of them into a single finite state transducer using Xerox finite state tool. The finite state transducer created is bidirectional that means it can be used as analyzer and generator for Nepali adverbs.
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1 Background

Dumi is one of the Kirati languages of the Rai group that belongs to the Himalayish sub-group within the Tibeto-Burman group of Sino-Tibetan language family (Eppele et al. 2012: 45). Dumi refers to the ethnic Kirati people as well as the language they speak. Hanjlon (1991: 35) states that Dumi is one of the least described and pre-literate Kirati languages of Nepal, which is considered to be closer to the neighbouring two languages: Kaling and Koyu (Koyee). Although the Dumi language is mainly spoken in Makpa, Jalapa, Baksila, Saptewshor and Kharmi VDCs in the northern Khotang district, it is also spoken in some other places of Sunsari, Morang, Jhapa districts and Kathmandu valley as well, by the migrated Dumi speakers (Rai and Paudel, 2008: 17), (Rai and Thokar, 2014: 5).

Dumi belongs to the western Kirati group under the Eastern Himalayish branch of the Tibeto-Burman languages of Nepal (Hanjlon 1991: 112). The latest CBS (2011) reports Dumi people reside in 20 districts and 7,638 (i.e. 0.03% of the total population 2,64,94,504) Dumi speakers in Nepal. However, the distribution of Dumi speakers recorded in the Census 2011 is hardly convincing and needs more exploration. Hanjlon (1991: 34) notes that there are main four varieties in Dumi: surrounding the confluence (i.e., the Saptewshor area), south of the Tap River (i.e., the Jalapa area), in the Baksila ridge (i.e., the Baksila area) and in the north of Rawa River (i.e., the isolated Makpa area).

According to Payne (2006: 36), the term ‘nominalization’ is derived from the word ‘nominal’ which comes from the Latin word for ‘name’ or ‘noun’, so to ‘nominalize’ something means to make it into a noun. He further describes that ‘the operations that allow a verb to function as a noun are called nominalizations’, which can be described with a simple relation (i.e., simply the common formula) (Payne, 1997: 223):

\[ V \rightarrow [VN] \text{ or, simply } V \rightarrow N \]

Similarly, Diana (2014) quotes Bickel (1999) that nominalization is a versatile strategy in Sino-Tibetan languages, and its functions reach well beyond the classical uses of nominalization, which has given rise to the term ‘Standard Sino-Tibetan Nominalization’.

This paper presents an outline of the morphosyntax of nominalizations in Dumi. van Driem (1993: 190) remarks that addition of the nominalizer suffix <-m> to a simplex converts that simplex or the clause of which that simplex is the verb into a nominal constituent, which can serve either as a nominal head or, adnominally, as a modifier. Nominalization in Dumi occurs at both the morphological and clausal (i.e., syntactic) levels. The derivational (i.e., morphological) nominalization is derived from a verb root.

Nominalization, as one of the productive derivational morphosyntactic strategies refers not only to the process of deriving a noun, but also deriving a member of super class nominals that includes words with adjectival and adverbial function (Dixon 1980: 272). In the same vein, Givón (2001) quotes Hopper and Thompson (1984) that nominalization is best described in terms of the syntactic adjustments from the finite verbal-clause proto-type to the nominal prototype.
This paper is organized into five sections. The background concept is mentioned in the first section. In section 2, we deal with the nominalization and its distribution in Dumi. Section 3 discusses the clausal nominalization. In the second-last section 4, we examine the verb-phrase nominalization, and finally, section 5 summarizes the findings of the paper.

2 Nominalization and its distribution

Givón (2001: 24) notes that nominalization is the process via which a finite verbal clause, either a complete clause or a subject-less verb phrase, is converted into a noun phrase. Comrie and Thomson (2008: 334) state that nominalization is a derivational process that derives nouns from roots or stems belonging to some other category. Watters (2006: 199) states that nominalization is one of the productive tools in morphological process and is also a multi-functional instrument. Likewise, an affix which triggers such a change is referred to as nominalizer.

Nominalization is a prominent feature of T-B languages, and so as in Dumi. The different nominalization processes attested in this language are analyzed in this section. In Dumi, there are several affixes that are used to derive action nouns from action verbs and state nouns from stative verbs or adjectives.

The seven nominalizing suffixes found in Dumi are: -na, -si, -do, -sa, -dam, -kʰom and -m. Among them, each nominalizer is characterized by specific distributional (or behavioral) properties in the language.

2.1 The nominalizer -m

The nominalizer -m may be affixed to the root of the verb followed by the perfective marker -po, non-past tense marker -t and locative marker -bi in Dumi.

2.1.1 Perfective marker -po followed by the nominalizer -m

The perfective marker -po is suffixed to the root of the verb followed by the nominalizer -m as illustrated in (1).

(1)  
tulpom silpu biri  
tul-po-m  
silpu bir-i  
tame-PRT-NMLZ  
bird fly away-PST  
‘The tamed bird flew away.’

In example (1), the nominal tulpom ‘the tamed’ is formed by suffixing the perfective marker -po to the verb root tul ‘tame’ followed by the nominalizer -m in Dumi.

2.1.2 Person marker -il-ul-o followed by the nominalizer -m

In Dumi, nouns can be derived by employing the nominalizer -m to the verb root preceding the past tense marker -il-ul-o as illustrated in (2).

(2)  
uma hudim rʌu  
um-a  
hud-i-m  
rʌu  
3SG-ERG  
bring-3SG-PST-NMLZ  
seed

‘the seed that he brought’

In example (2), the nominal hudim ‘that he brought’ is formed by suffixing the third person singular marker -i to the root of the verb hut (*d) ‘bring’ followed by the nominalizer -m in Dumi.

2.1.3 Non-past tense marker -t followed by the person marker -al-ol-u and the nominalizer -m

In Dumi, nouns can be derived by employing the nominalizer -m to the verb root preceding the non-past tense marker -t followed by the person marker -al-ol-u as illustrated in (3).

(3)  
uma putam pʰjaksum  
um-a  
pu-t-a-m  
pʰjaksum  
3SG-ERG  
weave-NPST-3SG-NMLZ  
bag

‘the bag that she weaves’

In example (3), the nominal putam ‘that she weaves’ is formed by suffixing the non-past tense marker -t followed by the third person marker -a to the verb root put ‘weave’ followed by the nominalizer -m in Dumi.

2.1.4 Locative marker -bi followed by the nominalizer -m

The locative marker -bi is suffixed to the noun followed by the nominalizer -m as illustrated in (4).
In example (4), the nominal *kimbim* ‘from the house’ is formed by suffixed the locative marker *-bi* to the noun *kim* ‘house’ followed by the nominalizer *-m* in Dumi.

2.2 Nominalizer *-si*

The nominalizer *-si* is suffixed to the root of the verb as illustrated in (5).

(5) a. *hitho at’apsi huda*
   *hitho a-t’ap-si hud-a*
   ‘As much as you can.’

b. *d’usi kajo risila minu t’hent*
   *eat-NMLZ CONJ can-NMLZ-ABL*
   ‘A person can be recognized by eating and laughing.’

In examples (5a,b), the derived noun *at’apsi* ‘as much as you can’ in (5a) for the speaker of this sentence, the way the referent brings and *d’usi* ‘eating’ and *risi* ‘laughing’ in (5b) express the meaning ‘the way one does something’ for the speaker of this sentence, the way the referent eats and laughs.

2.3 Nominalizer *-do*

The nominalizer *-do* (with the allomorph *-du*) is suffixed to the root of the verb as illustrated in (6).

(6) *t’u:t’u at’jamdo t’am*
    *t’u:t’u-a t’jam-do t’am-u*
   ‘The child lost the toy.’

In example (6), the nominalizer *-do* is suffixed to the root of the verb *t’jam* ‘play’ to form the deverbalized word (i.e., noun) *t’jamdo* ‘toy’ in Dumi.

2.4 Nominalizer *-dam*

The nominalizer *-dam* is suffixed to the root of the verb as illustrated in (7).

(7) *apa t’spd’on kidu*
    *apa-a t’sp-dam kid-u*
   ‘I bought a pen.’

In example (7), the root of the verb *t’sp* ‘write’ is suffixed by the nominalizer *-dam* to form the noun *t’spd’on* ‘a pen’ in Dumi.

2.5 Nominalizer *-kʰom*

The nominalizer *-kʰom* may be affixed to the noun as illustrated in (8).

(8) *ad’o jela kʰom bi iŋki-po t’u:pi hamm*
    *ad’o jela-kʰom-bi iŋki-po t’u:pi ham-ma*
   ‘There were our ancestral in the capital (i.e., Kathmandu).’

In example (8), the nominal *-kʰom* ‘certain place’ in the noun *jela* ‘King’ in Dumi.

2.6 Nominalizer *-na*

The nominalizer *-na* is suffixed to the root of the verb as illustrated in (9).

(9) *lek-bakti kʰo k’rsina dokti*
    *lek-bak-t-i kʰo*
   ‘be alive-DUR-NPST-1PL.INCL.’
In example (9), the root of the verb \( kʰiɾsi \) ‘visit’ is suffixed by the nominalizer \(-na\) to form the noun \( kʰirsina \) ‘a visit’ in Dumi.

2.7 Nominalizer \(-sa\)

The nominalizer \(-sa\) is suffixed to the root of the verb as illustrated in (10).

(10) a. \( huksa kʰiɾbaa akakkin. \)
    \( huk-sa \)  \( kʰiɾba-a \)
    bark-NMLZ  dog-ERG
    a-kak-t-i-na
    3SG-bite-NPST-IPL.INCL-NEG
    ‘A barking dog seldom bites.’

b. \( reksa lipʰu kʰunorʰe kokta \)
    \( rek-sa \)  \( lipʰu-a \)
    sharp-NMLZ  dog-ERG
    \( kʰunorʰe \)  \( kok-t-a \)
    nicely  cut-NPST-3SG
    ‘A sharp knife cuts nicely.’

In examples (10a,b), the nominals \( huksa \) ‘barking’ in (10a) and \( reksa \) ‘sharp’ in (10b) are formed by suffixing the nominalizer \(-sa\) to the verb root \( huk \) ‘bark’ and \( rek \) ‘sharpen’ respectively, in Dumi.

Furthermore, the nominalizer \(-sa\) may be affixed to the root of the verb followed by and without being followed by the dative marker \(-lai\) as illustrated in (11).

(11) a. \( pʰiɾsalai asi-kʰiɾra \)
    \( pʰiɾ-sa \)  \( kʰiɾra-a \)
    beg-M.EXTRD-NMLZ-DAT  who-ERG
    wo  \( kʰiɾ-ta \)
    PRT  respect-IMPRFT  EMPH
    ‘Nobody respects the beggar.’

b. \( tʰi tnutra wari kʰunuksa \)
    \( tʰi \)  \( tnut-sa \)  \( wari \)
    local beer  drink-NMLZ  habit
    \( kʰunuksa \)  \( mono \)
    nice  not
    ‘Habit of drinking local beer is not so good.’

In examples (11a,b), the verb root \( pʰi \) ‘beg’ in (11a) is suffixed by the nominalizer \(-sa\) followed by the dative marker \(-lai\) and the verb root \( tʰi \) ‘drink’ in (11b) is suffixed by the nominalizer \(-sa\) without being followed by the dative marker \(-lai\).

The perfective marker \(-po\) is affixed to the root of the verb followed by the nominalizer \(-m\) as illustrated in (12).

(12) a. \( kʰur surpom \)
    \( kʰur \)  \( sur-po \)  \( m \)
    hand  wash-PRFV-NMLZ  water
    ‘the water that was used for washing hands’

b. \( kʰiAm-bi tam kʰurpom dʰa \)
    \( kʰiAm-bi \)  \( tam \)  \( kʰur-po \)  \( dʰa \)
    ghee-LOC  fry-PRFV-NMLZ  rice
    ‘This is the rice that was fried in ghee.’

In examples (12a, b), the perfective marker \(-po\) is affixed to the verb roots \( sur \) ‘wash’ in (12a), and \( kʰur \) ‘fry’ in (12b) are followed by the nominalizer \(-m\).

The nominalizer \(-m\) (preceded by the perfective marker \(-po\)) and \(-na\) are also characterized by semantic properties. Thus, the nominalizers \(-m\) and \(-na\) may be semantically further classified modally and aspectually. Modally, they may be classified into irrealis \(-na\) and realis \(-m\) and aspectually into imperfective \(-na\) and perfective \(-m\).

Figure 1 presents the classification of nominalizing suffixes in terms of the semantic concepts of tense-aspect and modality in Dumi.

Figure 1: Classification of nominalizers

There are other nominalizers that derive a noun as illustrated in (13).
(13) a. mamla k."lina tʰukta
    mam-la kal-na tʰukta
there-ABL chase-NMLZ must
‘It must be chased from there.’
b. sina lidim bu
    si-na lid-i-m bu
bear fruit-NMLZ stop-PST-NMLZ tree
‘The tree that stopped bearing fruit.’

In examples (13a,b), the verb roots of kal ‘chase’ in (13a) and si ‘bear fruit’ in (13b) are marked by the nominalizer -na may be interpreted as being in irrealis modality and in imperfective aspect.

Table 1 presents the distributional properties of the common nominalizers (i.e., -m, -si, -sa, -dʌm, -na, -kʰom) in Dumi.

Table 1: Distributional properties of the nominalizers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distributional properties</th>
<th>Nominalizers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Suffixing to the root of the verb</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Suffixing to the perfective marker -po following the root of the verb</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Suffixing to the locative marker -bi following the noun</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Followed by the dative marker –lai</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Following the noun</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Clausal nominalization

Genetti (2010: 414) notes that in clausal nominalization, a nominalized grammatical clause functions as a noun phrase. Dumi extensively employs nominalized clauses in broader syntactic structures which include attributive phrases, nominal-complement constructions, relative constructions, adverbial clauses, verbal-complement clauses, free-standing independent clauses and verb-phrase nominalization clauses or finite nominalized clauses. We discuss each of them as follows:

3.1 Attributive phrases

Just like the common features of the Tibeto-Burman languages, Dumi employs attributive phrases in which the root of the verb is affixed by the nominalizing suffix -su as illustrated in (14).

(14) kwambi selewa-sakruwa guksa minu
    kwam-bi selewa-sakruwa mouth-LOC smooth voice
    gu-(k)-sa minu be-M.EXTR-NMLZ person
    ‘the person who speaks smoothly’

In example (14), the copular verb gu ‘have’ followed by the morpheme extender -k is suffixed by the marker -sa. The phrases with these nominalized forms modify the head noun attributively.

3.2 Nominal-complement constructions

In the nominal complement construction, the nominalizer -m is affixed to the verb root preceded by the past tense marker -i/-u/-o. In Dumi, such constructions function as a noun phrase complement of the verb as illustrated in (15).

(15) kʰiša t’amum nika um kʰak’ajuju tʰuku
    kʰiša t’amu-m ŋi-ka
    dog lose-3SG.PST-NMLZ hear-after
    um kʰak’ajuju tʰuku
3SG upset be-3SG.PST
    ‘That the dog got lost made him upset.’

In example (15), the nominalizer -m is affixed to the verb root t’amu ‘get lost’ preceded by the past tense marker -u.
3.3 Relative constructions

A relative clause is syntactically a nominalized clause functioning as a nominal modifier of the head noun. Dumi employs only the nominalizers -m and -sa to form relative constructions. The nominalizer -m may be preceded by the perfective marker -po and the locative marker -bi. Similarly, the nominalizer -sa may be followed by the dative marker -lai. Such constructions may show the aspectual distinction between perfective and imperfective as illustrated in (16).

\[(16)\]  
\[\text{asn} \text{m} \text{ku t}^{\text{h}}\text{war}a \text{d}'\text{ais} \text{i} \text{m} \text{d}'\text{um} \text{ro} \text{d}'\text{ais-i-m} \text{d}'\text{am} \text{ro} \text{graze-3SG.PST-NMLZ} \text{cliff} \text{‘the cliff where the goat grazed yesterday’} \]

In example (16), the nominalized marker -m suffixed to the verb root d’ais ‘graze’ is coded as the perfective aspect in Dumi.

3.4 Verbal-complement clauses

Nominalized clauses also function as the complement of the verb as illustrated in (17).

\[(17)\]  
\[\text{m}^{\text{i}o} \text{owa kori baksa m} \text{maj} \text{o o-wa} \text{at that time 1SG.poss-younger sister} \text{kori-ba-k-sa} \text{ma-x-∅} \text{crawl-M.EXTDR-NMLZ COP-MIR} \text{‘My younger sister was at the age of crawling.’} \]

In example (17), the verb koriba ‘crawl’ is marked by the nominalizer -sa which forms the verbal complement clauses in Dumi.

3.5 Adverbial clauses

Reason adverbial clauses are made up of the root of the verb affixed by the nominalizer -m. Such nominalized verbs are followed by the ergative marker -a. Syntactically, they function as a noun phrase as illustrated in (18).

\[(18)\]  
\[\text{hu jema duwa mana} \text{mna} \text{hu je-m-a} \text{rain fall-NMLZ-ERG} \]

In example (18), the verb root je ‘fall’ is marked by the nominalizer -m followed by the ergative marker -a. These nominalized forms are realized syntactically as noun phrases but function as reason adverbial clauses.

Dumi also employs the root of the verb affixed by the nominalizer -na as the purpose adverbial clause as illustrated in (19).

\[(19)\]  
\[\text{sumu sena pʰa:ri d}^{\text{a}t} \text{ta-m} \text{sumu se-na pʰa:ri pheasant kill-NMLZ trap dat-ta-m install-3SG.NPST-NMLZ ‘He installs the trap in order to kill the peasant.’} \]

In example (19), the root of the verb se ‘kill’ is affixed by the nominalizer -na. The noun phrase so formed functions as a purpose adverbial clause.

3.6 Free-standing independent clauses

Free-standing independent clauses are a type of nominalized clause that employs a final copula sentence. In such clauses, only the nominalizer -m is affixed to the root of the verb as illustrated in (20).

\[(20)\]  
\[\text{um tʰumum gota um tʰum-u-m gota 3SG dance-3SG.PST-NMLZ COP.NPST ‘He has danced.’} \]

In example (20), the root of the verb tʰumum ‘danced’ followed by the past tense marker -u is marked by the nominalizer -m <realis, perfective> to form the noun tʰumum with the copula gota ‘be’ placed sentence finally.

4 Verb-phrase nominalization

Verb-phrase nominalization structurally resembles a nominalized clause (Givón, 1980). In Dumi, nominalizer is marked by the suffix -na to form the verb-phrase as illustrated in (21).
In examples (21a,b), the roots of the verb *dᶻu* ‘eat’ in (21a) and *dᶻen* ‘call’ in (21b) are marked by the nominalizer -na to form the respective verb-phrases *d’u-na* ‘eating’ and *dᶻen-na* ‘calling’ in Dumi.

5 Summary

Dumi has multiple nominalization strategies using seven affixes -na, -si, -do, -sa, -d⁃om, -kʰom and -m. In this paper, we discussed the nominalizations as a productive morphosyntactic process and relative constructions as well in this language. First, we analyzed the morphological, syntactic and functional dimensions of nominalization. Like other Tibeto-Burman languages of the Himalayan region, Dumi makes use of derivational (i.e., lexical) and clausal nominalization at the morphological and syntactic level of grammar. We noticed derivational nominalization that appears to be complex and productive in Dumi.

It extensively employs nominalized clauses in broader syntactic structures: attributive phrases, nominal-complement constructions, relative clauses, verbal complement clauses, adverbial clauses, free-standing independent clauses and verb-phrase nominalization. Based on this background, like other Sino-Tibetan languages, we can say that nominalization is a core feature of Dumi syntax. The nominalizers have a wide range of functions, from nominal modification/relativization and complement clauses to marking independent clauses.

Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>∅</td>
<td>null</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>First person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Second person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Third person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBL</td>
<td>ambulative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBS</td>
<td>Central Bureau of Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COND</td>
<td>conditional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONJ</td>
<td>conjunction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COP</td>
<td>copula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAT</td>
<td>dative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUR</td>
<td>durative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMPH</td>
<td>emphatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERG</td>
<td>ergative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXCL</td>
<td>exclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN</td>
<td>genitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HON</td>
<td>honorificity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMP</td>
<td>imperative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPRFT</td>
<td>imperfective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INCL</td>
<td>inclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>locative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.EXTD</td>
<td>morpheme extender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIR</td>
<td>mirativity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEG</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMLZ</td>
<td>nominalizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPST</td>
<td>non-past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRFT</td>
<td>perfective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PST</td>
<td>past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG</td>
<td>singular</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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PARTICIPANT REFERENCING IN BHUJEL AND MAGAR KAIKE: A TYPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE

Dan Raj Regmi and Ambika Regmi

Bhujel indexes persons and direct-inverse relation exclusively controlled by participants’ hierarchy. Magar Kaike marks the reference of participants exclusively governed by conjunct-disjunct distinction. These two different referencing patterns of participants may render insightful implications for analyzing typology of participant referencing in other unstudied Himalayish and Bodish languages.

Keywords: direct-inverse, conjunct-disjunct, inclusivity, volitionality, locus of knowledge

1 Introduction
This paper examines the participant referencing in Bhujel and Magar Kaike from a typological perspective. Bhujel is an endangered Tibeto-Burman language of Himalayish group spoken by 21,715 (i.e. 18.30%) of the 1,18,650 ethnic Bhujel (CBS, 2012). It is mainly spoken in some villages of Tanahun, Gorkha, Chitwan and Nawalparasi districts of Nepal (Regmi and Regmi, 2011). Magar Kaike is a seriously endangered Tibeto-Burman language of the Bodish group (Eppele et al., 2012). It is mainly spoken by 794 (i.e., 39.7 %) of the 2000 ethnic Magar Kaike in the four villages, namely, Sahartara, Tupatara, Tarakot and Belawa/Lingdu within Sahartara Village Development Committee of Dolpa District, Midwestern Development Region of Nepal (CBS, 2002; Regmi, 2013a).

Bhujel indexes person, number, inclusivity and direct-inverse relations in the verbs. The indexation of person and direct-inverse relation is controlled by participants’ hierarchy. Magar Kaike, a Bodish language, neither codes number nor person in the verbs. However, it indexes the reference of participants, which is exclusively governed by conjunct-disjunct distinction. Bhujel and Magar Kaike display two different types of referencing patterns of participants. Both referencing patterns are complex. Such complexities render insightful implications for analyzing typology of participant referencing in other unstudied Himalayish and Bodish languages.

There are some descriptions about the nature of participant referencing in Bhujel (Regmi, 2012) and Magar Kaike (Regmi, 2013b). However, no attempt has been made to analyze the participant referencing in these two languages from a typological perspective and discuss its typological implications for analyzing the participant referencing in other unstudied Himalayish and Bodish languages, especially, of Nepal. This paper attempts to answer mainly three questions:

a) What strategies do Bhujel and Magar Kaike employ to index the reference of the participants in the clauses?
b) What are the governing factors for the participant referencing in Bhujel and Magar Kaike?
c) What are the typological implications of this study for analyzing the participant referencing in other unstudied Himalayish and Bodish languages, especially, of Nepal?

This paper is organized into five sections. In section 2, we briefly provide some major typological features of the languages. Section 3 discusses the participant referencing and their governing factors in the languages. In section 4, we deal with the implications of the study for

analyzing participant referencing in other Himalayish and Bodish languages of Nepal. Section 5 presents the summary of the paper.

2 Language typology

Bhujel is an Indospheric Tibeto-Burman language whereas Magar Kaike is a Sinospheric language. Because of its long contact with Indic languages, mainly Nepali, Bhujel exhibits many contact induced Indospheric features (Regmi, 2013c) in contrast to Magar Kaike in the domains of phonology and morphosyntax.

Bhujel is an atonal language whereas Magar Kaike is a tonal language. Both lack contrast in length. They also lack dental vs. retroflex contrasts. They do not exhibit phonemic glottal stop. Both present breathy counterparts. Gender is not grammatical in both languages. Bhujel registers three categories of number: singular, dual, plural and two native numeral classifiers. However, in Magar Kaike, number is also not a grammatical category of nouns. Both are consistently ergative SOV languages.

Nominalization is more productive in Magar Kaike. Bhujel makes use of both free and bound personal pronouns. Bhujel shows inclusive/exclusive distinction only in the bound forms. Magar Kaike has only free pronouns. In both languages, adjectives are mainly derived from the verbs. Unlike Magar Kaike, Bhujel exhibits two past tenses in terms of the remoteness of time: past and remote past. Dative subject constructions are present in both languages.

They exhibit two types of complex verb agreement pattern. In Bhujel, person marking is exclusively based on hierarchical ranking of the participants in the clause. Somewhat contrary to universal expectations, Bhujel exhibits ‘direct’ marking. It neutralizes both direct marking and tense in a negative construction. Magar Kaike, on the other hand, makes a distinction between conjunct and disjunct while marking the reference of the participants.

3 Participant referencing and their governing factors

Participant referencing in Bhujel and Magar Kaike is governed by different factors. Bhujel indexes person, number and inclusivity in the complex of the verbs as in (1a). Unlike Bhujel, Magar Kaike, a Bodish language, neither codes number, nor person, nor inclusivity of the subjects in the complex of the verbs as in (1b).

(1) a. \textit{gici kim altenagcə} \\
\textit{nici kim al-te-na-ŋə} \\
DU house go-INCL-NPST-1/2-DU \\
‘We (two) go home.’

b. \textit{nai yim donpa} \\
\textit{na-i yim doŋ-pa} \\
2SG-ERG house build-PFV.CJ \\
‘You built a house.’

In Bhujel, the pronominal participants are referenced in the complex of the verbs. This reference is controlled exclusively by hierarchical ranking of the participants -1/2 \rightarrow 3 (i.e., the first person or second person acting on the third person object/patient) as in (2a-d).

(2) a. [1\rightarrow3] \textit{pai dyokay dãkələŋ} \\
\textit{ŋa-i dyo-kay beat-PST-DIR-1/2} \\
1SG-ERG 3SG-DAT dãkələŋ ‘I beat him/her.’

b. [3\rightarrow1] \textit{dyokə yəkay dãkələŋ} \\
\textit{dyo-kay ŋə-kay dãkələŋ} \\
3SG-ERG 1SG-DAT beat-PST-1/2 \\
‘S/he beat me.’

c. [2\rightarrow3] \textit{ŋajy dyokə dãkələŋtələŋ} \\
\textit{ŋaŋ-i dyo-kay dãkələŋtələŋ} \\
2SG-ERG 3SG-DAT beat-2-(2)-PST-DIR-1/2 \\
‘You beat her/him.’

d. [3\rightarrow2] \textit{dyokə yəŋkay dãkələŋ} \\
\textit{dyo-kay ŋəŋ-kay dãkələŋ} \\
3SG-ERG 2SG-DAT beat-PST-1/2 \\
‘S/he beat you.’

Table 1 presents a synopsis of person indexing (including inclusive and second person marking) in Bhujel. [Σ stands for verb stem]
Table 1: Person indexing (including inclusive and second person marking) in Bhujel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>UNDERGOER 1SG/1NSG EXCL/1NSG INCL</th>
<th>1SG</th>
<th>1PL EXCL</th>
<th>1DU EXCL</th>
<th>1PL INCL</th>
<th>1DU INCL</th>
<th>2SG</th>
<th>2DU</th>
<th>3SG</th>
<th>3DU</th>
<th>3PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Σ-η</td>
<td>Σ-η</td>
<td>Σ-η-η</td>
<td>Σ-η-η</td>
<td>Σ-η-η</td>
<td>Σ-η</td>
<td>Σ-η</td>
<td>Σ-η</td>
<td>Σ-η</td>
<td>Σ-η</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bhujel, apart from such complex pronominal indexing, marks the direct-inverse relationship of the participants in the clauses. In Bhujel, the direct relations, i.e., 1→2, 1→3, and 2→3, are marked by the suffix -u in the complex of the verb apart from person and number suffixes. The direct-inverse indexation, in exclusively transitive relations, is controlled by hierarchical ranking of the participants -1/2→3 (i.e., the first person or second person acting on the third person object/patient) as in (3a-c).

(3) a. [1→2] 
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1SG</th>
<th>1SG/1NSG EXCL/1NSG INCL</th>
<th>1SG/1NSG EXCL/1NSG INCL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SG</td>
<td>Σ-η</td>
<td>Σ-η</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. [1→3] 
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1SG</th>
<th>1SG/1NSG EXCL/1NSG INCL</th>
<th>1SG/1NSG EXCL/1NSG INCL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SG</td>
<td>Σ-η</td>
<td>Σ-η</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Bhujel, however, verb agreement is, sometimes controlled by subject/agent participant and sometimes by object/patient participant but not by both (Watters and Regmi 2008) as in 4(a-c).

(4) a. *paim dyokay dák’alun⁠* ¹
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1SG</th>
<th>1SG/1NSG EXCL/1NSG INCL</th>
<th>1SG/1NSG EXCL/1NSG INCL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SG</td>
<td>Σ-η</td>
<td>Σ-η</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. *dyokay yakay dák’alun⁠* ¹
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1SG</th>
<th>1SG/1NSG EXCL/1NSG INCL</th>
<th>1SG/1NSG EXCL/1NSG INCL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SG</td>
<td>Σ-η</td>
<td>Σ-η</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

c. *paŋi dyokay dák’etatalun⁠* ¹
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1SG</th>
<th>1SG/1NSG EXCL/1NSG INCL</th>
<th>1SG/1NSG EXCL/1NSG INCL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SG</td>
<td>Σ-η</td>
<td>Σ-η</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In example (4a), the subject/agent participant is indexed by -η in the verb complex whereas in example (4b), it is patient, the second person singular, which is indexed in the verb. In example (4c), by the principle of participant's hierarchy, it is the subject/agent, first person singular, which has been marked by -η in the verb. It is obvious that Bhujel does not index both the subject/agent object/patient participants in the verb complex at a time.

Kaike, a Bodish language, presents another type of complex verb agreement pattern. There are two types of participant references referred to as conjunct and disjunct (Watters, 2006). Conjunct is governed by the semantic properties of the subjects like volitionality, locus of knowledge and co-referentiality whereas disjunct lacks them. In addition, such properties are construction specific. Table 2 summarizes the distinction between conjunct and disjunct verb agreement pattern along with the governing semantic factors in Magar Kaike.

¹The inverse relations, i.e., 2→1, 3→1, or 3→2, are not marked. Nor is 3→3 coded by suffix -u.
Table 2: Conjunct and disjunct verb agreement pattern in Magar Kaike

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONSTRUCTION</th>
<th>GOVERNING FACTORS</th>
<th>CONJUNCT</th>
<th>DISJUNCT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DECLARATIVE</td>
<td>VOLITIONALITY</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NON-VOLITIONALITY</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERROGATIVE</td>
<td>LOCUS OF KNOWLEDGE</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NON-LOCUS OF KNOWLEDGE</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPLEMENT</td>
<td>COREFERENTIALITY</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NON-COREFERENTIALITY</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a declarative construction (both transitive and intransitive), a volitional agent participant is marked differently from (as in 5a) a non-volitional one (as in 5b).

(5) a. ği yim dopa (Watters, 2006)
    ṇa-i yim dop-pa
    1SG-ERG house build-PFV.CJ
    ‘I built a house.’

b. ği rasi ţuabo
    ṇa-i rasi ţu-bo
    1SG-ERG alcohol drink-PFV.DJ
    ‘I drank alcohol (unintentionally).’

In an interrogative construction, the second person subject, as it is the locus of knowledge, is marked as conjunct (as in 6a) and the first and third person subjects as disjunct (as in 6b-c)².

(6) a. nai yim dopao
    na-i yim dop-pa-o
    2SG-ERG house build-PFV.CJ-Q
    ‘Did you build the house?’

b. ği yim dɔgyboyo
    ṇa-i yim dɔg-bo-yo
    1SG-ERG house build-PFV.DJ-Q
    ‘Did I build a house?’

c. nai yim dɔgyboyo
    nu-i yim dɔg-bo-yo
    3SG-ERG house build-PFV.DJ-Q
    ‘Did s/he build the house?’

In a complement construction, the coreferential subjects are marked differently (as in 7a) from those non-coreferential subjects (as in 7b).

(7) a. nui woipã ra-wabo
    nu-i woip-a ra-wa-bo
    3SG-ERG go-PFV.CJ say-PFV.DJ
    ‘He, said that he went.’

b. nui woibo ra-wabo
    nu-i woibo ra-wa-bo
    3SG-ERG go-PFV.DJ say-PFV.DJ
    ‘He, said that he went.’

Table 3 presents a summary of participant referencing in Bhujel and Magar Kaike.

Table 3: Summary of participant referencing in Bhujel and Magar Kaike

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant indexing</th>
<th>Bhujel</th>
<th>Magar Kaike</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Gender</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Person</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Number</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Inclusivity</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Direct-inverse</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Conjunct-disjunct</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Typological implications

Driem van (1993) presents a comprehensive analysis of the Proto-Tibeto-Burman verbal agreement system. Normally, eastern Himalayish languages like Bantawa, Chamling, Koyee, Dumi are characterized as having a complex participant referencing. They generally index person, number, inclusivity and the third person object in the verbs. Kham, a Central Himalayish language, indexes obligatorily persons (1st, 2nd, and 3rd) with singular, dual and plural for all core participants (Watters, 2002:83). Among the Himalayish languages, it is Bhujel which displays the indexation of person, number, inclusivity and direct-inverse in the verb. Normally, Bodish languages like Ghale, Gurung and Tamang exhibit a rather simplified participant referencing in the verbs. However, Kaike, crossing over the common typological features of the group, presents very complex participant referencing. In different constructions, the verbs are marked either for conjunct or disjunct state of the participants. Such system also exists in Kathmandu Newar (Hargreaves, 2003) and

² All these examples are from Watters (2006).
Khwopa Newar (Regmi, 2012), a Himalayish language. Direct-inverse is not yet been attested in other languages. As there is a constant contact of Himalayish and Bodish group of languages for centuries in Nepal, conjunct-disjunct and direct-inverse distinctions have to be looked for as the reference of complexity while analyzing the participant referencing in both Bodish and Himalayish languages.

5 Summary

Bhujel and Magar Kaike represent two extreme types of complex participant referencing in Himalayish and Bodish languages of Nepal. Indeed, Magar Kaike has a unique system of marking speech act participants that treat 1st vs. 2nd/3rd person distinctions in statements and 2nd vs. 1st/3rd person distinction in questions. The complexity shown by these two languages may be evident across Tibeto-Burman language groups as conjunct-disjunct is already attested in Newar, a Himalayish language. The genetic relationship of Tibeto-Burman languages especially at the lower levels is not still clear. It may be argued that the typological study of the participant references in other Himalayish and Bodish languages with reference to complexity attested in Bhujel and Magar Kaike may help to clarify both the genetic and typological relationships among these languages.

Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1/2</th>
<th>first/second person</th>
<th>CJ</th>
<th>conjunct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DAT</td>
<td>dative</td>
<td>DIR</td>
<td>direct relation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ</td>
<td>disjunct</td>
<td>DU</td>
<td>dual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERG</td>
<td>ergative</td>
<td>INCL</td>
<td>inclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPST</td>
<td>non-past</td>
<td>PFV</td>
<td>perfective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PST</td>
<td>pst</td>
<td>SG</td>
<td>singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>question</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Linguists estimate that over 2000 languages and their varieties are spoken in the South Asian region. These belong to at least seven major language families: In India alone, there are Indo-Aryan (IA) with 574 languages, Tibeto-Burman (TB) with 226 languages, Dravidian (D) with 153 languages, Austro-Asiatic (AA), with 65 languages, and the small, but extremely vulnerable language families of Great Andamanese (2 languages), Austronesian (2 languages ‘Angan’ the Onge-Jarawa) and Tai-Kadai (6 languages). In terms of population strength, using the data from the 2001 Census of India – which reports population by language family but does not name all its languages -- Indo-Aryan speakers comprise 76.87%, Dravidian speakers, 20.82%, Austro-Asiatic speakers, 1.1%, and Tibeto-Burman speakers constitute just 1% of the total population. There are around 1.5 million signers in India who have to be taken into cognizance when assessing the linguistic diversity. Let us review some of the South Asian nations and their situation of language endangerment.

As of today, India houses more than 3000 mother tongues (whether classified or not), 336 languages (reported and spoken by more than 10,000 speakers) and 22 Scheduled languages. The classified mother tongues are estimated to be 1576 including 156 languages spoken by less than 10,000 (2001 Census). The enumeration of languages is not easy. It is messy primarily because the way the term ‘mother tongue’ has been defined in various Census and the way people in general, change their language loyalty.

1 Different definitions of mother tongue

- ‘Language spoken in childhood by the person’s mother to the person’ (1881).
- Language ordinarily spoken in the household at each person’s parents’ (1891).
- ‘Language ordinarily used in the house’ (1901-1921).
- ‘Language first spoken from the cradle’ (1931-1951).
- ‘Language spoken in the childhood by the person’s mother to the person’ (1971).
- ‘Language spoken in the childhood by the person’s mother to the person’ (1991).

It is also messy because the names of different languages returned in the Census give linguistic ethnicities and spatial identities. Hence, these are not languages

- Muslim Pahari, Ahiri Hindi, Rajputi, Islami, Teli, Haridas, Reddy Bhasha, Bilaspuria, Bidesiya, Amrican, Pahari, Bihari, and Rajasthani

Nonetheless there is no denying that the country represents more than 800 unwritten languages spoken by small communities.

The variation across 6000 odd languages of the world indicates that there are fundamental differences in how languages work, with long historico-cultural roots that explain the many divergences.

2 Language erosion

Despite this diversity there is the holocaust of language endangerment looming large on our society. Language extinction is not new but the speed at which the languages are becoming extinct is alarming. A conservative estimate is that approximately 50% of the languages will become extinct by the end of this century. Every fortnight a language dies on this planet. This figure is scary as no other species on this planet is extinguishing at this rate.

Languages are treasure trove on literature, philosophy, and world-view. Hence, loss of a language is the biggest intellectual catastrophe. Disappearance of an individual language constitutes a monumental loss of scientific

information, cultural knowledge, historic account of human migration and language evolution. Language facilitates us enormous power of expression which offers profound understanding of the world, life, and scientific knowledge. It is a marker of identity, an affinity to our folks, a balm in loneliness, and above all, a spiritual relevance. I remember senior Great Andamanese woman Boa Sr., the last speaker of Bo language speaking to birds because she thought they understood her language. She could share her loneliness only with birds.

The situation of Tibeto-Burman languages especially in Nepal is rather worrisome. According to Genetti ‘endangerment of TB languages (2011) on the basis of the two best sources of information on endangerment are Ethnologue (Lewis 2009) and a chapter by George van Driem in the Encyclopedia of the World’s Endangered Languages (Moseley (ed.) 2007), indicates that in aggregate the two sources provide a sobering picture: more than 90% of the language varieties discussed are classified at some level of endangerment (i.e. between “unsafe” and “moribund”) in one or both lists. More than 40% are classified as “endangered”, more than 20% are classified as “severely endangered”, and more than 6% are considered moribund, i.e. now being spoken by only a handful of elderly speakers. The endangerment statistics reflect an ongoing trend of speakers shifting to regional, national, or international languages for some or all domains of language use. Nearly extinct languages are Lingkhim, Chhintang, Chukwa, Raute, and Raui are on their way to extinction. An interesting counter-example to the latter trend is provided by Bhutan, where the government promotes the preservation of minority languages as part of the cultural heritage of the country, and children successfully acquire a minority language, the national language Dzongkha, and English (van Driem 2007: 311). ¹

Ironically it is the bulk of the tribal languages that are endangered in South Asia. Majority of Indian language users, if not all South Asian language users, are multilingual, giving varied dimensions to the linguistic diversity.

Linguistic diversity, the greatest man-made treasure, is at stake, ironically at the hands of those who created it. Biologists have proved that strongest ecosystems are those which are most diverse, and specifically, there is an inextricable relation between linguistic and ecological diversity.

3 Ecological destruction and erosion of human cognitive abilities

There are 9 (nine) different words in Maya for the colour blue. This was to denote six species of butterflies in the forest. In the comprehensive Porrua Spanish-Maya Dictionary, just three Spanish translations appeared, leaving six butterflies that can be seen only by the Maya; proving beyond doubt that when a language dies, six butterflies disappear from the consciousness of the earth.

Anthropologist - Earl Shorris (Harpers 2000) I identified (Abbi 2012) in Great Andamanese language 346 different words for flora that included plants, flowers, leaves, trees etc., 157 species of fish, each with a distinct name, 97 species of birds, 47 different reptiles, 97 invertebrates and insects, 12 kinds of bamboos [many more were there but no longer could be identified because of loss of jungles]---all gone with the vanquished language now.

As we are worried about the accelerating endangerment of rare flora and fauna and diminishing polar ice-caps we must and should be worrying about the ever diminishing linguistic diversity and loss of ancient, old, small languages. “The ultimate reasons for their decline are many, but the most immediate reason is a simple stark truth: language as a tool of everyday communication is not being passed from one generation to another” (Moseley 2007: ‘General Introduction’).

¹ On the other hand, English has now become a threat to Dzongkha, which van Driem classifies as potentially endangered (2007: 327).
Remember every time a language dies, we have less evidence for understanding patterns in the structure and function of human language, human prehistory and the maintenance of the world’s diverse ecosystems. Conservation biology needs to be paralleled by conservation linguistics.

3.1 Can development kill?

In the name of development projects, when tribes are dislocated or when tribes are deprived of their original habitat, diverse ecology becomes poor and this poverty can be seen in the languages in the form of deprivation of expressions, loss of words, and erosion of grammatical structure. The net result is on the cognitive abilities that become restricted and limited.

Our recent research on Tribes of Nilgiri informed us of very disappointing but not unexpected results of loss of words in the Mulu Kurumba language because of destruction of ecological environments. The language provides distinct names for 9 edible and 4 non edible mushrooms, all getting lost because of deforestation and ‘developmental projects’.

Diversity of fish catching devices in Son Beel in Assam, each bearing different local names is getting lost in the language. 197 fish species, 26 fishing gears have been recorded in one area. 38 species of naturally grown bamboo, 14 species of cane, 19 species of tortoise, 293 species of orchids Gradual ecological destruction is deleting words from the language and subsequently from the memory of the humans. The speed at which developmental projects have taken place in South Asia warrants a research of its impact on the surviving languages.

Languages provide vocabulary capable of describing the diversity existing in the environment. This cannot be easily or adequately described by any replacement language. Replacement of an old language by a new one is like reinventing the wheel. It may take another hundreds of years to inscribe indigenous knowledge about the eco-diversity all over again in the replaced language, which was already stored in the old language and got lost.

Dislocation of the community from one place to another also leads to loss of words in a language. Color terms in indigenous languages with names for basic color terms and varieties of shades of color terms are remarkable example to see how the displacement of a community affects non perception of shades of colors as well as loss of the capability of referring to a variety. For example city dwellers of Hindi speaking community have neither the relevance nor they remember what is /dhani haraal/ ‘light green’ or ‘green like rice grass’, or ‘greenish’; /katthai bhuraa/ ‘brown like catechu’ or /sindoori laal/ ‘red as vermillion’ or /champaii safed/ ‘white as the Champa flower’, as these items, i.e., referents are taken away from their daily lives and thus, the loss of perception of the minute distinctiveness in color shades.

The symbiotic relationship that exists between language and the ecological environment is inextricable and thus adverse effect on one results in devastating effects on another.

4 Cognitive abilities and grammar

The crucial fact for understanding the place of language in human cognition is its diversity. The diversity of language points to the general importance of cultural and technological adaptation in our species. Diversity helps us to adapt varying and conflicting environments and is a key for survival.

4.1 Uniformity kills

As languages are succinct witnesses of the diverse and varying ways in which the human cognitive faculties perceive the world, their grammars and dictionaries are rich sources of information about the unique world-views of the speakers of these languages. For example, raupuch in Present Great Andamanese (Abbi 2012) is the word used for ‘the one who loses her/his sibling’. None of the languages that I know has such a concept and its associated word.

Languages not only manifest various ecological and archaeological signatures of the communities

---

2 Son Beel is famous for its fishery and it is one of the main producers of fish for all the districts in southern Assam. Vanishing habitat threatens words in languages (Assamese, Bishnupriya, Meitei) used in the district.
that maintain close ties to their environments, but are also important repositories of our shared human history and civilization. The species-specific language learning ability, although, is genetically coded, the development of the language is a bio-cultural hybrid (Evans and Levinson 2009), a product of intensive gene-culture coevolution. It is this co-evolutionary nature of human language and the system that underlies it that provides us with evidential proofs that it is not only constituted of rules but also manifests ways and means by which the speaker perceives the world and develops the cognitive abilities. Grammar represents rules and systematics of the conceptualization of the world by a society with reference to the ‘self’.

One of the most important tasks that a grammar and lexicons of any language accomplishes is the establishment of the identity of its speakers through its intricate and complex rules of the language in use. The constructs of a grammar thus, establishes the existence of the ‘self’ since each distinct grammar represents the cognitive abilities of the speaker and a distinct world-view.

4.2 Two distinct grammars

To begin with, I would like to draw your attention to the fact that there are many societies that show sensitivity to gender distinction by establishing different grammars. There are two distinct grammars of Kurux or Oraon (Abbi 2001), the Dravidian language spoken in Nepal, Jharkhand and other regions of East Central India. These are represented by two distinct verbal endings and plural formation of nouns in women’s and men’s speech. Women –to- women and men-to-men speech differ substantially in their grammatical patterns leading to the establishment of two distinct identities one for men and another one for women. Male: paccor : Female pacco: mukkae ‘old women’; Male: nalar : Female nalu: alae ‘male dancers’.

4.3 The self and the invisible interlocutor

(Magahi)

Intricate and complex pattern of verb agreement in Magahi, the language spoken in parts of Nepal and Bihar in India, ironically considered a variety of Hindi, indicates the identities of the interlocutors, their status in the society and above all, the attitude of the speaker about the invisible referent, all in one--by mere verb agreement/endings.

(1) a. ohnii aaj iskuul jaldi cal gel hal-av
   they today school early walk go be.PAST 3.NH
   ‘Today they had gone to school early.’

   b. ohnii aaj iskuul jaldi cal gel hal-thu/hal-thun
      they today school early walk go be.PAST 3.H
      ‘Today they had gone to school early.’
      (Nilu: Magahi Ph.D.)

4.4 Grammar captures fine cognitive distinctiveness in the manner of an action or a state: A case of expressive morphology of the NE languages

Unusual feature of the languages of the Northeast both Austroasiatic and Tibeto-Burman is that the action undertaken by the subject is emoted in a large number of expressive morphology, viz. arbitrary sound symbols, each with a distinct meaning (Abbi 1991). I recorded 52 ways of ‘crying’ in Khasi (Abbi 1977, 1991) (a Mon-Khmer language of the Austroasiatic family spoken in Meghalaya), 57 ways of ‘walking’ and an equal number in Tangkhul Naga, a Tibeto-Burman language (Abbi and Victor 1997). The examples indicate many ways the self can indulge in an action. Expressive morphology found in these languages manifest various fine cognitive distinctions that a speaker makes in enacting an action thus represent different modes of the ‘self’.

This is an amazing wealth in the area of cognition. A few examples given below from the Austroasiatic language Khasi spoken in the Meghalaya hills will be convincing.

In Khasi /iaid/ means ‘walk’, however there are fifty seven ways the walk can be perceived by the native speakers. Hence /iaid dar darl ‘walk briskly; /iaid hir hirl ‘go longingly’; /iaid don donl ‘walk like a bird or a child’; /iaid dot dotl ‘move like an old person’ etc. In Tangkhul Naga, 3 Field notes
a Tibeto-Burman language of the Nagaland there are equal number of expressives for the word ‘to walk’. Hence, /kazat/ means ‘walk’ which can collocate with many manner adverbs of expressive morphology. For instance, /shing shing kazat/ ‘walk with heavy footsteps in a direct manner without looking sideways or stopping’; /thung thung kazat/ ‘walk heedlessly with anger or worry’; /cam cam kazat/ ‘walk blindly and slowly like a very old person’; /hay hay kazat/ ‘walk with a limp’; /rut rut kazat/ ‘walk carefully and silently or stealthily’ etc. (Abbi and Victor 1997: )

Language structures represent the cognitive world of the speakers and the loss or erosion of languages deprives them of comprehending their world, environment and culture.

4.5 Five senses of perception (Panchendriya) (Abbi 1991)

The sense to ‘hear’, ‘smell’, ‘touch’, ‘see’, and ‘taste’ are all get represented in expressive morphology in all South Asian languages. Any danger to indigenous languages endangers the capability of expressing the cardinal sense of perception.

4.6 Chaos in Nepali expressed by expressive morphology

Nepali denotes the minute differences in chaotic order that the language speakers perceive. Thus:

- khə lə ‘hurly burly’, ‘commotion’
- khə-aa-bəla ‘riot’ ‘uproar’
- khətal khətal ‘topsy turvy’
- at pə ‘disorderliness’

Tai-Khamti, a language from the Tai-Kadai group has examples like Bangla where expressives, among others, are collocationally restricted, i.e., Bangla ḍɔke ḍɔke ləl ‘deep red’, and Tai Khamti syen⁴–sok²-sok² ‘very beautiful’ or suŋ²–wen¹–wen² ‘very tall’. In Mizo, sense of sound and sense of touch are represented as klek klek ‘noise of natural phenomenon’ and olep olep ‘sticky’ respectively.

4.7 Great Andamanese body division markers and its association with all the grammatical categories

Great Andamanese constitutes the sixth language family of India (Abbi 2006, 2008).

Present Great Andamanese (PGA) is an endangered and moribund language which is spoken by the Great Andamanese tribes who were hunter and gather till the middle of the 20th century. Their language has retained structures which appear to be relics of prehistoric human language/s. The Great Andamanese conceptualize their world through the interdependencies of inalienable seven body divisions or classes, each represented by a bound morpheme or a marker (Abbi 2010, 2013). The semantics of the body division markers pervade the lexical and grammatical system of the language in such a way that almost all content words in the language are obligatorily preceded by body division class markers (details given below). The system is unique as no language known so far attests such features. As the Great Andamanese tribes are remnants of the first migration out of Africa (Thangaraj, K., et al 2005) and have lived in isolation till the middle of the 19th Century (Kashyap et al 2003), the structures found in the language give us evidences about the possible grammar used by the early humans.

Since Great Andamanese (Abbi 2013) conceptualize their world through their body, the anthropocentric principle that governs the Great Andamanese lies in their system of dividing human body into seven parts each symbolized by a monosyllabic bound morpheme known as body class markers, such as a-, ut-, ong-, er-, o-, e- and ra-.⁴ Each of these markers is symbolized as a proclitic⁵ in the grammar of the language and combines with other morphemes to make a full word. These other morphemes belong to the categories of content words such as nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs. The body division class markers are attached to all classes of content words. Thus, all content words in PGA can easily

⁴ Intra-community variation has been ignored to keep the data simple and easy to read.
⁵ Symbolized by sign ‘=’ throughout the text.
be divided into bound and free, the former necessarily imbued with the semantics of ‘inerency’ and ‘dependency’. This is a unique and important feature of the language: that all parts of speech occur as dependent and non-dependent pairs, the former being obligatorily marked.

Table 1: Seven basic zones in the partonomy of body

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Partonomy of human body</th>
<th>Body class markers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>mouth and its semantic extension</td>
<td>a=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>major external body parts</td>
<td>e=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>extreme ends of the body like toes and fingernails</td>
<td>ong=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>bodily products and part-whole relationship</td>
<td>ut=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>organs inside the body</td>
<td>e=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>parts designating round shape/sexual organs</td>
<td>ra=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>parts for legs and related terms</td>
<td>o=</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When a Great Andamanese has to describe the external beauty of a person or thing, s/he attaches er= to the word for ‘beautiful’ (er=bungoi), but if s/he wants to describe internal beauty, s/he uses e=(e=bungoi). The same two proclitics derive nouns such as er=cho ‘someone’s head’ and e=tei ‘someone’s blood’, verbs such as er=ban ‘hold’ and e=binge ‘think’, and adverbs such as er=betosho ‘adjacent to, near’ and e=khil ‘in the middle’. All these retain the basic semantics of the body division markers. I will give only a small sample of this system in a tabulated form here but readers can refer to Abbi 2011 for details.

6 Uphold human rights and empower the speakers of small languages

Small language speakers are denied social justice by not having their language in any literacy program and education system. By exclusion they are denied freedom to use their voices. Our tribes, especially the nomads have been alienated in our education system because neither the language nor the content used in the text books is relevant to them. Their social uplift is associated with mainstreaming them which is nothing but robbing them of their fundamental rights to land, jungle and language. It perpetually not only violates human right to education but also creates poverty and further helps in widening the gaps between the speakers of the dominant language and dominated language.

The political and current social scenario has resulted in failure to transmit languages across generations. That is, inter-generation transfer is decreasing day by day because of ‘perceived futility’ of retaining mother tongues or home language. This may be considered internal forces of language loss. Clubbed with this, is the lack of institutional support, the external forces. We know too well that internal forces, however, have their source in the external ones. Both arrest the growth and survival of languages. Language loss is often not voluntary; it frequently involves violations of human rights, with oppression or repression of speakers of minority/small languages. It is gross injustice when people are forced to give up their languages either by external subjugation or by internal forces which
themselves cannot be delineated from the former. How can one visualize a judicial system of a country to deliver justice to the community whose voice is not heard because it is silenced by organized behaviour of its protectors?

Frequently, accompanying this loss of culture and self-worth is a deep sense of political alienation that limits human potential as well as the space for delivery for political and citizenship rights.

7 Oral tradition

In an oral society such threats are not envisaged because there is no question of institutional support or lack of support. Language or languages are learnt and used according to interpersonal relations and to fulfil various daily requirements. The communication network of oral tradition is worth a research area.

There are more unwritten languages in South Asia than the written ones. A large number of them are preserved and sustained in oral forms. The oral and tribal literature emote current socio-political thought processes of the societies. It is this literature which never becomes old as it is contemporary and current, and is constantly evolving. It is the oral tradition that has helped us inform on disaster management, on human civilization and human coexistence. Oral tradition of South Asia is robust as it has survived many thousands of years serving as the sole vehicle of transfer of information on culture, philosophy, human relations, social history and evolving civilization. Orality results in cumulative expansion of knowledge.

Cognitive abilities code into clusters, patterns and fractal structures formed in neural networks by ordering and reordering synapsis between neurons early in life mostly through spoken language and sensory environments. These clusters, patterns and fractal structures are also essential seeds for pattern recognition and memory. Memory and cognition has synergetic relationship.

7.1 Loss of Oral tradition and breaking down the fabric of continuity

There is no denying that promoting literacy and education is the foremost tasks of the Govt. however, we should not ignore the fact that illiteracy does not kill. Illiteracy should not be equated with ignorance, lack of knowledge, or with stupidity. As D.P. Pattanayak (2014) once said, ‘literacy means crossing the boundary of the mother tongue which leads to endangerment of the mother tongue. He further says ‘Illiteracy is not a disease’. Literacy unfortunately, had been an instrument of oppression in our country. I recall Anand Coomarswamy (1947) who wrote that “for proletarian literacy is a practical and cultural necessity”. He observed that destruction of culture due to destruction of orality is “lethal” precisely because it is the destruction of memories that is involved. To quote him “imposing our literature (written) upon a ‘cultured but illiterate people is to destroy their culture in the name of our own.” (page 21).

8 Threats of globalization

I will like to enumerate various threats looming large over undue to globalization.

• The process of homogenization has led to killing of small languages, and the immense knowledge contained in them.

• Economic progress through globalization comes at the cost of a gross neglect of the sustainability principle. Equilibrium of demand and supply generates the point of economic progress and satisfaction. Our self-sustained societies, be the forest dwellers, or mountain habitats are such societies which live in opulence, as their supplies exceeds their demands. These are the biggest retainers of their languages if untouched by the drive of ‘educating’ them or systematically ‘mainstreaming them’.

9 What should we do to retain the fabric of diversity of languages?

There are several ways one can retain and maintain linguistic diversity. Some of the ways that we as South Asians can engage ourselves to obtain the goal of retaining this diversity are the following. I am not going to explicate these in detail as the time is short and also because I have penned these down earlier in some of my articles.

1. Revival of nearly lost languages. There are several examples across the globe where
languages have been revived, e.g., Hebrew, Irish/Gaelic, Welsh, Basque, Catalan, Cornish etc.

2. Introduce it in schools from the day one. This is how many of the almost-lost languages were revived. Instead of introducing the dominant State language from the primary class, one should go for multilingual education in phases- approach where teaching in mother tongue precedes teaching in other tongues. (See below section 11)

3. Language documentation in oral and written forms.

4. Traditional knowledge should be documented and used in schools in the indigenous languages.

5. Give scripts to as many languages as possible and preferably the script of the state language so as to avoid unnecessary pressure. We gave Devanagari script to Great Andamanese.

6. Make use of electronic technology, Radio, TV programs, websites and other social media etc., thereby increasing the prestige, wealth and social uplifting.

7. Get the youth interested in the revival and survival task. They should be considered the real torch bearers of this movement.

10 Multilingual education from the day one

The defective education policy of a country which is not all inclusive of its linguistic diversity and the one that propagates dominant-language medium education prevents access to education, because of the linguistic, pedagogical and psychological barriers it creates. It perpetually not only violates human right to education but also creates poverty and further helps in widening the gaps between the speakers of the dominant language and dominated language.

“Without binding educational linguistic human rights, especially a right to mainly mother tongue-medium (MTM) education in state schools, with good teaching of a dominant language as a second language, given by competent bilingual teachers, most indigenous peoples and minorities have to accept subtractive education through the medium of a dominant/majority language. They learn a dominant language at the cost of the mother tongue which is displaced, and later often replaced by the dominant language. Subtractive teaching subtracts from the child's linguistic repertoire, instead of adding to it.”

(Report from the United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues)

The report asserts that that right to education is not respected unless they become bilingual and bicultural through schooling.

11 Conclusion

We agree with Amartya Sen, that poverty is not only about economic conditions and growth; expansion of human capabilities is a more basic locus of poverty and more basic objective of development. Dominant-language medium education for indigenous children curtails the development of their capabilities and perpetuates poverty. We would like to add that orality should be maintained and the traditional environmental-knowledge in the unwritten languages should be extracted and disseminated to the rest of the world.

Language loss is a loss of experiences of life-sustaining knowledge-base. South Asian countries should help language communities to use their linguistic rights as part of the fundamental rights in its functioning of democratic, socialistic and cultural society.

Multilingual education not only promotes tolerance for other’s speech, it equips and empowers the learners to comprehend the world better. Giving minor languages or small languages their due status in the judicial system, we ensure to give voices to the mutes, we ensure the marginalized to safeguard their rights, and we ensure equality and mitigation of various kinds of hierarchies which is eroding the current society. Giving avenues to expand human capabilities one helps to eradicate poverty.
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**APPENDIX**

**Table 1: Semantics of body division class markers and bound form classes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Body division classes</th>
<th>Body class markers</th>
<th>Verbs</th>
<th>Adjectives</th>
<th>Adverbs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>mouth and its semantic extension</td>
<td>a=</td>
<td>mouth-related activity, origin, e.g. a=jire ‘abuse’, a=kop ‘sprout’</td>
<td>mouth-related, quality of person, e.g. a=mu ‘dumb’, a=tulup ‘greedy’</td>
<td>deictic meaning of front or back, a=karap ‘behind’, a=kauta ‘prior to’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>major external body parts</td>
<td>er=</td>
<td>activity in which the front part of the body is involved, e.g. er=luk ‘weigh’</td>
<td>attribute of size, external beauty, e.g. er=hungot ‘beautiful’,</td>
<td>deictic meaning of adjacency or front, uncontrollable actions/emotions, e.g. er-betto:sho ‘adjacent to/near X’, er=achil ‘surprised’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>extreme ends of the body like toes and fingernails</td>
<td>ong=</td>
<td>hand-related activity, action to do with extremities of body, e.g. ong=cho ‘stitch’, ut=nujero ‘trembling of hands’</td>
<td>attributes related to limbs, e.g. ong=karacay ‘lame’, ong=toptlo ‘alone’</td>
<td>manner: ‘hurriedly’, e.g. ong=kocil ‘fast’, ‘hurriedly’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>bodily products and part-whole relationship</td>
<td>ut=</td>
<td>directional, away from the ego, or experiential verbs, e.g. ut=cone ‘leave’, ut=gho-bom ‘be hungry’</td>
<td>quality of an X after a part is taken out of it, e.g. ut=lile ‘decay’, ut=lokho ‘bare’</td>
<td>emerging out of something, deictic meaning of ‘towards X’, ‘up’, e.g. or=le ‘seaward’ or=bo ‘backwards’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>organs inside the body</td>
<td>e=</td>
<td>internalized action, when the effect of an action can be seen on the object, or experienced, e.g. e=leco ‘suck’, e=rino ‘eat’</td>
<td>inherent e.g. e=sare ‘salty’, e=ben ‘soft’</td>
<td>deictic meaning of internal space or manner: ‘slowly’, e.g. e=kil ‘in the middle’, e=kotra ‘inside’, e=lile ‘slowly’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>parts designating round shape and sides</td>
<td>ra=</td>
<td>action that involves side or middle portion of the body, e.g. ra=delo ‘be pregnant’</td>
<td>attribute of size, ‘time’ and belly-related, e.g. ra=phetketo ‘big bellied’, ra=kata ‘stout/dwarf’</td>
<td>deixis of immediate vertical or horizontal space, e.g. ra=balo ‘behind X’, ra=tal ‘right under X’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>parts for leg and related terms</td>
<td>o=</td>
<td>action which more often than not, results in roundish object or in a definite result, e.g. o=corno ‘make nest’, o=beo ‘sting’</td>
<td>external attribute of shape and texture, e.g. o=balong ‘round’, o=phelanya ‘slippery’</td>
<td>temporal deixis, e.g. o=to ‘day break’, o=kara ‘sunset’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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I owe my sincere thanks to Prof. Dr. Parashar Koirala, Chairman UGC Nepal for gracing & inaugurating this historical gathering of 36th Annual Conference of LSN and 21st Himalayan Languages Symposium.

Nepal is a unique blend of various linguistic, cultural and ethnic diversity. This diversity nurtured linguistic culture among various persons and institutes in Nepal since long. One of the experimented examples of this practice is LSN gatherings since 1979, despite all the difficulties and circumstances.

Last year, we were here talking about the changing situation of shifting language ideologies in globalized world. I still remember we were challenged by the odd/even traffic system in Kathmandu valley because of SAARC summit in Nepal. This year we have lost various important cultural heritages of Nepal because of the devastating earthquake of 25th April and 12 May 2015. Many ethnic and linguistic communities have been collapsed because of this unpredicted disaster like Ghale and Gurung in Gorkha and Thami in Dolakha. We were trying to rise and shine forgetting all these tragedies with the release of the New constitution of Federal Republic Nepal in Kartik 3, 2072 BS.

Since then we have been suffering with some internal and external socio-political complexities. We are not politicians but we understand this situation where millions of innocent people have been victimized in the land of Buddha, Ram and Janaki. I hope that this difficult situation will be over soon and everything will be normal as usual.

This year we are able to organize jointly with Central Department of Linguistics, TU, the product and dream of Linguistic society of Nepal since its inception in 1979. We have received more than 200 abstracts and prepared 156 papers to present from 27 different countries of all the continents are now limited to 123 papers in diverse topics and areas like phonetics to syntax, documentation to revitalization, Language policy to language contact and cultural linguistics because of aforementioned reason. Our delegates and speakers have cancelled their flights and booking at the last hour because of uncertainty.

However, we are here again with some new promises and resolutions. The New Constitution of Nepal (2072) has clearly maintained the language and linguistic rights better than previous practices. LSN has organized an interaction program about the draft constitution and submitted its report and suggestions to the chairman of Constitutional Assembly. We welcome the provision of language commission in the new constitution but still warn and observe its implement in the future.

Himalayan languages Symposium has been organized 3rd time in Nepal with linguistic Society’s Annual Conferences. This is an indication of the joint culture of language festival throughout the world. We hope this culture will be

continued and strengthen in the days ahead. The linguistic activities have been going on shifting from old generations to young generations in LSN and Central Department of Linguistics, TU simultaneously. I feel proud to remember those bygone days of difficulties of our earlier generations who laid strong foundation for establishing and developing Linguistic Society of Nepal and Central Department Linguistics at Tribhuvan University.

The establishment of LSN Best Paper Award for Nepali and SAARC young linguists is another possibility for developing linguistic and cultural harmony in Nepal and south Asia. We always welcome such creative motivations so that we will be able to preserve and revitalize our languages and cultures.

I feel pleasure to mention a few names and institutions to make this historic event successful. I, on behalf of LSN, would like to express my sincere gratitude to University Grants Commission, Ganeshman Memorial College, Nepal Academy, Tribhuvan University, Vice Chancellor’s Office, Jagat Mandir Higher Secondary School, Loyalty Academy, Madan Bhandari Memorial College, Image Printers and Parikar Catering, Center for Economic Development and Administration, and many more to mention here.

The team of editorial board, while producing the regular issue of *Nepalese Linguistics* volume deserves special thanks for this meticulous effort. I am very much obliged to the executive members of LSN and all the colleagues and staff of Central Department of Linguistics who have worked hard and spent their valuable time in voluntary basis. We hope, with the honest implementation of constitution, the government of Nepal will recognize the contribution of LSN and allocate some budget annually.

Thank You!
**LIST OF LIFE MEMBERS OF LINGUISTIC SOCIETY OF NEPAL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SN</th>
<th>MN</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>001</td>
<td>Ramawatar Yadav, <a href="mailto:ramyadav992@live.com">ramyadav992@live.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>002</td>
<td>Kamal Prakash Malla Maitidevi, <a href="mailto:mallacorp@gmail.com">mallacorp@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>003</td>
<td>Chandra Devi Shakya, Lalitpur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>004</td>
<td>Yogendra P. Yadava, CDL, Kirtipur, <a href="mailto:spsyadava@gmail.com">spsyadava@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>005</td>
<td>M.S. Ningomba, Manipur University, India.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>006</td>
<td>Bernhard Kolver, University of Kiel, Germany.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>007</td>
<td>Ulrike Kolver, Germany.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>008</td>
<td>Shailendra Kumar Singh, P. K. Campus, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>009</td>
<td>Burkhard Schottendreyer, Spartado Aereo 100388, Columbia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>010</td>
<td>Tika Bahadur Karki, American Peace Corps, Kathmandu (late)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>011</td>
<td>Richard R. Smith, United Mission to Nepal, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>012</td>
<td>Horst Brinkhaus, University of Kiel, Germany.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>013</td>
<td>John P. Ritchott, USA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>014</td>
<td>Subhadra Subba, Kirtipur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>015</td>
<td>Ross C. Caughly, Australia, <a href="mailto:ross_caughley@sil.org">ross_caughley@sil.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>016</td>
<td>James J. Donnelly, St. Xavier's School, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>017</td>
<td>Nishi Yoshio, University of Kyoto, Japan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>018</td>
<td>Shreedhar P. Lohani, Maitidevi, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>019</td>
<td>Tika P. Sharma, Mahendra Ratna Campus, Tahachal, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>020</td>
<td>Ronald Biermeier, University of Berne, Switzerland.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>021</td>
<td>Ian Alsop, Panipokhari, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>022</td>
<td>Ballabh Mani Dahal, Central Department of Nepali, Kirtipur. (Late)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>023</td>
<td>Colin S. Barron, Britain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>024</td>
<td>Shishir Kumar Sthapit, Baneshwar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>025</td>
<td>Chuda Mani Bandhu, CDL, Kirtipur, <a href="mailto:cmbandhu@yahoo.com">cmbandhu@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>026</td>
<td>Tej Ratna Kansakar, CDL, Kirtipur, <a href="mailto:t.r.kansakar@gmail.com">t.r.kansakar@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>027</td>
<td>Rameshwar P. Adhikari, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>028</td>
<td>Nirmal Man Tuladhar, LinSuN, CDL, Kirtipur, <a href="mailto:nirmal_tuladhar2006@yahoo.com">nirmal_tuladhar2006@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>029</td>
<td>Abhi Narayan Subedi <a href="mailto:abhi@mail.com">abhi@mail.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>030</td>
<td>Beverly Hartford, Indiana University, USA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>031</td>
<td>J. P. Cross, Pokhara.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>032</td>
<td>Marshal Lewis, Indiana University, USA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>033</td>
<td>K.V. Subbarao, CDL, Delhi University, India.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>034</td>
<td>Devi P. Gautam, CDN, Kirtipur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>035</td>
<td>Chandra Prakash Sharma, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>036</td>
<td>Werner Winter, Germany.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>037</td>
<td>Baidyanath Jha, R. R. Multiple Campus, Janakpur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>038</td>
<td>Satya Ranjan Banerjee, Calcutta University, India.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>039</td>
<td>George van Driem, G. P.O. Box 991, Kathmandu, <a href="mailto:george.van.driem@gmail.com">george.van.driem@gmail.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>040</td>
<td>Beerendra Pandey, CDE, Kirtipur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>041</td>
<td>Kalpana Pandey, c/o Beerendra Pandey.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 MN= LSN membership number

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>042</td>
<td>Chandreshwar Mishra, DEE, Kirtipur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>043</td>
<td>Rudra Laxmi Shrestha, Lalitpur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>044</td>
<td>Khagendra K.C., Patan Multiple Campus, Patan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>045</td>
<td>Shambhu Acharya, Patan Multiple Campus, Patan. (late)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>046</td>
<td>Durga P. Bhandari, Baneshwar, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>047</td>
<td>Rajendra P. Bhandari, CDE, Kirtipur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>048</td>
<td>Shree Krishna Yadav, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>049</td>
<td>Jai Raj Awasthi, DEE, Kirtipur, <a href="mailto:jrawasthi@gmail.com">jrawasthi@gmail.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>050</td>
<td>Novel K. Rai, LinSuN, CDL, Kirtipur, <a href="mailto:drnovel4@yahoo.com">drnovel4@yahoo.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>051</td>
<td>Padma P. Devakota, Maitidevi, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>052</td>
<td>Manfred G. Treu, CIL, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>053</td>
<td>Gautami Sharma, P. K. Campus, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>054</td>
<td>Sangita Rayamajhi, CDE, Kirtipur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>055</td>
<td>Bhuvan Dhungana, R. R. Campus, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>056</td>
<td>Baidaya Nath Mishra, Trichandra Campus, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>057</td>
<td>Krishna Pradhan, Saraswati Campus, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>058</td>
<td>K.B. Maharjan, Bernhardt College, Balkhu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>059</td>
<td>Hriseekesh Upadhyay, R. R. Campus, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>060</td>
<td>Nayan Tara Amatya, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>061</td>
<td>Sueyoshi Toba, G. P.O. Box 991, Kathmandu, <a href="mailto:si_toba@sil.org">si_toba@sil.org</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>062</td>
<td>Sanjeev K. Upreti, CDE, Kirtipur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>063</td>
<td>Anand P. Shrestha, Central Department of English, Kirtipur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>064</td>
<td>Bishnu Raj Pandey, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>065</td>
<td>Mohan Prasad Banskota, Saraswati Campus, Kathmandu. (late)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>066</td>
<td>Rupa Joshi, P. K. Campus, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>067</td>
<td>Keshab Gautam, Saraswati Campus, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>068</td>
<td>Krishna Kumar Basnet, Saraswati Campus, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>069</td>
<td>Nirmala Regmi, P. K. Campus, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>070</td>
<td>Jyoti Tuladhar, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>071</td>
<td>Bidya Ratna Bajracharya, Samakhusi, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>072</td>
<td>Shanti Basnyat, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>073</td>
<td>Madhav P. Pokharel, CDL, Kirtipur, <a href="mailto:madappokhrel@yahoo.com">madappokhrel@yahoo.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>074</td>
<td>Ramchandra Lamsal, Department of Nepali Education, Kirtipur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>075</td>
<td>Arun Kumar Prasad, Trichandra Campus, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>076</td>
<td>Bijay Kumar Rauniyar, CDE, Kirtipur, <a href="mailto:bijayrauniyar@hotmail.com">bijayrauniyar@hotmail.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>077</td>
<td>Sajag S. Rana, Patan M Campus, Patan, Lalitpur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>078</td>
<td>Balaram Aryal, CIL, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>079</td>
<td>Bed P. Giri, USA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>080</td>
<td>Amma Raj Joshi, CDE, Kirtipur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>081</td>
<td>Parshuram Paudyal, CIL, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>082</td>
<td>Martin W. Gaenszle, University of Heidelberg, South Asia Institute.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>083</td>
<td>Maya Devi Manandhar, Saraswati Campus, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>084</td>
<td>Pradeep M. Tuladhar, Patan Campus, Patan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>085</td>
<td>Megha Raj Sharma, CIL, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>086</td>
<td>Mohan Sitaula, CIL, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>087</td>
<td>Anand Sharma, R. R. Campus, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>088</td>
<td>Nanda Kishor Sinha, Birgunj.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>089</td>
<td>Ram Bikram Sijapati, Patan Multiple Campus, Patan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Punya Prasad Acharya</td>
<td>Kanya Campus, Kathmandu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>Narayan P. Gautam</td>
<td>CDN, Kirtipur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>Mahendra Jib Tuladhar</td>
<td>Saraswati Campus, Kathmandu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>Govinda Raj Bhattacharai</td>
<td>DEE, Kirtipur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>Balthasar Bickel</td>
<td>Max-Planck Institute, The Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>Bhushan Prasad Shrestha</td>
<td>Saraswati Campus, Kathmandu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>Anuradha Sudharsan</td>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>Bert van den Hock</td>
<td>University of Leiden, The Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>Harihar Raj Joshi</td>
<td>G. P. O. Box 2531, Kathmandu. (late)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>Pramila Rai</td>
<td>P. K. Campus, Kathmandu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Ram Ashish Giri</td>
<td>Melbourne, Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>Tulsi P. Bhattacharai</td>
<td>Kathmandu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>Tika P. Uprety</td>
<td>Devkota Memorial School, Biratnagar-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>Mohan Himanshu Thapa</td>
<td>Balikhu, Kirtipur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>Anusuya Manandhar</td>
<td>R. R. Campus, Kathmandu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>Austin Hale</td>
<td>Erl-Huebi, 8636 Wald (ZH), Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>Larry L. Seaward</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>Sashidhar Khanal</td>
<td>Trichandra Campus, Kathmandu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>Boyd Michailovsky</td>
<td>France, <a href="mailto:boydm@vif.cnrs.fr">boydm@vif.cnrs.fr</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109</td>
<td>Mazaudon Martine</td>
<td>LACITO/CNRS, France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>Tsetan Chonjore</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>Sushma Regmi</td>
<td>Ratna Rajyalaxmi Campus, Kathmandu. (Late)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>Swayam Prakash Sharma</td>
<td>Mahendra Campus, Dharan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113</td>
<td>Anjana Bhattacharai</td>
<td>DEE Kirtipur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>Nivedita Mishra</td>
<td>P. K. Campus, Kathmandu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>Gunjeshwari Basyal</td>
<td>Palpa Campus, Tansen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116</td>
<td>Philip Pierce</td>
<td>Nepal Research Center, Kathmandu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117</td>
<td>Binay Jha</td>
<td>R. R. Campus, Kathmandu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>Mukunda Raj Pathik</td>
<td>CIL, Kathmandu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119</td>
<td>Laxmi Sharma</td>
<td>P. K. Campus, Kathmandu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>Bhesha Raj Shiwakoti</td>
<td>P. K. Campus, Kathmandu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121</td>
<td>Siddhi Laxmi Baidya</td>
<td>CIL, Kathmandu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122</td>
<td>Sulochana Dhital</td>
<td>CIL, Kathmandu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123</td>
<td>Simon Gautam</td>
<td>Bhaktapur Campus, Bhaktapur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>Geeta Khadka</td>
<td>CDE, Kirtipur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>Phanindra Upadhyay</td>
<td>P. K. Campus, Kathmandu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>Sundar K. Joshi</td>
<td>Patan Multiple Campus, Patan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>Shushila Singh</td>
<td>P. K. Campus, Kathmandu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>Ganga Ram Gautam</td>
<td>Mahendra Ratna Campus, Tahachal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129</td>
<td>Lekhnath Sharma Pathak</td>
<td>CDL, Kirtipur, <a href="mailto:lekhnathspathak@gmail.com">lekhnathspathak@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>Rishi Rijal</td>
<td>Mahendra R. Campus, Tahachal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131</td>
<td>Binod Luitel</td>
<td>Mahendra Ratna Campus, Tahachal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>Anju Giri</td>
<td>DEE Kirtipur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133</td>
<td>Meena Karki</td>
<td>Mahendra Ratna Campus, Tahachal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134</td>
<td>Neta Sharma</td>
<td>Mahendra R. Campus, Tahachal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
<td>Tanka Prasad Neupane</td>
<td>Mahendra Campus, Dharan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>Ram Raj Lohani</td>
<td>CDL, Kirtipur, <a href="mailto:ramlohani@gmail.com">ramlohani@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137</td>
<td>Balaram Prasain</td>
<td>CDL, Kirtipur, <a href="mailto:prasain2003@yahoo.com">prasain2003@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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138 138 Kamal Poudel, CDL, Bharatpur-9, Chitwan, <kpoudelnp@yahoo.com>.
139 139 Bhim Lal Gautam, CDL, Kirtipur, <bgautam2003@yahoo.com>.
140 140 Baburam Adhikari, Manamohan Memorial College, Kathmandu.
141 141 Ram Hari Lamsal, Saraswati Multiple Campus, Kathmandu.
142 142 Lekhnath Khanal, Hillbird English School, Chitwan.
143 143 Silu Ghimire, P. K. Campus, Kathmandu.
144 144 Krishna Prasad Chalise, CDL, Kirtipur, <krishna40e@yahoo.com>.
145 145 Uttam Bagelain, Baneswor, Kathmandu, <upb2062@yahoo.com>.
146 146 Bharat Raj Neupane, Nagarjun Academy, Kathmandu.
147 147 Dan Raj Regmi, CDL, Kirtipur, <danrajregmi8@gmail.com>.
148 148 Bhim Narayan Regmi, CDL, Kathmandu, <bhim_regmi@yahoo.com>.
149 149 Ajit Man Tamang, Kathmandu, <ajitman4@yahoo.com>.
150 150 Meera Shrestha, Mahendra Ratna Campus, Tahachal.
151 151 Puspa Karna, Mahendra R. Campus, Tahachal, Kathmandu.
152 152 Hemanga Raj Adhikari, Department of Nepali Education, Kirtipur.
153 153 Usha Adhikari, IOE, Pulchok.
154 154 Dev Narayan Yadav, Patan Multiple Campus, <devnarayan_yadav@yahoo.com>.
155 155 Khagendra Prasad Luitel, CDN, Kirtipur.
156 156 Rasmi Adhikari, Manmohan Memorial College, Kathmandu.
157 157 Toya Nath Bhattrai
158 158 B. K. Rana
159 159 Nabin K. Singh, CDC, Sanothimi.
160 160 Til Bikram Nebang (Bairagi Kainla), Nepal Academy, Kathmandu.
161 161 Khadka K. C., Sanothimi Campus, Bhaktapur. (Late)
162 162 Kedar Prasad Poudel, Mahendra Campus, Dharan, <kedarpdpoudel@yahoo.com>.
163 163 Ram Prasad Dahal, Modern Kanya Campus, Kathmandu.
164 164 Govinda Bahadur Tumbahang, CNAS, Kirtipur, <govindatumbahang@yahoo.com>.
165 165 Keshar Mohan Bhattrai, Chabahil, Kathmandu.
166 166 Omkareswor Shrestha, Central Department of Nepalthasa, Patan, <omkareshwors@yahoo.com.in >.
167 167 Bindu Lal Shah, Sanothimi Campus, Bhaktapur.
168 168 Deepak Kumar Adhikari, Asam, India.
169 169 Begendra Subba, Dharampur, Jhapa, <begendra@yahoo.com>.
170 170 Ganga Ram Pant, CDL, Kirtipur.
171 171 TikRam Poudel, Kathmandu <trpoudel@hotmail.com>.
172 172 Bharat Kumar Bhattrai, CDN, Kirtipur.
173 173 Stephen Watters, Texas, USA, <steve_watters@sil.org>.
174 174 Bhabendra Bhandari, Madhumalla, Morang, <bhandariib@yahoo.com>.
175 175 Vishnu P. Singh Rai, DEE, Kirtipur, <vpsrai@yahoo.com>.
176 176 Viswanath Bhandari, Patan Multiple Campus, Patan.
177 177 Dilli Ram Bhandari, Sirkhet.
178 178 Ananta Lal Bhandari, Gulmi.
179 179 Tek Mani Karki, Kathmandu, Tahachal, Kathmandu.
180 180 Dip Karki, Mahendra Ratna Campus, Tahachal.
181 181 Nandish Adhikari, CDL, Kirtipur.
182 182 Hari Prasad Kafle, Mahendra Ratna Campus, Tahachal.
183 183 Dubi Nanda Dhakal, CDL, Kirtipur, <nddhakal@yahoo.com>.
184 184 Narayan P. Sharma, SOAS, UK, <narayan.sharma57@gmail.com>.
<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>185</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>Krishna P. Parajuli, CDL, Kirtipur, <a href="mailto:parajuli2025@yahoo.com">parajuli2025@yahoo.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>186</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>Nabin Khadka, Arun Valley Cultural Group, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>187</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>Ambika Regmi, LinSuN, CDL, Kirtipur, <a href="mailto:ambikaregmi@gmail.com">ambikaregmi@gmail.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>Bag Devi Rai, Anamnagar, Kathmandu, <a href="mailto:spakucha2002@yahoo.com">spakucha2002@yahoo.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>189</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>Jyoti Pradhan, CDL, Kirtipur, <a href="mailto:jyoti100np@yahoo.com">jyoti100np@yahoo.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>Amrit Hyongen Tamang, Baneshwor, Kathmandu, <a href="mailto:amrityonjant@yahoo.com">amrityonjant@yahoo.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>191</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>Dilendra Kumar Subba, Patan, Lalitpur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>Laxman Ghimire, Greenfield National College, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>Kamal Thoklihang, R. R. Campus, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>Lal-Shyâkarelu Rapacha, Research Institute of Kiratology, Kathmandu, <a href="mailto:kiranti.muru@hotmail.com">kiranti.muru@hotmail.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>Lok Bahadur Chhetri, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>196</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>Krishna Chandra Sharma, CDE, Kirtipur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>197</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>Devi Prasad Sharma Gautam, CDE, Kirtipur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>198</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>Bal Gopal Shrestha, CNAS, Kirtipur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>199</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>Netra Prasad Paudyal, Germany, <a href="mailto:netrapaudyal@yahoo.com">netrapaudyal@yahoo.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Rajendra Thokar, Chandranigahapur-1, Rautahat, <a href="mailto:raaj_062@yahoo.com">raaj_062@yahoo.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>Sulochana Sapkota (Bhusal), LinSuN, CDL, Kirtipur, <a href="mailto:sapkota_sulochana@hotmail.com">sapkota_sulochana@hotmail.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>Kishor Rai, GPOB 10866, Kathmandu, <a href="mailto:raikishor@hotmail.com">raikishor@hotmail.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>203</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>Suren Sapkota, LinSuN, CDL, Kirtipur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>204</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>Gopal Thakur, Kachornia-1, Bara, <a href="mailto:gtbs@ntc.net.np">gtbs@ntc.net.np</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>205</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>Dhruva Ghimire, Saraswati Campus, GPOB 13914, Kathmandu, <a href="mailto:sugdhi@enct.net.np">sugdhi@enct.net.np</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>206</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>Laxmi Prasad Khatiwada, Kathmandu, <a href="mailto:lkhatiwada@mpp.org.np">lkhatiwada@mpp.org.np</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>207</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>Kamal Mani Dixit, Madan Puraskar Pustakalaya, Patan Dhoka, <a href="mailto:knldxt@wlink.com.np">knldxt@wlink.com.np</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>208</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>Gelu Sherpa, Baudha, Kathmandu, <a href="mailto:g.sherpa@gmail.com">g.sherpa@gmail.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>209</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>Bal Mukunda Bhandari, Department of English Education, Kirtipur, <a href="mailto:bhandaribm@yahoo.com">bhandaribm@yahoo.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>Bir Bahadur Khadka, Maharanijhora-7, Jhapa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>211</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>Chandra Khadka, Madan Bhandari Memorial College, Kathmandu, <a href="mailto:ckhadka77@gmail.com">ckhadka77@gmail.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>Goma Banjade, Kathmandu, <a href="mailto:gbanjade@yahoo.com">gbanjade@yahoo.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>213</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>Ichha Purna Rai, Dhankuta Campus, Dhankuta, <a href="mailto:timma.rai@gmail.com">timma.rai@gmail.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>Karnakhir Khatiwada, CDL, Kirtipur, <a href="mailto:karnakhiratiwada@gmail.com">karnakhiratiwada@gmail.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>215</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>Kedar Bilash Nagila, Kathmandu <a href="mailto:kedarnagila@yahoo.com">kedarnagila@yahoo.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>Krishna Kumar Sah, LinSuN, CDL, Kirtipur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>217</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>Krishna Paudel, Almalauchaur-8, Baglung, <a href="mailto:kpbinyas_23@yahoo.com">kpbinyas_23@yahoo.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>218</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>Peshal Bastola, Canada.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>219</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>Ramesh Khatri, LinSuN, CDL, Kirtipur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>Ramhari Timalsina, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>221</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>Prem B. Phyak, DEE, Kirtipur, <a href="mailto:pphyak@gmail.com">pphyak@gmail.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>222</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>Ram Nath Khanal, IOE, Pulchowk, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>223</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>Sajan Kumar Karna, Thakur Ram Multiple Campus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>224</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>Carl Grove, SIL International.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>Indresh Thakur, Central Department of Linguistics, TU.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>226</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>Jivendra Deo Giri, CDN, TU.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>227</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>Kwang-Ju Cho, <a href="mailto:kwangjucho@hotmail.com">kwangjucho@hotmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>228</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>Laxmi B. Maharjan, Central Department of English Education, TU.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>229</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>Mahesh Kumar Chaudhari, Mahendra B. M. Campus, Rajbiraj.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>N. Pramodini, University of Manipur, India.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>Shova K. Mahato, LiSuN, CDL, Kirtipur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>232</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>Shova Lal Yadav, <a href="mailto:relative_nepal@yahoo.com">relative_nepal@yahoo.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>233</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>Toya Nath Bhatta, Maryland College, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>234</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>Uma Shrestha, Western Oregon University, USA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>235</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>Binu Mathema, Cosmopolitan College, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>236</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>Dipti Phukan Patgiri, University of Guhati, India.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>237</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>Diwakar Upadhyay, Manmaju-7, Katmandú, <a href="mailto:diwakarupadhyay@hotmail.com">diwakarupadhyay@hotmail.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>238</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>Krishna Prasad Paudyal, Ratmanagar, Chitwan, <a href="mailto:krishnapdyl@gmail.com">krishnapdyl@gmail.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>239</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>Om Prakash Singh, Prajatantra Secondary School, Morang, <a href="mailto:omsingh33@gmail.com">omsingh33@gmail.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>Bishnu Chitrakar, Dallu Awas, Swayambhu, <a href="mailto:bishnuchitrakar@hotmail.com">bishnuchitrakar@hotmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>241</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>Durga Dahal, Mahendra Ratna Campus, Tahachal, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>242</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>Durgesh Bhattacharai, Madan Bhandari Memorial College, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>243</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>Kamal Neupane, Madan Bhandari Memorial College, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>244</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>Kamal Prasad Sapkota, Madan Bhandari Memorial College, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>245</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>Khila Sharma Pokharel, Bhirawashram, MSS, Gorkha. <a href="mailto:neltakhila@yahoo.com">neltakhila@yahoo.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>246</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>Nirupa Phuyal, Madan Bhandari Memorial College, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>247</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>Purna Chandra Bhussal, Madan Bhandari Memorial College, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>248</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>Shobakar Bhandari, Madan Bhandari Memorial College, Kathmandu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>249</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>Bharat Kumar Ghimire, <a href="mailto:nesoa_bharat@hotmail.com">nesoa_bharat@hotmail.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>Binod Dahal, <a href="mailto:sabdha.binod@gmail.com">sabdha.binod@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>251</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>Hemanta Raj Dahal, Chabahil, Kathmandu. <a href="mailto:hemant_dahal@hotmail.com">hemant_dahal@hotmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>252</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>Keshab Prasad Joshi, Arunima Educational Foundation, <a href="mailto:aefjoshi@gmail.com">aefjoshi@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>253</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>Moti Kala Subba (Deban), <a href="mailto:motikala_dl@hotmail.com">motikala_dl@hotmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>254</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>Rishi Ram Adhikari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>255</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>Ramesh Kumar Limbu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>Pam Bahadur Gurung, CDE, Kirtipur. <a href="mailto:spam.gurung@gmail.com">spam.gurung@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>Rakesh Kumar Yadav, Imadol-8, Lalitpur. <a href="mailto:rakeshsharlahi@gmail.com">rakeshsharlahi@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>258</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>Tara Mani Rai, <a href="mailto:rairamani@yahoo.com">rairamani@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>259</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>Pankaj Dwivedi, India, <a href="mailto:spankaj.linguistics@gmail.com">spankaj.linguistics@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>Prem Prasad Poudel, Mahendra Ratna Campus, <a href="mailto:premprasadpoudel@hotmail.com">premprasadpoudel@hotmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>Ekkub Maya Pun, Kathmandu University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>262</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>Fatik Thapa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>Vikram Mani Tripathi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>264</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>Hansawati Kurmi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>265</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>Padam Rai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>266</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>Ganesh Kumar Rai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>267</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>Amar Tumyahang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>268</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>Balram Adhikari, Mahendra Ratna Campus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>269</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>Upendra Ghimire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>Sanjog Lapha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>271</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>Dhan Prasad Subedi <a href="mailto:subedi.dhanp@gmail.com">subedi.dhanp@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>272</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>Gulab Chand, India <a href="mailto:gulab.chand@iitrpr.ac.in">gulab.chand@iitrpr.ac.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>273</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>Mahboob Zahid, AMU, India, <a href="mailto:zahidmahboob4u@gmail.com">zahidmahboob4u@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Affiliation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>274</td>
<td>Mani Raj Gurung</td>
<td>Cosmopolitan College, Chabahil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>275</td>
<td>Tek Mani Karki</td>
<td>Mahendra Ratna Campus, Tahachal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>276</td>
<td>Arun Nepal</td>
<td>Iam Mutiple Campus, <a href="mailto:nplarun@gmail.com">nplarun@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>277</td>
<td>Netra Mani Rai</td>
<td><a href="mailto:netramrai@gmail.com">netramrai@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>278</td>
<td>Arjun Shrestha</td>
<td>Pokhara-8, Post Box: 408, <a href="mailto:arjunshrestha.deaf@gmail.com">arjunshrestha.deaf@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations used in this list:

- CDC: Curriculum Development Centre
- CDL: Central Department of Linguistics
- CIL: Campus of International Languages
- DEE: Department of English Education
- CDE: Central Department of English
- CDN: Central Department of Nepali
- CNAS: Centre for Nepal and Asian Studies
- IOE: Institute of Engineering
- LinSuN: Linguistic Survey of Nepal
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